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and flattery
Charlotte Warner is an assault victim
So why does she feel like the criminal?
By Andy Newman

Evidence photo taken two days after Charlotte Warner was beaten.

Photographic unrealism
Nude art, naked art, no art
ESSIlY I1y W.D. Cutlip

There's an old saying in the journalism biz: one picture is worth a thousand
words. The idea is that if a person can
see something, you don't have to
explain it to them.
Take a look at the picture above. You
have at least a thousand words of
testimony in front of you. You almost
don't have to read the text, right? It's an
all-too-familiar story.
Now take a look at the space at the
right. See a picture there? Hell, no. You
don't see a picture there and you're not
going to unless you follow these simple
directions:
Hold the paper two feet from your
face and squint. Now tilt your head
slightly to the left. You will see a nude
portrait of a father and son. You will
note that the man, one Walter Chappell,
has an erection. From this angle, the
artist appears to be saying something
about the link between creation and
procreation.

Now tilt your head to the right. From
this angle, father and son will appear to
be not nude but naked. The man's
erection shoots up like a rocket and
suddenly you fear for the well-being of
the child. You're either looking at
hornoerotica, pornography or both. I am
told that you may even see something
that has "served to legitimize violence"
toward women, though no women
appear in the photograph.
Some photograph, right?
Since January, "Father and Son" has
been at the heart of a news story with
social and political significance. Nonetheless, not one Maine newspaperincluding this one - could find a reason
to print it.
But if reasons can be found to publish
photographs of battered, mutilated
women that are better than reasons for
not printing well-known works by
established artists, then we are more
sick than I suspected.
Continued on page 10
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On the evening of July 3, Charlotte
Warner sustained a broken jaw, broken
nose and severe bruises on her arms and
chest. She claims that Robert Niss, a reporter for the Evening Express, battered
her that night and left her on her front
porch in a pool of blood.
The Cumberland County District Attorney has charged Niss with aggravated
assault, a crime punishable by up to 10
years in jail and a $5,000 fine. Niss pleaded
innocent. But letters that Niss wrote to
Warner and messages he left on her answering machine may tell another story.
Warner's story is not unique. In
Cumberland County, more than 2,200 as-

saults on women were reported last year.
Most were not prosecuted.
But Niss' story is different. The photograph at left was taken two days after
Warner sustained those injuries. Photocopies of this photograph were reportedly distributed to executives at the Portland Newspapers. But Bob Niss continued to be assigned and to write news
stories for the Evening Express, induding
a story involving domestic violence.
"I feellikea prisoner in my own house,
afraid to go out," said Warner, "while he's
still out walking the streets writing artides about women being beaten to death."

Continued on page 8
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A review
of the top
news stories
affecting
Greater
Portland:

Specially priced
Below: Fann Table 36" x 60"

List $450. Special $295.
Windsor Arm Chair $139.
Side Chair $89.

Bookcases,
30' x 72' x 12'
in teak, white,
black, oak &
white wash finishes.

July 23

through
July 30,
1990.

Right: Ekomes "nara"

New insurance law
almost racks up
cab companies

Stressless Leather
Chair and Ottoman

$995.
Special Purchase

$795.
major em/it canis • in·store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORTH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
774·1322
942-6880
667·3615
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Turnpike expansion
efforts heat up

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY

NAPPI DISTRIBUTORS, PORTLAND, ME

On July 24 and 25, 120,000 tickets explaining turnpike officials'
arguments for the proposed $160 million turnpike widening were
handed out to motorists.
The tickets, which were handed out along with transit tickets
at toll booths in southern Maine, claimed that improvements are
needed to ensure safety and reduce congestion on the road. The
card also outlined five "facts" about the project, including the
argument that environmental impact would be minimal. On the
flip side, a map detailed the four- to six-lane expansion from York
to Scarborough. Motorists were urged to request additional
infonnation. According to Paul Violette, executive director of the
Turnpike Authority, 300 tickets were returned asking for information. A newsletter put out by the Authority was sent to each
who requested it.
"We did not ask them to take a position or support the
project," said Violette. "All we did was provide them with
infonnation."
Opponents of the project feel differently.
'The cards were misleading, based on unfounded and unsupported claims," said Staff Attorney Beth Nagusky at the Natural
Resources Council of Maine. '1t never shows the road will be
widened and never shows the price tag." She said the card
euphemizes the project, using the words "rehabilitation" and
"improvement." Empty claims were presented in respect to safety
and the environmental impacts, she said.
Forty--two business organizations, labor unions and chambers
of commerce, including the Ski Maine Association and the Maine
Potato Board, banded together in July to form the Maine Committee to Revitalize the Turnpike. 'There was an apparent need for
someone to speak out in favor of the widening project," said
Peter Thompson, committee member and president of the
Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce.The committee held a
number of press conferences throughout the state on July 26,
which raised public awareness, said Thompson.
'The project was getting a bum rap," he said. ''Now there is at
least 40 people saying the widening project is important to the
state of Maine."
The turnpike widening is becoming an eminent campaign
issue. On July 27, Governor John McKernan voiced his support of
the widening project, maintaining that the Maine Turnpike is the
lifeline to the state's economic health. He urged Democratic
opponent Joseph Brennan to make public his views.
Congressman Brennan responded with support for highway
improvements, but Brennan also admonished those who would
single out southern Maine and spend minions of dollars at a time
when the economy is tight.
The BEP will hold a hearing at 1 p.m. on Aug. 8 at the Comfort
Inn in Augusta. The hearing, the third session concerning the
widening, will be led by BEP Chair Chris Livesay and open to the
public. Pertinent questions from the public will be welcomed.
Deborah Fuller

Five taxi companies narrowly avoided a shut-down
on July 30 and 31 by becoming
temporarily re-insured by a
large New York company.
On]uly 31, the cab companies were waiting for the state
Bureau of Insurance to decide
if a Puerto-Rico insurance
company could be hired for
their long-term coverage. The
possibility that taxi service
would be interrupted still
lingered, but was not expected, said John Paradis,
owner of Paradis Insurance in
Lewiston and the broker
handling the cab companies'
account.
Town Taxi and ABC of
Portland, City Cab Co. and
Two-in-One Taxi in Lewiston
and Auburn, and Sanford Taxi
in Wells, Sanford and Alfred
had all been insured by BelAire of 5t. Louis, MO. The five
companies serve more than
4,000 people per day.
The shut-down scare has
been brewing for a while,
explained Robert Hark, the
cab companies' attorney. This
spring, the state Bureau of
Insurance prompted the
passage of a law which
required insurance companies
to be licensed in Maine in
order to insure in the state.
The five taxi companies'
insurance carrier, Bel-Aire, is
not licensed in Maine. The taxi
companies were notified of
this inconsistency on July 13
and were given until July 30 to
legally insure themselves.
The taxi companies have
been temporarily re-insured
by Oarendon National
Insurance Co. of New York,
said Paradis. The Bureau of
Insurance on Tuesday was
considering the Corpora cion
Insular de Seguros, a Puerto
Rico insurance company, he
said.
Hark said that the
Corporacion Insular de
Seguros will be more expensive than the original deal
with Bel-Aire, but did not
know whether taxi fares
would increase as a result.

Portland heroin
market choked
Two Portland men were
arrested in Scarborough on
July 24 after 100 small bags of
heroine valued at $6,000 were
removed from their lower
Continued on p"ge 4

We help you pack more fun into your time outdQOrs.
. CHRIS: "I halX! gaad memories of camping. Its something I've done

since I was a kid, and stilf do every chance I get. But I really like to hear
about ,other peaples experiences, too. Their excitement rubs off on you,
and ItS fun not only to self gear, but to get people excited abaut getting
aut there and using it."
At L. L. Bean, we know camping trips are times you want to remember forever.
We can help you get ready for those times. Whether you camp with your family on
weekends, or take extended backpacking trips, you can find almost everything you
need among our generous selectIon of dependable outdoor sporting equipment,
clothmg and accessories. We also have a staff that knows how fun camping can be.
Chris Mader. 24, works In LL Bean's

CHRIS., "Same peaple don't want their kids touching things here, but I
telf them Us okay. That gets everyane to relax. Thats important. It's impartant
for people to ask questions, too, and test everything
befare they make any decisions. If sameone is looking at tUXJ tents, I take both out, and we go somewhere and set them up. That way they can see
how each wilf UXJrk, and there are no surpnses."

Camping Department

The staff at our store can help you make the most of
your outdoor adventures. Were open 24 hours every day,
so there's always someone here to offer advice on finding the
best fishmg or some of the most scenic day hikes in Maine.
And everything in our store is 100 percent guaranteed to give
you satisfaction.

. CHRIS.' "I try to. ~emember the things people forgetItke an extra camster far their camp stove. That's what
I think of as a real custamer service. Because if they get
out there and it's raining, having the right stuff can
make the difference between a good time and a bad
one. And everyone wants their camping trip to be one
they'lf remember for a lang time."

LLBean
Our store offers durable,
practical products and knowledgeable,
friendly service for people who
love the outdoors. We're open
24 hours, every day.

Route 1, Freeport, Moine

~~/
LNLen¢? ::: only
a unique
hair experience
Join us as we welcome
Jacqueline Fontaine to
our staff, a barber stylist
for 14 years.
If experienced, personalized service in a comfortable
atmosphere, along with scalp & shoulder massage
sound like the kind of service you deserve, call
For Men Only for your next haircut.
In the Old Port
39S ForeSt.
2nd FIr.
Portland, ME

Appt. or
Walk-in

871-1780
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The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of ihe week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient l~catiolls:
30 City CenTer, Pon/alld • 772-7296
71 US Route }, Scarborough • 883-7363

NOW GOING ON

HALF PRICE
--SALE-ALL SUMMER & SPRING CLOTHES
Bathing suits, slacks,
silk, linen & cotton dresses,
good selection of skir.ts &
coordinating sweaters, blouses,
suits & jackets.
ALSO - up to 70% off in the basement

SPEC/ALIT SHOP FOR WOMEN

185 PARK ROW
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30-5:30

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED!

"AROUND mE CORNER FROM
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM
mE BIG GREY CHURCH"

come
motor

.
pizza
-IS
THE GOOD EGG

PIZZERIA

705 Congress Street Portland, Maine 773-0801

good

fueI

HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER VACATION
Continued from page 3
intestines. The Portland Police
Department, which conducted
a three-week undercover
investigation that led to these
arrests, believes 80 percent of
the heroin trade in the area
has been stopped.
Daniel J. Casale, 29 of
Waterville Street and Russell
Wogan, 35 of Emerson Street
appeared in U.S. District
Court on July 25 and were
arraigned on three federal
charges, which could mean 60
years in federal prison. Both
men were charged with two
counts of possession of heroin
with intent to distribute, and
one count of conspiring to
distribute heroin. Casale and
Wogan are currently being
held in a state prison without
bail.
"We have a pretty good
idea of another group involved in dealing heroin,"
said Detective Sgt. Arthur M.
Shaughnessy. "More arrests
are expected."

Shop'n Save
mixes cleaners
An unknown number of 64ounce containers of Shop 'n
Save ammonia were
mismarked with labels
identifying the product as
bleach by the Hannaford Bros.
Co., operator of the supermarkets. The mislabeled ammonia
was on store shelves in five
states for more than a week.
The mistake was discovered
July 24 and corrected the same
day, according to Anne-Marie
Davee,rnanagerofconsumer
affairs at Hannaford Bros. She
said mislabeled products,
which were available from
July 16 to July 24, were pulled
from Shop 'n Save, Martin's,
and Sun Foods store shelves in
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and New
York on July 24.
Incorrectly labeled bottles
may be returned to any Shop
'n Save for refund or exchange. The number of
mislabeled containers that
were distributed and the
number that were recovered is
unknown, said Davee on July
30. She said those figures are
currently being compiled.
If mixed, ammonia and
bleach create a pungent gas
that can cause eye irritation
and respiratory problems, she
said.

Sub named
USS Maine
A $1.3 billion dollar ballistic
missile submarine has been
named the USS Maine in
honor of the historical ship of
the same name which sunk at
the offset of the Spanish-

I WENT TO V1DEOPORT.
I WATCHED THESE GREAT MOVIES.
IT WAS FUN.

American war, according to
officials at the Navy public
service office. Navy Secretary
Lawrence H. Garrett III named
the Trident II sub, which,
when completed in 1994, will
be 650 feet long, 44 feet in
diameter and carry 24 nuclear
missiles. The USS Maine is
part of the Strategic Triad for
Nuclear Deterrents. This is the
third Navy ship named after
the state.

MARY MARTIN IN

SPENCER TRACY

STANLEY &
i LIVINGSTONE

Seabrook glows
at full power
Mter 14 years of planning
and 4 months of testing, the
$6.6 billion Seabrook nuclear
reactor in New Hampshire
was finally brought to 100
percent power on July 19.
According to Rob Williams,
spokesperson for New Hampshire Yankee Atomic Power
Company, the reactor was
shut down on the following
day and is once again undergoing testing at various output
levels.
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Boaters confront
waste disposal
An anti-pollution regulation that was on the books for
three years finally took effect
on July 31, said Coast Guard
Lieutenant Scott Kuhaneck.
Boats longer than 26 feet are
required to post their waste
disposal plans and boats
longer than 40 feet must
display a sign showing where
trash is kept on board and
where it will be disposed
onshore. Violation could result
in a $50,000 per day fine and
five years in prison, said
Kuhaneck. After one year, the
effectiveness of the regulation
will be evaluated by the Coast
Guard.

---..
•
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Falmouth trashes
polystyerene ban
The Falmouth Town
Council abandoned their
proposal to ban polystyrene,
leaving Freeport the only
community in the area to ban
the plastic.
The proposal in Falmouth
was handed to the town
ordinance committee in March
for consideration. In a July 18
meeting, the committee
recommended that the proposal be dropped. It never
reached the voting stage.
Council Chair Karl Turner
said the proposal, which was
crafted after the Freeport
example, was not realistic for
the town of Falmouth.

:.;'

Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

773-1999
Reported I!y Deborllh Fuller
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WEIRD NEWS:
BRING HOME THE
CHEESECAKE SERVED IN
MAINE'S FINEST
RESTAURANTS

Crlmestoppers

~

AWARD WINNER
AT THE

'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990
~

FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS
~

MAIL ORDER & BAKERY PlCK-UP
AVAILABLE
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY T PORTLAND.
MAINE 04103 T 207-797-9990

Owen O'Toole and the Maine Mall guard who evicted him before he handed out a single leaflet.
531 Con"re" Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Siagl. item. Dr large coUactlOnl wanted
IIOWSERS IoJlNAYS WElCOME
10 .m 10 5:30 pm lIon.-5.1.

-

1-800-228-1398
761-2150
531 Congren 51.

848-8785
Raul. 1, Wei,.

Our development
focus is design
integrated shared
ownership housing
with a total
commitment to the
ideals of a cohesively
balanced organic
living environment.
Our cost-efficient
homes offer the
autonomy and privacy
of single family living
set in a communal
compound,
A commonly shared
area forms the core of
the CoHabiat home
which houses exceptional custom amenities
that enhance the
experience of total living.

For more information,
please call 767-6199
or write CoHabiat
P.O. Box 4209
Portland, ME 04101

CBWrroMt: H.,bert

A conversation with

Owen O'Toole
Owen O'Toole Is a local
"media artist." l'Ie works
with found Images, such
as clips of film. radio and
graphk art. He chisels
them from the mass
media, recombines them
In different pllttems and
dishes them back to the
media.
O'Toole recently mailed a
press release that bore a
remarkable resemblance
to the many, many press
releases Issued by the
Maine Mall. Owen's
release compared the
Maine Mall to the Berlin
Wall, and suggested that
anyone who showed up at
his chiseling party could
"Own a piece of the mall"
- but casco Bay Weekly
photographerTonee
......rt was the only
person who showed up.
This Interview was
conducted later.

How many of these press

releases did you send out7
I sent out 10 or 11. I sent
them to most of the major
inedia. My idea was to hold a
press conference.

What led to this "Own a
piece of the mal17"
This project started on
Earth Day. I wanted to do an
anti-Earth Day poster. While 1
am in favor of celebrating the
Earth,1 found it nauseating
how corporations jumped on
the proverbial band wagon
and took Earth Day for a ride.
I bet every corporation that
did something for Earth Day
wrote off every expense they
took. The television spectacle
that tOOk place around the

event parodied all the real
work that environmentalists
have been doing in the face of
ecological destruction by
corporations for decades. So I
designed this Earth Day poster
that says, "Earth Day Sale,"
and has a picture of the Earth_

How does the Maine Mall
figure In7
If there is one symbol that
epitomizes the atrocity of the
selling of Earth Day, it's the
mall.

Why the Maine Ma1l7
The mall represents both

the need to consume by the
people, and the corporate will
to endlessly crank out -new
products. The mall is the place
where nuggets of consumer
plenty can be had. The mall is
like the end of a sewage pipe
pumping all this stuff out into
the life stream of human
beings and we go inhale this
shit and actually pay money to
do so. It is a junk stream that I
think should plug up a little
more.
When Earth Day is just
another excuse to buy things to buy things that are Earthapproved - well, that is the
ultimate joke. Because it is the
mass production of these
consumer products that
destroys the Earth.

Why the Berlin WalI7
These pieces of stone on the
poster are actual pieces of the
Berlin Wall that were published in Art Forum Magazine.
East-West conflict is the
central issue. I am separated
from other dtizens of the
world by authority figures. I
see the mall as somehow
connected with the wall.
Mall rhymes with wall. If
you take the "M" and just flip

it, the word becomes wall. I
was thinking of selling pieces
of the mall. I was thinking of
actually chipping off
limited edition pieces of the
mall and packaging them like
pieces of the Berlin Wall. But I
discarded this and decided to
distribute it as an idea.

Are you encouraging
IMIOpie to actually destroy

the mal17
Well, I wouldn't be heartbroken if a large crowd of
people destroyed the mall one
night. But this is not an idea to
get arrested over. It's not an
issue that I would go to jail
over.

Berlin as a capitalist island in
the midst of East Berlin, and
this shopping mall that is
plunked down in the center of
this landscape and is a gleaming beacon of capitalism. I
tried to JNke a personal
contact with the guard.
I think the term "nonevent" is an appropriate term.
This poster, "Own a piece of
the mall," conveys what I am
thinking. and what a lot of
other young people are
thinking.
If th.... was no mall,
what would you have In
Its placel

Imagine if the mall had
never been built, and see the
small forest of trees that once
stood there, and the lake that
they filled in to construct the
mall.

But In this free country,
people have the freedom
to build malls.
So you distributed the
lelea on paper handouts at

the mall. How many did
you hand out7
Well,zero.
I chose the date July 2
because it coincided with
German economic
reunification. I stood out by
the mall wearing a large
poster. I had a handful of
flyers that I hoped to give to
people.
I reached out and tried to
hand a flyer to one man. He
said, "Ooooh noooo, not me."
Then the Maine Mall cop
walked right up and said "OK,
you'll have to go." Then I took
the opportunity to talk to
him ... it devolved into me
telling the cop that I was born
the year the wall went up and
to me there's a connection
between the waIl around West

''We fought so that you
might be free, so that this
might be a free country," is
one line used by the elder
generation. We are free to go
shopping. free to purchase the
items we choose.
This is not real freedom.
Complete injustice is done
daily here by people that are
addicted to power. This unrest
I feel, living in this society, is
connected to the fact that this
is not real freedom. So we live
in an addicted society that is
eating its own tail.

_ In Gainesville, Fla., a
convicted burglar who told
police he left his house-arrest
program because he was
bored was re-arrested after a
woman caught him inside her
home playing Nintendo.
Police also charged Kelly Lee
Hardyman, 19, with breaking
into another house earlier the
same day and playing a
Nintendo game there, too_ In
High Point, N.C., K~th
Sinclair, 24, pleaded guilty to
second-degree burglary after
he broke into a house. The
homeowner's daughter
returned home to find Sinclair,
clutching a pistol, sleeping on
a couch. "1 guess he got tired
and sat down," prosecutor
Howard Cole said, "and just
fell asleep."
A mighty vegetable
By late March, 4,.500
Muslims pilgrims had flocked
to the house of an Asian
couple in Leicester, England,
who found Allah's name
inside an eggplant. Farida
Kassam bought the eggplant
at a shop, cut it open to cook it
and found that the seeds
formed the name Allah in
Arabic_ After the town's
mosque designated the
vegetable a holy object and the
pilgrimages began, an Asian
living in nearby Nottingham
also claimed to have found an
eggplant with the name Allah
depicted inside it.

Mellow brown
Police in North
Queensland, Australia,
nabbed two European tourists
on a golf course whom they
suspected of smoking a
marijuana joint_ "When they
were searched and the dgarette opened," said Sgt. Ray
Hodgson, "it turned out to be
nothing more than horse
tnanure."

Tossln' and Tumln'
In Cairo, the steady blare of
automobile horns and loudspeakers at mosques has
driven 62 percent of the dly's
12 million residents to use
sleeping pills and other
sedatives to be able to get to
sleep, according to an official
survey reported by the
newspaper Al-Ahram

Trash to Cash
In Hartford, Conn_, Trinity
Episcopal Church is raising
money to repair its organ by
selling three-pound bags of
nitrogen-rich organic fertilizer.
The fertilizer comes from 1,200
pounds of pigeon droppings
that accumulated in the
church's 9O-foot bell tower
over the past 80 years.
Roltmd Sweet/AltnNet
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Handcrafted in Vermont, our basic futon frame features a pine base and solid aspen
slats for added strength. Available in twin, full and queen sizes, all in stock .
Workmanship guaranteed.
Wise consumers know that all futons are not created equal All our futons
feature exclusive "Joy" batting, a superior cleaned, combed cotton which
offers unmatched breathability, comfort and support. Firmly tied tufts every
12 inches, square corded edges and a sturdy fabric shell all contribute to a
firm yet supportive surface for your spine.
We carry New England's largest selection of frames, futons and
covers. Futons priced from $89 to $189.
Futons made specially for us by ~/d 8on5/)

FurON FuRNIsHINGS

.....,,"'._.a...

Restaurant
and Lounge

Fine Italian and Seafood Specialties
-e

LUNCHEON SPECIALS e - sened Ililm to 5pm • 7 dRys

FISH & CHIPS .,.,im ClJIe st..,.,
CmCKEN PARMIGIANA .,.,im spaghetti
SOUP & 1/2 SANDWICH
FISHERMAN'S PLArrER hllttlloclt, shriMp & ct. ....
FRESH MAINE LOBSTER ROLL
FRESH POACHED SALMON

-e

$2.95
$3.95

$9.95 DINNER SPECIALS e served 1111 dRy • 7 dRys

2 BOILED LOBSTERS
Sn'l'.tt ,.,;m /e"I(If. & ttr,.."", bu".,.
STEAK & FRIED SHRIMP

YOUR

Sn'l'.tt ,.,;m POtllllJ or pastil & SIIt.tI

BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK
topp.. ,.,;m II rich sIIIfootl ,,",burg II"tI sen.tI,.,;m
potllllJ IW pIIStII SIIIt.tI

MAINE SHRIMP SCAMPI

CHOICE

$9.95

s....,.tllIP... " ..pi"; ,.,;m SIIt.tt

ALSO FEATURING OUTDOOR PATIO

"n,~T"'T"'.

FULL TAKE-OUT SERVICE. RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED

abacus is Maine's favorite source for
contemporary American
crafts
and
jewelry_ We feature more than 300 of
America's finest artisans, so you're
bound to find something fun, beautiful,
or useful for yourself or to give a friend.

We are located at

50 Wharf Street
Portland
behind Baker)s Table
Open Seven Days A .. ",,,....

abacus
american crafts

major credit caros accepted
~~

Call

774-6000

44 Exchange St., Portland, ME. 04101 • 207·772·4880
8 McKown St., Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538.207-633-2166 .
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Charlotte Warner, wearing the pants she was assaulted In, on the porch where she saId the attack happened.

Assault and flattery
Continued from front pagt

"Always with
Bob I felt like
my life was
being taken
away.
Instead of
being
myself with

someone else,
I felt like a
person he was
creating. 1/
Charlotte Warner

Polly Campbell, the community response coordinator at
Portland's Family Crisis Shelter, said "Physical abuse is the
power and the effectiveness behind all other forms of psychOlogical and emotional abuse that go on in an abusive relationship."
In other words, even when men aren't beating their wives or
girlfriends, they often abuse them in more subtle and emotional
ways. Among those abuses, Campbell lists men constantly
monitoring women, making choices for them and frequently
accusing them. She described it as a struggle for "power and
controL"
"Abuse or battering is a system of behaviors used by one
person to control another person's actions and feelings," states
the "Information Guide for Abused Women in Maine," a booklet
circulated by Portland's Family Crisis Shelter. It continues: "One
way to think of these behaviors is as tactics, actions which are
chosen and planned. Your abuser is not out of control; he is
trying to control you ... Physical abuse is just one of the tactics of
control; it is the tactic behind all other tactics."

Feeling "suffocated"
Charlotte Warner met Bob Niss on a blind date in May.
Niss, 41, has two very different beats at the Evening Express:
he covers police news, arts and entertainment. As the paper's
police reporter, Niss goes to the Portland Public Safety Building
every morning and scans police reports. He takes notes for
articles for that evening's paper, and hands those notes over to
the news editor. Niss also writes on arts and entertainment for
the paper - and hands out story aSSignments to reviewers.
Warner, 42, works with pre-schoolers at Little Red Caboose, a
daycare center in Yarmouth. She has been divorced twice and
has three grandchildren. She moved back to Portland in February, after living in California for the past six years.
Warner and Niss were introduced by Bonnie Moore, a close
friend of Warner's and an associate of Niss.
Warner said that it was April 6 when they went out on their
first date - to the Epicurean Inn in Naples. "It was elegant. It was
wonderful. We had good conversations and it just went along
great," she recalls.
A romance sparked quickly. Warner said they spent a lot of
time at Bob's old farmhouse in Gray, where wild ducks swam in
two ponds behind the house. On walks on the 40 acres behind
the house, Niss demonstrated a keen knowledge of the birds that
were returning for spring and the wildflowers that grew in his
garden. "He appeared so gentle," said Warner.
"I'd never been so catered to," said Warner. "If I was tired,
he'd get me a pillow or a footstool... He used to sit and hold my
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hand and tell me how beautiful I was. He saw perhaps that my
self-esteem wasn't real great..."
But Warner said that she began to realize that Niss wasn't
trying to build her self-esteem as much as manipulate it.
At first the gifts that Niss brought her seemed sweet. But
Warner said she soon felt that when he gave her something he
was taking something away, too. "Always with Bob I felt like my
life was being taken away. Instead of being myself with someone
else, I felt like a person he was creating."
By early June, Warner said that she was beginning to feel
"suffocated" by the relationship, and told Niss as much. "All of
the sudden I realized I hadn't read a book, I hadn't seen my
friends, I hadn't done a lot of things. And I said 'Maybe we
should slow down this relationship. I need some time.' Well, we
got into an argument. We didn't see each other for three weeks."
During those weeks apart, Warner said her house became "a
flower shop." She said that Niss also sent numerous letters,
which Warner characterized as "critical" and "manipulative. In
one letter, Niss pointedly accused Charlotte of behaving differently around men: "Your tone of voice changes dramatically
when you are speaking to men ... You speak in a business-like or
straight-forward tone with women, but a rather sultry, almost
adolescent tone is the norm where men are concerned."
Warner said Niss also became obsessed over Ted Smolinski, a
friend Warner had known since her teens. She said Niss was
disturbed because Smolinski, who came to visit Warner, planned
to stay with her for a few weeks.
"It was weird, 'Fatal Attraction' kind of shit," recalled Moore,
to whom Warner confided about her concerns regarding Niss.
"But we never thought that he was going to beat her up. We just
thought he was a hurting turkey who needed to see a shrink."
In spite of this, Warner said the consensus among her friends
was that Niss '''seemed really sincere' and 'everyone deserved a
second chance.'" She said she met Niss at Deering Oaks Park on
June 28 and told him that she would see him again.

Aggravated assault
On Tuesday, July 3, Niss and Smolinski met for drinks at 1's
Oyster Bar in Portland. "I met him basically to reassure him that
Charlotte cared about him and that there was nothing between
us," recalled Smolinski. "Charlotte and I had gone out years and
years ago. I assured him that Charlotte really cared about him
and 1 was just a friend."
Warner said that she met the two men there in the early
evening, and that Smolinski left to go back to her apartment
shortly after she arrived. Within minutes after Smolinski left,
Warner said that Niss became agitated and accused her of
having sex with Smolinski. "He stood up at the bar and said,
'I'm going to leave you in your bar room scene and if you're not
at my house in Gray tonight, then this relationship is over.'"
Bonnie Moore estimated it was around 9:30 p.m. when she got
a phone call from Niss. "Bob was wailing Where is she?' on the
phone like a wounded animaL"
Ted Smolinski was eating at the kitchen table when Warner

returned to her apartment. They had barely said hello when the
phone rang. It was Moore, who told Warner that Niss had just
called her. Hearing about Niss pestering Moore was the last
straw, said Warner. "Look, don't worry about it," she reported
telling Moore that night. "This relationship... I'm going to end it.
I can't carry on this way."
According to Warner, Niss was at her door as soon as she
hung up with Moore. He was upset, and he said he needed to
talk to her. She invited him upstairs, but Niss said he wanted to
talk somewhere "neutral" instead, according to Warner. They
walked from Warner's entrance, which is in the back of the
house, to the front porch. Warner sat down in a lawn chair on
the front porch and Niss sat beside her. It was dark and neither
the woman who lived in the apartment adjoining the porch nor,
apparently, any neighbors were home.
They argued, but never raised their voices, Warner said.
"All of the sudden, he again started making accusations,
accusing me of fooling around with Ted and all sorts of things.
He said 'Well, I'll just go (upstairs) and talk to Ted.' "
Niss got up from his chair and walked down the stairs of the
porch, according to Warner; but what Warner said next stopped
Niss in his tracks.
"Well maybe he can help you II)3ke some sense out of this,
Bob... But as far as I'm concerned, I'd like this relationship to be
over. I don't see anything going anywhere. I'm not happy with
the way things are. I think we should end the relationship.
"At that point he turned around and walked back up the
stairs towards me. I was sitting in the chair. I went to get up ... It
happened so quickly I almost didn't know what happened to
me. He closed-fisted me from left to right more than 10 times
about the face, chest, neck. He kicked me. I fell over in the chair
and I heard him going down the stairs and going to his vehicle.
At that point, I yelled his name. I kept calling his name. 'Bob.
Bob ..:
But Bob Niss just drove away, according to Warner.
"I felt wet all over me. I was pinned in the chair. 1 went to get
oul. I had to kind of flip myself over and when I did, it was all
wet all over the front of the porch. I was in a pool of blood. I was
covered in blood. He, in the meantime, had gone."
Charlotte said that she then crawled off the porch and into the
driveway, where she yelled up toward Smolinski.
"Everything had seemed alright," recalled Smolinski. "I had
heard a little commotion out there but nothing to get my dander
up. But when I heard her screaming in another minute or so, I
went down there."
According to the police log, one cruiser was dispatched to
Warner's apartment at 9:33 p.1R Officer James Foley didn't call
for a back-up because the suspect had already fled the seen.
Foley drove Warner to the Osteopathic Hospital in the cruiser.
An evidence photographer took pictures of her at the hospital
that night. With Smolinski's help, Warner said that she provided
Foley with Niss's name, gave a physical description, described
his car, and gave his phone number and address. "I didn't want
him to get away. I said 'Don't let him get away with this!'"
Warner was released from the hospital at 2:30 a.m.

New messages and old news
By the time Smolinski and Warner got back to her apartment,
it was Independence Day. But Charlotte Warner did not feel free.
The struggle for control continued though phone calls, letters
- and through connections that Niss implied having with the
Portland Police Department.
While she was being treated at the hospital, a man who
Warner identified as Niss left a string of messages on her telephone answering machine. Casco Bay Weekly has obtained a
copy of that tape.
After a call from the man Warner identified as Niss, there was
a call from Ingraham Volunteers, a round-the-clock emergency
hotline. The hotline volunteer said she was checking on Warner
on behalf of a "male-caller who wanted to know if you were

with the police, that they would arrest him and that Moore
would tell everyone what Niss had done.
"'No, don't tell anyone.'" Moore said Niss pleaded. '''Let me
hang up. Let me talk to Chitwood.'"
(Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood said Niss never
called him, and added that he would not knowingly allow the
police department to be involved in any cover-up.)
The assault on July 3 occurred too late to make it into the
Portland Press Herald that came out on the morning of July 4.
But the incident didn't make it into an article or the Police News
of either paper on July 5 either.
Moore said that on July 5 she told two editors at Guy Gannet
that Niss assaulted Warner. First, Moore said that she told Jane
Lord, an arts and entertainment editor at the Portland Press
Herald. Then Moore said that she buttonholed Lou Ureneck, the
executive editor of The Portland Newspapers, and told him.
According to Moore, the response from Ureneck was "1'1\ have
to investigate this further."
If Ureneck did investigate it further, he didn't find the accusations compelling enough to keep Niss off the police beat.
Ureneck said that "in general terms" Niss's "duties haven't
changed."
Ureneck did say that Guy Gannet reporters don't "cover
stories in which they have any personal stake or vested interest,"
but he wouldn't discuss why - only 13 days after Moore allegedly confronted Ureneck with news of the Warner assault - Niss
was on assignment writing a news story about a domestic
assault case.
"Woman found murdered" was the headline of a story Niss
co-wrote that appeared in the July 18 Evening Express. It was
one of three domestic violence related murders in Maine in nine
days. The article detailed the murder of Monika Malcom, 29.
Behind bars for the murder is Malcom's boyfriend and the only
suspect, 28-year-old Roland White. White had moved in with
Malcom less than a week before.
That story quoted Polly Campbell, community response
programmer at Portland's Family Crisis Shelter, in the conclusion of the article: "Men believe that they have power and
control over their partners - and murder is the ultimate form of
power."

9

Robert Niss

Rule of thumb
Charlotte Warner has read Bob Niss' byline again and again
in the Portland Newspapers. Even as this article was being
written, news stories by Niss appeared in the Evening Express.
"I'm the victim," said Warner, "but I'm starting to feel like the
criminal."
Niss would not talk at length about his case, but said, "I am
not going to try to weasel out of any legal or moral responsibility
that I have."
But Warner is not convinced. "I feel that if he can snap. over
an incident of rejection, which is something that we all deal with
in our daily lives, then what's to keep him from thinking he's
just going to snap again and come back and just blow me away?
I don't know what he's capable of. I'm really afraid of Bob."
Charlotte Warner is not alone.
More than 50 percent of the women in this country will be
assaulted in a relationship at some point in their life, according
to statistics provided by Portland's Family Crisis Shelter.
It is, if you will, a "rule of thumb." This expression comes
from English common law, which said a man could not beat his
wife with an instrument wider than his thumb.
It was, ironically, a reform.
It was, is, and will always be unacceptable.

Andy Newman is Casco Bay Weekly's News Editor.

OK."

Following that was another message from Niss. He said, "I
hope you got the message from Ingraham because I want to
make sure you're alright. .. I want to find out how you are
Charlotte, because I love you. And I'm very sorry and I am
angry. I've been lied to by both of you and I want an explanation ... I'd like to pardon my behavior bu t I think you people both of you - owe me something ... Why can't you come to me
when I need you, and you can go to anyone else who asks? Or
accept anybody else into your house. And probably your bed. I
don't know right now. I need your help. Please give me the
consideration you give so many others."
On the next morning, July 5, Warner discovered two envelopes that had been slipped under her door. One was addressed
to her, the other to Smolinski. Both were from Niss.
The letter addressed to Smolinski began: "I have done a
terrible thing, the shame of which can never be erased." Later,
Niss wrote: '1 have committed a horrible act, an act that defies
all reason and law."
'That's when I started freaking out," said Warner. "I said,
This is what I need protection from. I can't believe he came back
and walked on these premises after what he did to me!'"
That same morning, Bob Niss was back at work at his desk at
the Portland Press Herald/Evening Express. That's where
Bonnie Moore reached him.
"I called him, and called him a monster," said Moore. "I told
him 'Do you know you broke her nose and broke her jaw?' He
said 'No I didn't know. Well, I'm in a lot of pain too ..."
Moore said she then told Niss that he was in deep trouble

Charlotte Warner: "I'm the vktlm,
but I'm startIng to feel like the crImInal."
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Photographic unrealism
Continued from front page

Some time ago, a woman named Birgit Lenderlink moved
from Nova Scotia to New Hampshire but neglected to bring
along a certain number of delicate valuables, among them
Walter Chappell's "Father and Son."
Ms. Lenderlink found some friends willing to fetch her stuff
across the border but neglected to brief them on the contents of
her boxes, most notably on the exact nature of her art collection.
During a routine search at the border by U.S. customs agents,
one of the agents happened to see "Father and Son" in a box and
called a halt to the proceedings. What, the agent asked, is this?
According to a press release from the office of U.S. Attorney
Richard Cohen, Ms. Lenderlink's friends didn't know what to
say. "(There was no) assertion on the part of the occupants of the
vehicle that this photograph was any particular work of art or
had any particular artistic value."
Since the photograph seemed to be obscene and since Ms.
Lenderlink's friends could not disprove that assumption, the
feds seized it. Mr. Cohen applied to the federal district court for
permission to destroy it forthwith.
Eventually a hue and cry from the art community reached Mr.
Cohen's ears and he relented. For forms' sake, he had Robert
MittIe, the attorney representing Ms. Lenderlink, supply him
with a complete publishing history of "Father and Son." Upon
reviewing that history and establishing beyond a reasonable
doubt that it was in fact, a work of art, Mr. Cohen handed the
photo over to Betsy Evans of the Evans Gallery, who had been
called in on the case as an expert witness, and that was that.
In his press release, Mr. Cohen said a peculiar thing. '1 would
like to emphasize that this action was in no way triggered by
nudity in and of itself. Rather, it was the presence of the child
apparently being touched by an erect penis which initially
altered customs officials and my office to the child sexual abuse
potential represented in this depiction."
Maybe so. But I have a hard time believing that customs
agents would have seized a picture of a fully-clothed man
casually embracing a fully-clothed child. For one thing, you
wouldn't be able to tell what state the man's penis was in at that
moment, and for another, his pants would probably have kept
his penis from springing out and apparently contacting the boy's
leg.
Let's face it, folks. The customs agents reacted to the nudity in
the picture, like it or not. Without nudity, one fails to take in
incidental details like penis, erect,. As far as the average person is
concerned, nudity is where the rubber meets the road psychologically. When the clothes are off, everything is known and a
whole lot of other things, true or false, are imagined.
This is true even if the clothes do not come off you.
Believe me, r know.

The naked journalist
Upstairs at the Portland School of Art's Calderwood studio, a
model runs through a series of poses while a handful of students
try to capture her movements on paper. There is a curious
coincidence here: the model has disrobed, whereas I am coming
unzipped.
I am a somewhat sophisticated person. I have been to clothing-Qptional beaches and have not suffered embarrassment.
When nudity is appropriate, I can comport myself with aplomb.
In other words, I can be cool. I can appreciate the human form
without lusting after the form I'm appreciating.
I've also been an art student, have been in just such a studio
with such a model and have been lost in the problem of how to
record three-dimensional reality on a flat piece of paper. It's an
absorbing task.
However, I have never been in such a studio with such a
model in my wife's company before. Lisa, my wife, is one of the
people scribbling and sketching here.
For some reason, Lisa's presence has altered my mission.
Shared nudity is one of the features of a healthy marriage, right?
But some idiotic presence in the back of my brain keeps saying
that somebody is naked here and it ain't me and it ain't the person I'm

normally naked with.
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Also, I have never been in this situation with nothing to do
before. Approached with pencil and paper, the model is merely a
nude, a set of persnickety drawing problems, some of which will
haunt you when the class critiques your work.
Approached empty-handed, the model is no longer something to draw but a person with his or her clothes off, a naked
woman or a naked man, another set of persnickety problems that
one seldom, if ever, solves in public. As I stand wrestling with
my objectivity, the model slips back and forth between nude and
naked in my perception. After a while my brain aches and
smoke begins to curl out of my ears. I can't handle it. Why?
Because we didn't cover this sort of thing in "social studies"
back at Herman T. Klix Elementary School, that's why.
Ellen Gutekunst, the woman teaching this class, is gleefully
aware of my distress. Her joy in my discomfiture is complete.
I've made her day. This is apparent when, in the presence of my
wife and this nude/naked model, we start discussing the more
delicate features of the Chappell photo.
"I don't understand why some people see things as evil," she
says, eyes twinkling. "Why do they? There's nothing evil about a
guy sitting on a beach with an erection holding his kid. Two
natural phenomenons. It's not like (Chappell) was harming him
or anything. What are people afraid of?"

Ms. Gutekunst knows bloody-well what people are afraid of:
naked homosexual child-molesting pornographic artists, that's
what. As if she needed to be told.
Each and every word in the above phrase serves as an indictment to somebody, a reason for calling the cops and erecting the
gallows (watch that word, erecting), but it's the word "naked"
that purports a clear and present danger.
"Homosexual child-molesting pornographic artist" is merely
a static state, a worldview, a reprehensible hobby and a particularly distasteful occupation. But "naked homosexual childmolesting pornographic artist" has an undeniably lurid dynamism to it. For some reason, nudity, especially that of the
opposite sex, has a way of coming after you and following you
around.
Just ask the editorial staff of Maine Times. Boy, do they know
about that stuff.

Naked Journalism
Christine Kukka is one of the survivors of the infamous "boys
vs. girls" editorial meeting at which the staff of Maine Times
decided not to publish the Chappell photo. Ms. Kukka describes
this meeting in a Back Of The Book essay entitled "fhe Price of
Sexual Repression," a well-written, carefully conceived essay
which is nevertheless more puzzling than enlightening.
According to an unusually reliable source, everyone present
at that historical meeting was in favor of publishing "Father and
Son."
Until they saw it.
"When we women looked at the picture," reports Ms. Kukka,
"we saw the erection and feared for the child.
"When the men looked at the picture, they saw an illustration
of a powerful emotion that happened to produce an erection. It's
art and it's natural, they argued. It does not necessarily imply a
menace.
"But erotica and pornography have almost always been
menacing to women and have served to legitimize violence
against them."
Please note: Ms. Kukka is at this not very far into her essay
and has dismissed the possibility that "Father and Son" might be
high art without having discussed it. It's either erotica or pornography: poSSibly both. A clear and present danger, without a
doubt. The implication is that the proof is in the penis.
Ms. Kukka had at her disposal a good number of expert
witnesses, people who own and operate penises and could
testify to the fact that penises are often erect for reasons other
!han sexual arousal. But the expert witnesses were apparently
Ignored. Good reasons for ignoring such testimony, writes Ms.
Kukka, are rooted in a timely distrust of things masculine and
linear:
"When we women argued against reproducing the Chappell
photograph in Maine Times, we argued from a history of fear."
(In other words, We have seen this thing before and we know
what it does to people.) '1f we had a sexual legacy free of (the
blinders produced by pornography and the sexual exploitation
of women by men), we might have viewed the picture less
defensively."
Indeed. And if Lt. William Calley had been free of the blinders produced by his own paternal legacy of toting guns around
and following orders, he might not have instructed his men to
massacre an entire Vietnamese village. He said as much at his
trial.
While Ms. KUkka's position is not the moral equivalent of Lt.
Calley's, there is a logical similarity between them. They seem to
say "We are only responsible for things we've done that have
nothing to do with what has been done to us."
In other words, people ought to be held responSible for their
actions, not their reactions.
Ms. Kukka's reactions to the erotic arts in general and to
"Father and Son" in particular intrigued me. For instance,
having established that men live in a "socially-accepted male
sexual culture of Playboy, Hustler and X-rated films," she then
wrote that "Women have no such sexual reference room... To
this day, women rarely talk about sex. There is not much written
for them or by them."
No? Who was Anais Nin? Who is Erica Jong? Have you ever
flipped through the fiction in the "Women's Lit" section at
Bookland? Try it. It's a Hindu pantheon full of sweating, copulating men and women, a humping, writhing orgy. Not for the
frail or faint-hearted.
For that matter, who are Judy Chicago, Natalia LL, Alice Neal,
Sylvia Sleigh? Have you ever seen Lynda Benglis' ''Parenthesis''?
The work consists of two double-ended phalluses lovingly and
super-realistically rendered in aluminum and lead with a lush
velvet background. If an official "sexual reference room" is ever
built, this piece will be hanging on the wall.
If you don't believe that women have a sexual reference room
and feel inclined to agree with Ms. Kukka's decision to censor
"Father and Son" out of fear, consider this:
Betsy Evans, owner of the Evans Gallery and the person who
worked hardest to save "Father and Son" from the censors, is a
woman. Birgit Lenderlink, the person who owns the original
photo - the person who most treasures "Father and Son" and has
the most to lose from its destruction - is a woman. Even the
person who took the picture, the person who framed the photo
so that Chappell's erection would be the picture's dominant
feature, is a woman: Chappell's wife.
Obviously, Ms. Kukka's histOrically-informed fear is an
extremely localized phenomenon. Given the circumstances, Ms.
Kukka's fear probably had as much to do with her surroundings
- an editorial office, closed quarters, mixed company - than her
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feminism. Because, as noted above, nudity can be a nervousmaking thing. Being editorially responSIble for somebody else's
nudity must be downright terrifying.
But there is something in Ms. Kukka's essay that transcends
her intention, something that sticks out like Walter Chappell's
you-know-what. Otherwise intelligent people are willing to
censor something they know they should print - a photograph
with the principle flaw of not being a characteristic expression of
intelligent people. With their clothes on, anyway.

-------

OWNEAST

Naked pictures
Let me tell you a few sad little stories, and then you can tell
me if good reasons for printing good art are out there or not.
Last year, a man from a third-world country down south
somewhere, a fella named Jesse Helms, held the National
Endowment for the Arts for ransom. He was upset by the
photographic work of a dead man named Mapplethorpe.
Mapplethorpe's sexually explicit portraits of homosexuals,
suggestive portrayals of children and irreverent use of religious
symbols inspired Helms and others to squelch and maybe even
strangle federal funding for the arts in this country.
Because the exhibit, which just opened in Boston this week, is
funded by the National Endowment for the Arts. It all seems like
cause and effect to Jesse.
Senator Helms wants to kill the NEA to save America's soul.
Senator Jesse would crack an egg with a shotgun.
Mr. Helms' worthy opponents, a tribe of fading super-heros
known as "Democrats," felt the wrath of righteous indignation.
A great agitation spread throughout the Democratic camp until,
with a mighty rippling of gelatinous muscle, the Democrats
thundered at Jesse Helms with the voice of Jimminey Cricket.
"Please, oh please, Mr. Helms!" cried the Democrats. "Please
don't do anything with our Endowment!"
Last April, a man named Sturges sent a couple rolls of film,
which he shot at a clothing-<>ptional beach, to a store to be
developed. Mr. Sturges is known for his nude family portraits,
among other things. They do a lot of that in California. He
decided he would give a few of the beach photos to his friends
as gifts.
Among those photos were sets of incidental portraits: father
and son, mother and child, friends and neighbors. But when the
good people from the FBI arrived at the developing lab, all they
saw were naked little girls.
Mr. Sturges, his photographic assistant and his photographs
were taken rapidly into custody. Mr. Sturges jumped bail and is
subsequently teaching photography in France or Antarctica,
whichever is further away from California. I forget which.
Why did Mr. Sturges leave the country?
Because the presiding judge looked at his case and noted that
Mr. Sturges' lawyers had duly rounded up a mess of art eXperts
who would tell the judge things that the judge didn't want to
hear. Like, '''!his stuff is art, Judge. You can't hang our client for
making art."
Knowing that the lawyers would say this, the judge decreed
that expert testimony was inadmissible evidence. His guts
would tell him if something was pornographic, he said, and his
guts would be glad to tell the world when he found it. Switch off
your brains, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Here comes the
truth.
Does any of this resemble any event you ever heard of in the
real world? I deny it.
Remember the Chappell photo? Gallons of stew have come
from that one oyster. After one quick look at "Father and Son,"
border guards have become omniscient thought police. After
looking at this picture, hereto for intelligent, Goddess-fearing
feminists have spouted nonsense like know-nothing Californian
judges and third-world Republicans. Otherwise sober and
considerate Federal attorneys have bellowed Wagnerian oaths
and leapt, not looking beforehand, to their metaphorical deaths.
Why? People are just plain nuts when it comes to pictures of
naked people, that's why. You got your pornographers on the
one hand and your basic photographers in between and everybody, and I mean everybody, claims to be an artist.
Photographers will always be vulnerable to censorship. That's
because all photographs are necessarily explicit, as in "explicit
sex." Painters enjoy an aesthetic distance that only the most exact
super-realists transcend. There are structural anomalies and
inaccuracies of light and shadow that even the most uneducated
observer will have no difficulty picking up. Swirls of paint
obscure details. Pallette knives leave marks that have no realworld parallel.
Photographers would be better off if they followed the
example of tobacco companies. A label could be devised that
could easily be stamped on the back of every photograph.
"Warning: Art. The attorney general has determined that
nudity is hazardous to your moral development."
This would have helped Walter Chappell's "Father and Son"
at the border. In any event, US. attorney Richard S. Cohen has
decided to drop the case. Having been supplied with a documented history of "Father and Son," Mr. Cohen, a reasonable
man, has done the honorable thing.
The question is: have we, the usually stalwart and occasionally upright defenders of the first amendment, i.e. the alternative
press, done the honorable thing by not publishing "Father and
Son?"
I doubt it.
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Desert of Maine
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Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours. Nature Trails. Sand Artist
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting. Gift Shop. Store
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Annual Basement Sale

Open Every Day

August 10-11
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clothing, shoes and accessr .dS
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Bob Stein
Portland

50-70% off
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For those with a taste for cultural and eclectic
films ... visit our impressive,
ever-growing foreign film

I commend Casco Bay
Weekly for their recent
coverage on the need for a
national health care program
(CBW 75.90). Maine has the
only U.S. Senate candidate in
the nation who has the courage to make national health
care his number one campaign
issue. That candidate's name
is Neil Rolde.
Every day, Neil Rolde is on
the campaign trail showing
how countries with national
health care systems do a far
better job than we do at
providing care to all citizens at
less cost than we spend here.
The response Rolde has
received for his national
health care proposal has been
tremendous. This is not
surprising since tens of
thousands of Maine citizens
can barely afford the health
insurance they have and
150,000 more don't have
health coverage at all.
The time has come for real
solutions to a health care crisis
that grows worse every day.
The band-aid approach used
by so many politicians will not
solve the problem. Neil Rolde
understands this and if he
wins in November, politicians
all over the nation will begin
to see the ligh 1-

~~ ~~ILc~~
Shawna R. Thompson
Portland

410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101

Unique art and jewelry
from

ncketlng cars
won't help the
parking problem
I'd like Mr. Alfred C.
Brown, Jr. to explain to me his
theory behind those civil
servants in their nice trucks
trying to make the best of ...
bad situation (CBW 7.26.90).
Yes, the Old Port is a unique
place and is valuable to the
city's economy, however the
parking garages in the Old
Port close by 9 or 10 at night.
Explain to me how ticketing
cars on Friday and Saturday
nights there is helping the
parking situation.
The Portland School of Art
has a student parking lot for
about 30 cars. There are more
than 300 students. Unfortunately the school does not
have the property or the
money for more parking.
Please explain to me how
ticketing student cars on
Pleasant Street is helping the
parking situation. I'd really
like to know. In the past four
years I have spent hundreds of
dollars on parking tickets and
the removal of a boot off my
car. Excuse me for trying to
get a college education.
Yes. I'm sure those people
have a tough job to do. I'm
sure it is quite psycholOgically
trying to spend their days
pissing people off. Hopefully
with all the money the city is
making they have arranged
some kind of counseling for
them.
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Men's Store: 773-1274
Women's Store: 773-4454
1Oam - 6pm

Indonesia and Afri-ca

~- »~I\
CUTTERCl~
.A.··~~
"_/~::"~:,,,", FREE- ·
PORTLAND'S ELITE

222 ST.JOHN STItEET----....~

I

SUITE 215 / '

AROMATHERAPY SCALP MASSAGE
~

Sterling Silver
Whales tails
.-"""'_J11 Bracelet
$99

with any service· coupon expires 8123190

• We carry AVEDA products • Free Parking in rear
• Air Conditioned • Handicapped Access

HOURS: Mon. -Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-12
call for an appointment

~

828-0426

lEa

222 St. John St. • Suite 215 • Portland

d. cole jeweleps

10 Exchange st.
Portland 772-5119
Summer hours:

Moo-Sat 10-9.
Sun 11-5

elcome to Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning advertisers help
support us in our endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the daily news.
Tao - Portland
Harmon's & Barton's Florists
- Portland & Westbrook
Dr. Gwendolyn O'Guin - Portland
Joseph's - Old Port

Maine Public Broadcasting Network
- Portland & Bangor
Praxis - Freeport
Izzy's Cheesecake - Portland
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The Maine
Festival
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K.y Gardn.r and Sunwomyn
Ens.mbl.
Exotic
musical
improvisations on winds, plucked and
bowed strings and percussion perlormed
by this internationally-recognized
musician from Stonington Sunday at
noon, Festival Stage and at 3 :30 pm,
Kids'Tent
. .mba Nov. Brazilian musicians and
dancers take the stage playing a mean
samba Sunday at 1:15 and 4:45 pm,
Festival Stage.
Afro-Algonquin Native American
rhythms innuenced by improvisational
jazz are the sounds heard Sunday at
2:30 and 7:15 pm, Music Bam.

Long lasting, tropical

ORCHIDS

$15

5 stems "'UT",criVe/y
wr",pped "'rid delivered to
Port{"'rld "'rid mstbro/lk,
C",sh or cndit c",rd,

4~

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street
Portland

AMERICAN MUSIC

BARTON'S

~ 117 Brown Street
Westbrook

774-5946

854-2518

All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.

Maine Bon. Seven-piece trombone
jazz ensemble performs Friday at noon,
Music Bam.
M.nJu R.p,"," Hip, hop and funky
perform Friday at 12:45 pm, Kids'Tent
and at 3:45 pm, Festival Stage.
Ann. Dodeon .nd H.",., Reid Maine
folk duo sing original songs
accompanying themselves on guitar,
mountain dulcimer, cello, pennywhistle.
The duo performs Friday at 2:30 pm ,
Music Bam.
Thunder Bey Original r&b group from
Boothbay play Friday at 3:45 and 8:30
pm, Music Bam.
"ndy RIver RambI_ Maine country
music group combines bluegrass,
gospel and humor. They're picking away
Friday at5 pm , Festival stage and later
play a country dance at 8 pm , Story
Bam.
Th. W.lk.,. They were once from
Maine. Now they're from away. Their
hip, new-folk sounds can beheard Friday
at 6 :15 pm, Festival Stage and at 9:30
pm, Music Bam.
Laur. Nyro The singer/songwriter of !he
'60s comes back Friday at 8:45 pm,
Festival Stage.
FrI.nds of Jazz Performance is a
retrospectiYe of !he history of jazz music
Saturday at noon, Festival Stage.
Old orey 00_ perform folk songs and
country dance music on fiddle, banjo,
guitar, mandolin, harmonica and bones
Saturday at noon, Music Bam and at
4:15 pm, Kids' Tent.
Voluntary R.I.uv. This musical group
plays switched on folk music Saturday
at 1:15 pm, Music Bam and at 3:30 pm,
Kids' Tent
Lazy M.,ced.. Folk and blues duo
performs songs about Maine Saturday
at 2 pm, Kids' Tent and at5 pm , Story

Bam.
LIM o.llant sings acoustic blues in the

Yes, we still have them/

AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1972

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORTLAND

772-0772

THE OLD PORT'S FINEST SALON
FOR MEN, WOMEN, OR CHILDREN

WITH CUSTOM CUTS,
PERMS AND COLORING
FOR THE PAST
SEVEN YEARS,
TANNING BOOTH, FACIALS,
MANICURES, PEDICURES,
WAXING, EARPIERCING, AND
LASH TINTING ALSO
AVAILABLE.
walk - Ins welcome

8 EXCHANGE STREET
OLD PORT

8:30-7 M-F • 8:30-5 SAT • 775-2555

•

style of Bonnie Raitt and Melissa
E!heridge Saturday at2 pm, Story Barn.
aun Rhythm SectIon The band !hat
backed Elvis, Jeny Lee Lewis, Roy
Orbison and others of Sun Record fame
perform Saturday at 2:30 pm, Festival
Stage.
Otis BI.ckw.1I .nd Doc Pomus
perform a set of their dassic rockabilly
tunes, induding "Great Balls of Fire"
and "Don't Be Cruel"with !he local band
Stevie and The Blackouts Saturday at 3
pm, Story Barn . Doc Porn us and
Blackwell lead a songwriting workshops
later at 5:15 pm , Exhibition Hall.
A! Hawk.. .nd Th. Nighth.wks
Westbrook's champion - winner of the
Country Music Association of America's
Instrumenta~st of the Yew: award - takes
!he stage Saturday at 3:45 pm, Music
Bam.
Lonnl. Brooks Unique fus ion of
Louisiana swamp music and Chicago
blues can be heard Saturday at 5 and
9:45 pm, Festival Stage.
F,..I.nds Rockers from Gray plays
classic rock at top 40 Saturday at5 pm ,
Music Bam.
Ch.rt. . Cheplln Trio Jazz ensemble
(no, !hay're not led by the movie star)
from
Portland play original,
contemporary jazzSaturday at 6: 15 pm ,
Music Bam.
Too Much Truth Portland's own hip-hop
rappers perform Saturday at 8 :30 pm,
Story Bam.
Fogg Brothers Eariy bluegrass music
can be heard Saturday at 9 :30 pm,
Music Bam.
The Whigs Portland's rock trio performs
Saturday at 10:15 pm, Music Bam.
The MacArthur F.mlly performs music
!hat celebrates the instruments, songs
and meanings of rural New England life
Sunday at noon, Story Bam and at 2:30
pm, Kids' Tent.
Wild oln..... Female a cappella trio
performs Sunday at 1 :15 pm, Music
Bam and at 4:15 pm, Story Bam.
Community Ore....... of PortI8nd
performs dassics from Europe and
Broadway Sunday atnoon, Music Bam.
Hickory Flat Expr.ss Traditional
country music and hoedown dogging
Sunday at 1:30 pm, Kids' Tent and at
3:45 pm, Festival Stage.
PractIcal Cats Lewiston's 1O-piece r&b
band jams Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30 pm,
Fastival Stage.
~vonsqU8" The acoustic trio plays
again Sunday at 5 pm, Music Bam.
Dr" John .nd Th. Loulsl.n.
Lumlnolda The great boogie-woogie
blues man doses !he festival Sunday at
8:15 pm, Festival Stage.

Flying art
F

(

Steph.nle LelghtOil (.Irtoome) ..... N.ney Etnler d.nce "S. .oono, H
• wo.... ~ommls..oned by Rem I....... Danc•• Stephani. LelghtOil'.
Danc. Comp.ny Is.on. of tho manylocalllCb performing at tltls
y ....'. Meln. Fe.tlval.

More Maine art and less from away
The Maine Festival has returned to Maine, or so it seems. The 13year-Qld festival of folk music and art from Maine and the world has
found a new perch at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, Aug, 3-5.
Not only has The Maine Festival found a new home a"way from
the controversial (and fenced-Qff) Deering Oaks Park, the festival
has new players, too, both on stage and behind the scenes.
On stage, there are fewer urban types coming to Maine to strut
their eclectic stuff. The Current Events program, which commissioned pieces for The Maine Festival and New Year's Portland, is no
longer. Last year, Maine Arts, Inc., which oversees both festivals,
awarded grants to 12 artists from both Maine and away to create
performance pieces and visual art works for the festiVal. This year,
there are fewer commissioned works.
One of the commissioned pieces is the Festival Stage. It flies (see
Hying Art, at right) and is the creation of Portland artist Cynthia
Thompson. George York assisted Thompson with the aerodynamics.
York's inflatable sculptures have been a staple at the festival for
several years, and they'll be back this year. Many original pieces of
mime and magic are also being performed in tribute to Tony
Montanaro (see Magic Mime at right).
Although there are fewer big-name acts from away to draw the
crowds, there's at least one headliner each day: Laura Nyro on
Friday, Otis Blackwell and Doc Pomus in Saturday, and Dr, Jo hn
and The Louisiana Luminoids on Sunday.
Behind the scenes, Maine Arts is under the direction of a new
crew. Artistic director Burl Hash comes to The Maine Festival from
the Celebrate Brooklyn Festival (that's Brooklyn, N.Y., not Brooklyn,
Maine). He came to Maine for 1990 New Year's Portland celebration.
Executive director Bruce Hazard comes from closer to home; he was
formerly involved with the Camden Shakespeare Company and has
been with Maine Arts since Oct., 1989, Hash and Hazard came on
after a short stint by Judith Friedlander, who took the reigns from
Bau Graves and Phyllis O'Neill. Graves had been involved with the
festival since its early days as an artists' party at BowdOin, and
O'Neill was the first paid full-time director, from 19~, Graves
and O'Neill brought the festival to Portland from Bowdoin, expanded its programming and helped the festival evolve into the big
production it now is.
The festival organizers hope the new undercover location will
keep the rain out and tickets selling. The festival has a history of
being plagued by rain that keeps crowds away. There's also lots of
parking for people with cars, although city dwellers may have a
harder time getting to the festival. And city dwellers have contributed to the festival's growth. During the festival's three-year stint in
Deering Oaks Park, 20 percent of the ticket proceeds came from city
folk, A survey taken last year revealed that a third of the ticket
pnxeeds are from the Greater Portland area, a third from the rest of
Maine, and a third from away.
Cumberland Fairgrounds can be reached from Portland by Route
9 and 100 (Route 9 to Cumberland Center, then left on Blanchard
Road or Route 100 towards Gray, right on Range Road, then left on
Bruce Hill Road). Advance ticket prices are available until the start
of the festival at noon on Friday, Tickets may be purchased for $7
(adult), $3 (children and seniors) at Shop ' n Save or charged by
phone, 772-9012. Tickets are $10 (adult) and $4 (children and
seniors) at the gate.

Ann Sitomer

WORLD MUSIC
Mamma Tongue combines !he sounds
of American jazz - saxophone, piano
and bass - wi!h the sounds of African
tribal music - West African drums, 21string kora, shakers and rattles. The
Maine-based group performs seYeral
times at !he festival : Friday at 12 noon,
Festival Stage and at 7:30 pm, Music
Bam. Mamma Tongue performs with
Pura Fa, a remarkably hip Native
American band, in the premiere musical
wor!< "Voices of the Earlh· Sunday at
3:45 pm, Music Bam. Pure Fa performs
a solo set Sunday at 5:15 pm, Story
Bam.
casco Bey Tu........... East European
folk music and American jazz combine
in the unique fusion of Klezmer music.
The Tummlers play Friday at 1:15 and 5
pm, Music Bam.

Atl.ntlc Clarion StrIng Bend Mainebased percussion group plays Calypso,
soca and o!her sounds of the Caribbean
Friday at 1:30 pm, Festival Stage and at
6 :15 pm, Music Bam.
Ce...lberry-Dupree Grammy Aww:Owinning aN-female reggae band plays
music of Africa, America and the
Caribbean Fridayat4:3O pm, Kids' Tent
and at 7:30 pm, Festival Stage.
Hum.no Masters of traditional and
contemporary Latin music, including
rumbas, tangos and salsas, perform
Saturday at 1:15 pm, Festival Stage
and at 7:30 pm, Music Bam.
Mast.r Ibrahl....nd His World Beat
Music Senegalese drummer, dancer
and singer performs 10 the world baat
Saturday 813:30 and 8 :45 pm , Festival
Stage.
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The stage designed by
Cynthia Thompson flies, The
trademark inflatable sculptures of George York fly.
And several pieces of flying
art along with a large
selection of decorative kites
will be soaring above the
infield at the fairgrounds.
The flying art show is a
contest and anyone who
happens to have an aesthetically pleasing aerodynamical
object hanging out in the
backyard or from the kitchen
window is encouraged to
bring it to the festival.
Flying art can be seen
Friday and Saturday at 2
p.m., and Sunday at 1 p.m.
The exhibit is being curated
by Chris Cantwell of the
Rhode Island School of
Design, who will oversee
judging the flying artwork
based on form, color, use of
materials, inventiveness and,
of course, aerodynamic
performance. Three prizes
will be awarded: a hot air
balloon flight, a plane ride
along Maine's coast and
dinner for two at a restaurant
in the neighborhood of big
flying things (Casco Bay
Restaurant at the Portland
Jetport),
Up in the sky with the
flying artwork, Bob Ray of
The aIde Port Kite Shoppe
will fly some of his kites
during the festival. He' s also
the guy to contact (871-0035)
about last minute and fly-bynight submissions.

THEATER
a..u

J.... Moving ThNtr. Fivemember company creates vignettes
using movement, music, acting and
satire Saturday at 2:30, Celebration
Stage.
C8taetr0ph.Samuel Beckett's play was
written for Czechoslovakian playwright
and president Vaclav Havel. The play is
being performed by The Human Theater
of Portland Saturday at 7:30 pm ,
Celebration Stage.
...... Gynt Cornerstone Theatre, an
improvisational theater company from
Eastport, perlorms Isben's classic
Sunday at noon, Exhibition Hall.

MOVEMENT
Amerk:an Ballet .... Portland ballet

comp: lny performs an original ballet,
· Britten,· a conl9mporary ballet set to
!he music of Benjamin Britten Friday at
2:30 pm, Festival Stage.
Nancy Compton Danc. Th. .lr.
Boston-based modem dance company
perform two pieces Iorthel9stival. "Deep
Blue Cadence," set to Tex/Mex
accordion music, is being performed
Friday at 3:15 pm, Festival Stage; and
Saturday and Sunday at 4:15 pm,
Festival Stage. "Summerfield" is a
celebration of the changing seasons
performed outside 81 twilight Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at 7 pm, Infield.
RobIn Mello's c.t'a Credle People at
the festival are inviled 10 join in a peoplesize - notdigit-size-creation of the giant
string game by story1l9ller Robin Mello,
You remember Cafs Crade: a game
played with a continuous loop of string
with which bits and pieces of fle loop
are intertwined and anchored on fingers
to create an intricate dasign. Get tied up
Friday and Sunday at 4 pm, and
Saturday at 5 pm on the Infield.
St........1e Leighton Dance Portland
modem dance group performs "Philo
Mala" and "Seasons" Saturday at 3:30
pm, Celebration Stage and Sunday at
4:30 pm, Celebration Stage.

MOVIES
Maine Student FlI .... Award-winning
films - animation, documentaries, ~Ye
action and shorts by high sdloo~age
filmmakers . Showtime is Friday at3pm ,
Exhibition Hall.
O,.ce: A Port,.1t of orac. DeCeriton
RON Local filmmaker Huey directed
!his documentary about the eariy film
star who ended her years in Portland.
Showtime is Friday at 7 pm, Exhibition
HaU.
The ....onth Day Feature-length silent
film was filmed in Maine back in the
'205. The comedy tells a story about a
bunch of urban flappers who are
marooned Downeast The movie is being
shown under the auspices of Norlheast
Historic
Film
with
musical
accompaniment by Danny Platz and
commentary by film historian Tom
Gunning. Showtime is Saturday at 1 pm
and 3 :45 pm, Exhibition Hall.
Avant-Garde Music Video Video artist
Peter Gordon and musician Kit
Fitzgerald join forces in creating video
and music improvisations using found
Objects. The creations take place
Saturday at 2:30 and 7:15 pm , and
Sunday at 1:15 pm , Exhibition Hall.
Tony SI....t Spots Film collection of Tony
Montanaro's short mime sketches by
Portland filmmaker Huey and Bruce
Williams. Showtime is Sunday at5 pm ,
Exhibition Hall.
Lobsterokls The giant steroid lobsters
have finally arrived. This is !he world
premiere of this Portland-made movie,
featuringasoundtrackwi!h 160fMaine's
best rock bands. The movie is about a
science experiment gone awry, and the
giant lobsters !hat result terrorize the
city of Portland. The premiere is Sunday,
5:30 pm , Exhibition Hall.

Magic mime
Vaudevillians, mimes,
magicians, jugglers and
comedians from all over the
world return to Maine to pay
tribute to Maine's young
"grandaddy" of mime, Tony
Montanaro. Montanaro's
Celebration Bam Theater in
South Paris bred and
continues to breed some of
the country's best vaudevillian performers, including
Fred Garbo, Junior Rocha,
Randy Judkins, and Jackie
Reiffer and John Saccone.
The Celebration Stage will
feature many of the performers who have worked with
Montanaro, On Sunday at 2
p .m " Celebration Barn artists
will recreate some of their
early experiences with
Montanaro and, according to
festival organizer Margaret
Cleveland, there's a lot of
surprises in the work. If he
survives the tribute,
Montanaro and his partner
Karen Hurll take to the
Festival Stage for a performance at 6 p.m.

VAUDEVILLE
L.land Faulkner's Light Th.at.r,
JIICkJe Reiff., and John Saccone,
Junior Rocha and Robert Post
perform shadow illusions , mime ,
movement and comedy Friday 1-3 pm,
Celebration Stage.
Mlch. .1 ~oper, David N.uf.ld,
L.IMd F.ulkner. Michael Cooper
.nd John Saccone perform mime,
movement, storytelNng and comedy
Friday at 5 pm, Cefebration Stage.
~rt of Oold V.........11e Company
.nd Junior Rocha perform
story1emng, mime, movementand music
Friday at 6 :30 pm, Cefebration Stage.
R.ndy Judkins Visual comedian
performs Saturday at 1 pm, Celebration
Stage

Abr_ .nd And_ Ifs not quite
vaudeville , but this Portland-based
improvisational comedy team takes the
stage Saturday at 2:30 and 8:30 pm,
Music Bam.
Studebaker Mo'-'Theat., 19thcentury nonsense in "Victorian Dreams"
Saturday at 5 pm, Celebration Stage.
Berni. Kr_, Dma Robinson,
Fr.n. RIJnbout perform mime,
storytelling and comedy Saturday at
5:45 pm, Celebration Stage.
The Infl8Dble Man Fred Garbo, aka
Sesame Street's Barkley Tha Dog,
performs magic and visual comedy
Saturdayat6:30pm, Celebration Stage .

BucIcfIeId Leather 'N Lat..... Traveling
Variety Show and The New England
Vaudeville Rewe present an amusing
mix of music, mime, storytelling and
improvisation Sunday at noon,
Celebration Stage.
CelebratIon 88m History Celebration
Barn artists pay tribute to Tony
Montanaro Sunday at 2 pm, Celebration
Stage.
Tony Moman.ro and Ka..... Hurtl
perform a vaudaville finale Sunday at6
pm, Festival Stage.

~~en
Brut
':.
A delightful French
bubbly I
Reg. $1l.75
NOW $10.60

Grocery Item .w.:;~J./""
Badia a
Coltibuono
20% ofT

STORIES

top-or~the-line

ttlere earty.

Fiddling
The closest thing The
Maine Festival offers to a
sporting event will be Maine
Fiddlers' Playoff, It's not
quite the caliber of the World
Fiddling Championships
staged by Henry Ford in
Lewiston back in the '20s, but
Jonathan Cooper, instrument
maker and one of the
organizers of the event, hopes
that the playoffs will evolve
over the next few years to
include the top players of all
the regional contests held
throughout Maine during the
course of the year.
This year the only preliminary fiddling fests to participate are the Old Port jamboree, which was held in
Tommy's Park on July 21, the
East Benton Fiddlers Contest
and the Rangeley Old Time
Fiddlers Contest.
Greg Spatz of Portsmouth,
N .H. took the Old Port title
and he'll take on the winner
of the other two contests in
semi-finals held Friday at 6:15
p.m, in the Story Barn, But
Spatz will be taking on one,
not two, champions when he
competes against the 14-yearold champion of both East
Benton and Rangeley, Amy
Chandler of New Sharon, The
winner performs solo
Saturday at 6 p.m_ on the
Festival Stage.
Off-stage betting is not
allowed.

Qmtinued un page 16
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Cheese
Tybo
A cheese-lovers
cheese
Reg. $4.50 NOW $14.00 lb.

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

FOR KIDS

No.... Sid. Story Figures of Speech
Theatercreates metaphors forkids using
masks and puppets while telling of
humorous folktales from Norway.
Performances are Friday at 1:45 pm,
Saturday at noon and Sunday at 4:30
pm, Kids' Tent
Pickney Players Storytellers ten tales
from Africa, !he Caribbean and AfroAmerica Friday at 3 pm, Kids Tent and
at 5 pm, Story Bam; and Saturday at
2:45 pm, Kids'Tent
Rumpelstlltokln Children's Theater of
Maine performs !he age-old tale Friday
at 3 pm, Celebration Stage.
Mlx. .hawn Musical journey !hrough
Native American traditions Sunday at
noon, Kids' Tent

. '1;
. 'J:~

Fi~¢4-m
t..~
+~~

It81ian olive oil .
Reg. $18
NOW $15.40

M.ln. Story ProJect Robin Mello,
David Neufield, John MacDonald host
the project which brings together
storytellers from all 0_ Maine. "Heroes
and heroines" is !he theme Friday' wi!h
storyteRers Mike Noble, KiH Fitzgerald,
Jay StelZer and Edie Doughty at 1:15
pm, Story Bam. Saturday's !heme is
"love" wi!h storytellers Robert Baldwin ,
Jackson Gillman, Henry Hatch and
Jackie Reifer at 6:15 pm, Story Barn.
"Work and play" is the theme Sunday
wi!h storytellers Clum Spencer, Stephen
Steams and Gussie Vaughn at 2 pm,
Story Bam.
Poetry .nd Pros. Ssipsis, Native
American writer reads from her travel
adventure book "Molly Molasses and
Me" Sunday at 1 pm, Story Bam; Gary
Lawless reads from his book of poems
"First Sight of Land" at 3 :30 pm ,
Exhibition Hall; Sanford Phippen reads
from his book "The Police Know
Every1hing and People Trying to Be
Good" at 4 pm, Exhibition HaN.

Sup.r BenneH's Sup., Kid Show
Interactive music and improvisation
performance Friday at noon and 3 :45
pm, Kids' Tent.
Chlldren'a Art Studio Kids make
banners and t-shirts to wear home or
display at the festival Friday at 1 and 5
pm, Exhibition Hall. Ervolimentis limited;
kids who want to participate should get
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SUMMER IS
ASTA SALAD TIM
Try our varieties of pasta salad to eat in or take out!
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE

The Opening of Her New

Family Practice Office
August 1st
located at

222 St. John Street
Suite #322
Portlaiui, Maine
Adult/pediatric Medicine • Office Gynecology
Manipulation • Preventative Medicine

Walk-In and By Appointment

871-1300

comprehensive child care programs in Portland and GOTham

is accepting registrations for

Fall Pre-School openings at all centers and
Fall Kindergarten and After-School openings
(Gorham Center only)
also immediately available

Infant, Toddler and Evening Care Openings
in selected centers
Programs offer a nurturing, loving, creative environment
staffed with highfy skillcil professionals
To register, call 780-4125
EnTollment is limited

o UniversitY of Southern Maine
USM Child Que Services is a progTam of the Division of Human Resources

The Casco Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and more ways to
be Informed, get Involved
and stay amused.
Submissions for
Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received
In writing on the Thursday
prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and
LIstings Information to:
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME. 04102.

• Good for the body: Maine
Women Outdoors is open to
women '18 and older and
the group organizes several
hikin~ biking and canoeing
trips, which continue
through the faU. A planning
meeting and evening hike is
being held at 6 p.m. at
Bradbury Mountain State
Park in Pownal. The hike is
free, but membership to
Maine Women Outdoors is
$12 per year. For more
information, call 547-3919.
• Good for the mind: Asha
Ma, the spiritual heir to the
113-year-old yoga master
Dhyanyogi
Madhusudandas, offers
meditation workshops this
weekend and next at
Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St., Portland. Asha
Ma will lead meditations
and discuss Kundalini
Maha Yoga, which improves daily living through
better physical well-being
and mental peace. Eight
evening sessions of meditation and conversation are
being Thursday-Friday, 7-9
p.m., Saturday-Sunday 6-8
p.m. Admission is free, but
donations will be accepted.

For more information, call
the Yoga Center at 799-4449.
• Good for the earth: The
Gulf of Maine - its oceanography, physical and biological features, and the issues
facing the gulf - are the
topicS of a lecture given by
Dr. David W. Townshend of
Bigelow Laboratory in West
Boothbay Harbor. The
public lecture is part of a
summer series of lectures
offered by Bigelow laboratories. The lecture is down
south at 7:30 p.m. in the
Terrace Room of The
Shawmut Inn in
Kennebunkport. People
who are interested in the
goings on at the laboratories in West Boothbay
Harbor may visit during an
open house tomorrow from
10 a.m.-4 p.m. The nonprofit
oceanographic research
institute is studying sea
level rise, ultra- iolet
radiation and tne ozone
layer, the greenhouse effect
and factors affecting the
productivity in the Gulf Of
Maine. For more information on either event, call
633-2173.

• Maine music: The
Bowdoin Summer Music
Festival finale takes place at
8 p.m. in the First Parish
Church at the comer of
Maine Street and Bath Road
in Brunswick. Tonight's
program includes Maurice
Ravel's "La Valse," arranged for two pianos,
"Frontpiece" and "Sites
Auriculaires;" J.S. Bach's
Concert Grosso No.5 in D
Major performed by harpsichordist Jon Klibonoff;
C.P.E. Bach's Concerto for
Flute performed by Linda
Chesis; and Claude
Debussy's Sonata for
Violincello and Piano
performed by pianist Emma
Tahmisian and cellist Andre
Emelianoff. Tickets are $12.
For more information, call
725-3895.
• Maine dance: Chivalry
isn't dead, but it may
appear a bit foolish in Mark
Taylor & Friends' "Romance Pathologies," a work
commissioned for the Bates
Dance Festival. The piece is
based on Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso," an Italian
16th-century poem that
makes a mockery of love.
This world premiere performance is at 8 p.m. in
Schaeffer Theater at Bates
College in Lewiston. Tickets
are $10. For more information, call 786-6077.

Where's Bonnie

guitarist Johnny Winter is
more than a placebo. Winter
is in town for one show at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $15.
For more information, call
773-6886.
• Maine arts: Made in
Maine with fewer out-ofstaters, The Maine Festival
is back in Maine at the
Cumberland Fairgrounds.
Advance tickets are $7 per
day, available at Shop N'
Save stores. Tickets at the
gate are $10. The scoop is on
page 14.

• Hiroshima remembered:
Hiroshima Day Family
Peace Day takes place in
Deering Oaks Park, beginning at 1 p.m. The ethnic
and cultural festival hosted
by the Japan America
Society of Maine will be
partially undercover this
year to ward off the rains,
which usually plague
Portland's festivals. There
will be entertainment, lots
of ethnic food and the Japan
America Society will demonstrate the art of origami.
For a finale, peace lanterns
will be floated in the duck
pond at dusk. For more
information on the memorial festival, call 774-4104.
• Moonlit excursion: Moon
bathe in Scarborough Marsh
to get the full effects of the
Autumn moon. Full moon
canoe tours are being
offered by Maine Audubon
(weather permitting) tonight through Tuesday, 89:30 p.m., at Scarborough
Marsh Nature Center. The
cost is $8 for Audubon
members, $9 for nonmembers. For more information and reservations,
call 883-5100.

• Leave the wallet home
and let capitalists and
politicians foot the bill.
Intown Portland Exchange's
noontime concert series is
still going strong. Today it's
jazz with the Camp Encore/
Coda Jazz Band playing at
Canal Plaza on Middle
Street at 12 noon. Tonight,
the City of Portland and
The Friends of the
Kotzschmar Organ present
the annual concert with
organist John Weaver, who
will perform works by Bach,
Vierne, Persichetti and Liszt
at 8 p.rn. on the Kotzschmar
organ in Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Both concerts
are free, but the Friends of
the Kotzschmar Organ (who
are not necessarily capitalists or politicians) gratefully
accept donations for the
upkeep of Portland's grand
organ.

• Ain't no cure for the
summertime blues ... perhaps. But a Monday night
show by the great blues

• A thing of
the past:
Philmore Wass
recalls the days
before automation in a
lecture "Lighthouse
Keepers' Tales and Trials."
Wass speaks at 7:30 p.m. in
the Museum Lecture Hall,
Maine Maritime Museum,
243 Washington St., Bath.
Admission is $4.50 ($2.5O
for museum members). For more
information, call
443-1316.

• Rikki Tiki Tavi and other
jungle creatures: The Theater at Monmouth stage
Rudyard Kipling's "Just So
Stories," which include the
tales of "Rikki Tiki Tavi"
and ''The Elephant's Child."
Eight performances will be
given at 2 p.m. today
through Aug. 26 at
Cumston Hall in
Monmouth. Tickets are $5
for children, $6 for adults.
Reservations are suggested.
For more information, call
933-9999.
• Our Town of the Green
Mountains: "Judevine,"
Vermont poet David
Budbill's play about a
typical New England town,
opens tonight at The Theater Project, 14 School St.,
Brunswick. Performances
are Thursday at 7 p.m.,
Friday at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 4 and 8 p.m. For
ticket information, call 7298584. ("Spoils of War"
continues through Aug. 4.
See page 21 for a review.)

• Dancing Shoes I: Mr.
Mojo's Big Night of Blues
jams from 12-1:30 p.m. in
Monument Square. Take a

STATE
MAINE
USIC THEATRE

cafe no
I("hl'rt,

,hI' lieu,

{!.(J('S Oil

Loellled on Beautiful
Bowdoin College Campua
Br"WUIwick, Maine

Hard-<:are countly mee1s
big-band jazz.

TIlE MEHHY WIDOW
July 31 - Augusl12

•

Sponoored by:

Sunday,
August 19,
COlD SOUPS • FRurr SALIDS
SUMMER SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT
Offering Brea/ifast & Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 7am-4pm
591 Congress St. • 772-0702

8:00PM
Portland City Hall Auditorium
Tickets:$15 (011774·0465
Also available at Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music
'"
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Tues. - Sat. 8:00 p.m.
Wed., Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m.

-8769

in portland

graat music • graat grub

• Thurs. 812
K. Barry Saunders Quartet
• Fri. 8/3 & 814
The virtuolo guitar Itylings of
Steve Blum with friend.

20 danforth .t•• 772-8114

long
lunch,
and put
on your
dancing
shoes. The
concert is free.
• Dancing Shoes
IT: Jazz, tap and modem
dance are on the bill at the
Bates Dance Festival Faculty
Gala performance at 8 p.m.
in Schaeffer Theater, Bates
College, Lewiston. Bebe
Miller & Company perform
the Maine premiere of
"Allies" as well as the
modern dance piece "Rain."
Also performing are Freedman/Coleman, Barbara
Mahler, Christine Philion,
Danny Buraczeski, Andrew
Harwood and Brenda
Bufalino. Admission is $10.
For more information, call
786-6077.

• Egrets for kids:
Scarborough Marsh opens
its grasses for young explorers. The Marsh Explorers
Club for kids ages 7-9
begins today and continues
Saturdays through Aug. 25
at Maine Audubon's
Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center. Children discover
the marsh with art, games
and hands-on investigation.
The cost of the series is $20
for Audubon members, $25
for non-members. For more
information, call 883-5100.
• Dancing Shoes ill: The
Casco Bay Tummlers play
Klezmer music for a dance
at 7:30 p.m. at the Fifth
Maine Community Center,
Seashore A venue, Peaks

lsland. For people who
don't know Klezmer, it's a
fusion of Eastern European
folk music and American
jazz. For people who don't
know how to dance to it,
beginners' dances will be
taught. Admission is $3.50
for adults; $1.50 for seniors
and students. For ferry
information, call 774-7871.
For information on the
dance, call Ray Spiro at 8545119 or Nancy Hoffman at
766-4496.
• Last time she was in
town, Bonnie Raitt blew
people away at the Civic
Center and then surprised
local musicians by showing
up at a Portland blues jam.
Although Portlanders
can't expect a repeat
performance of Bonnie up
close, they can enjoy her
bluesy style, along with
Charles Brown and the Jeff
Healy Band, at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center in Portland.
Showtime is 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $18.50, $16.50
and there are still good
seats available. Tickets are
available at the Civic Center
box office, Ticketron outlets
and by phone at 1-800-383-

8080.

Brenda Bufallno taps her way
to Lewiston Aug. 10. Complete Bates Dance Festival
schedule on page 25.
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SILVER
SCREEN

Continued from 1O-dJzy CALENDAR

Another 48 Hour. Another chance for
Nick Nolte as another bumed-out cop
(does he play anything else?) and
another role for Eddie Murphy as his
slick sidekick. Another villain to be
wasted, another authority figure to be
defied, another Caddy convertible to be
trashed. Same plot.

COOL
COMFORT
CoHon & Lycra
Clothing for
Your Summer
Workouts!
+Unitards
+Thong
Leotards
+Crop to s
+Capri
tights
+Variety
of styles
& colors
The lAt., gre!,t Cltfton Chenier Is on. of the .rtlsts f . .tured In L••

Blank'. HI'.I Et' Au .... " whkh . . .mln.s the folk musk of the rur.1
South. BI. . k'.....t -known docum.ntary, "Burden of Dreams, " w ••
fllmed In the Amuon with W.mer H.rzog •• he m .... " Flt.zcaraldo. H
Oth.r Blank documentarle. h.ve .....n him to oth.r humid plac••
Ilk. the ...you. of Loulsl.na, where ''1'.1 Et' Au B.r' w .. filmed. The
movie portralb the .....ple .nd musk In • culture Influenced by
both rur.1 France .nd Afrlc•• Other muslcl.n. fe.tured In Blank.'
docum.ntary .re Mkh.eI Doucet, Be.usolell, Queen Ida, the . .lfa
Brother .nd
F.kon. " ,'.1 Ete Au ... " I ••h_lng . t The Movie. on
Exch.nge Street Aug loS.

'oe

32 EXCHANGE ST.
IN THE OLD PORT

773·8101

DID YOU
KNOW
THERE ARE

n4-1022
_mecllnnocent (III
1:30, 4:15,7,9:45
Problem Chid (PO)
1, 3:05, 5 :05, 7:05 , 9:1 0
O_(PO)
1:30, 4:15, 7, 9:50

YOU WILL AFTER THIS.

STEP REEBOK
The first aerobic workout with muscle.
Unlimited Aerobics
Nautilus
Free Weights
Discount Tanning

WHAT'S
WHERE:
Maine Mall Road, So Portland

IN YOUR
BODY?

•
•
•
•

The Movies

General Cinemas
Maine Mall

620 MUSCLES

--
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o.sco Boy Wuk1y

• Massage Therapy
• Freeze Policy
• Sauna & Steam Rooms
• 12' x 12' Jacuzzi

Ar8chnophobl. (PQ-13)
12:30,2:50. 5:10, 7:30, 9:50
o.,a Dr T h _ (PQ-13)
1:30,4, 7 , 9:20
DIe . . ni II (III
12, 2:30,5, 7:30, 10

DuckT_(G)
1, 3,5, 7

Sat-Sun at 3, 7:
Mon-Tue a t 7, 9; Wad at 7.
...rf.... The Movie
Aug 8-12
Wad a19; Thu-Fri al7, 9;
Mon-Tue at 7, 9.

Cinema City
Bradiees Plaza, near Exit 8
854-9116
All times through Thursday;
calt ahead lor Friday's changes
The F...h .....n (PO)
7, 9; Sat-Sun mats at 1, 4
FoRI F.lrlane (III
7, 9; Sat-Sun mats al 1, 3
N"",_IR)

7:15, 9:15; Sat-Sun mats at I :15, 3:15
Pretty Women (III
7, 9
O_IMcI(PO)
Sat-Sun mats at I , 3
Jungill _
(0)
7; Sat-Sun mat at 1, 3
Quick Ctuonge (III

9

Evening Star

m-9751

DIcIt Tr8cr (PO)

NO INITIATION FEE ••• EVER!
Now available at

1:10, 3:40, 7:20,9:25

20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

ew_(III
Aug 4-8

Tontine Mal, Brunswick

1:05.3:35,7:30, 9:45
TheF..._(PO)
1:20, 3:55, 7:10,9:30

HEALTH CLUB

Aug 1-5
Wed-Fri at 7:15, 9:
Sat-Sun at 1:1 5, 9.

Nickelodeon

y_o... 1I

ARegency

n2-9600

J'" tt6 Au Bal

Tample and Middle, Portland
1,4, 7:05,9:20 (opens Aug 3)

Portland

10 Exchange, Portland

729-5486

AI tilMS through Aug 2.
MIlD. 0111 (0)

6, Sat-Sun mat at 2:30
The F....... en (PO)
7:40,9:45

QulckC_e-(III

"""-(111

1 ;OS, 3:35, 7:30, 9:45 (through Aug 2)
7. 9:20 (Irom Aug 3)
Jungill _
(0)
1:15, 3:15. 5
Pretty (III
1:30,
3:50,_
7:15,(III
9:35
T_

1:20, 4, 7:10, 9:45 (through Aug 2)

Arachnaphobla begins in the lush , deep
canyons of Venezuela, where a biologist
played by Julian Sands is collecting
new species of insects and arachnids.
Here he finds a new spider, which
manage s to find its way back to a quiel
Califomia town, a place too quaint and
too quiet to be real. The mo";e doesn't
start with an explosive confrontation
where the hugeness 01 whafs on the
saeen needs to be maintained until the
end at the expense 01 all prelense of plot
and suspensa. Instead, the director
(Frank Marshan) saves all the special
special effects for the end. He throws in
a few old-fashioned reversals in the
plot, and allows the suspense to build.
And there's no need to call in the Marines
to fight these killer spiders.
Days of Thunder Tom Cruise plays a
stock car racer. It may look as exciting
as the Daytona 500, but it's Hollywood
- lame through and through.
Dick Tracy Warren Beatty made the
movie, and stars as the square-jawed
cartoon cop - bu t his buddies steal the
show: Madonna steams up the saaen
as 'Breathless; AI Pacino steals the
show as crime boss 'Big Boy Caprice,'
and Dustin Hoffman 's cameo
appearance as 'Mumbles' is so good I
almost forgall9 him for ·Ishlar.· But just
as I did, Beatty returned with his side-olbeef acting and I came to my senses. A
few good dues here, but the case stinks.
Ole Hard II Bruce Willis retums with more
stunl men. I couidn't help remembering
what movies used to be like throughout
th is one. That's how bad it is. An
intriguing espionage plot orchestrated
by right-wing fanatics is completely
ignored for the sake of gun fights ,
explosions and Willis' failure to deliver
one-liners.
The Freshman Mallhew Broderick plays
_ a NYU film student who gets involved
with a mob figure (Marton Brendo) with
an obsession with lizards.

City Theater
205 Main St, BiddelDrd
282~9

The Trill.
Aug
7:30 pm_
_fa
r6,_
Aug 8, 7:30 pm

Ohost Patrick ' Dirty Dancing' Swayze
plays a dead broker who was murdered
and tries to contact his wife through a
phony psychic (Whoopi Goldberg).
Jungle Book The animated version of
Rudyard Kipling's tales of a boy
abandoned in the jungles 01 India.
Navy ..... Charlie Sheen and Michael
Biehn star as two Navy boys, assigned
to a special combat unn to destroy
missiles that hall9 fanen into the hands
of Middle Eastern terrorists. Hollywood
has found new scapegoats.
Preeumed Innocent Harrison Ford is
the attraction in the screen adaptation
of the best-seller novel by Soott Turow.
Ford plays a prosecuting attorney
assigned to investigatelhe murder of a
colleague he was ha";ng an affair with.
This courtroom chma is a wek:ome
ralieffrom summer fluff and not knowing
whodunnadded 10 the movie's intrigue.
In hindsightl suspect that several clues
were bull::hered from the novel, because
the movie's dues seemed a bit off. The
movie also stars Grella Scaochi, Bonnie
Bedelia, Brian Dennehy and Raul Julia.

Pretty Woman Julia Roberts and
Richard Gare star in the pygmalian type story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dressas
heruppret1y. The movie has a iew great
Nnes, but the story is a sexist fairy lale.
Roberts is good; she should ba more
particular about scripts. Gare plays a
character he's played too many times
before.
Problem Child John Ritter stars in this
comedy about a suburban couple who
adopts a child who tums out to be more
than they bargained for. Ritter should
have remained trapped in a sitcom.
Quick Change Bill Murray, Geena Davis
and Randy Ouaid play three crooks who
puN a bank job and can't escape lrom
New York. Jason Robards is tha cop on
their case. Ifs a comedy people familiar
with New York really appreciate, but it's
not as bleak as Soorcese's comedy
' After Hours ." Bill Murray, for once, plays
a tolerable sort of guy.
Sweetie Two sislers - one superstitious,
the other nuls - are the focal point of this
moody comedy by Auslralian director
Jane Campion . The movie makes an
intelligentcommenton how people deny
menial illness in their families without
being too serious or too preachy .
Genevieve Lemon is marvelous as

Sweetie.
The Trl.1 Orson Wells' movie puts
' Presumed Innocenr in perspective ; it
makes ' Presumed Innooont'look pretty
tiny. Anthony Perkins plays a man
con";cted of an unknown crime in the
film edaptation of Franz Kalka's novel of
the same name. The 1962 mo";e also
stars Jeanne Moreau, Romy Schneider
and Orson Wells. The movie is very
long, but worth every second.
WItn_ For The ProHcutIon Billy
Wilder's courtroom drama stars Mar1ene
Dietrich, Tyrone Power and Charles
Laughton . The 195 7 mo";e is a fine
example from when movies used
suspense and plot twists to hold an
audience's attention until the end.
Young Oun. II Kieffer Sutherland, et al.
return in the cowboy sequel about Billy
The Kid's explo"s.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.2
BuddyOuy(blues) 7and tOpm, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Run W . .ty Run (rock) Zootz, 3t Foresl
Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
The Ora_ta (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
The Blue Roota (blues) Horsefeathers ,
193 Mickle St, Portland. 773-3501 .
Floating BolIta (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-C444.
Dan Knight (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. ,
Portland. 772-7891.
8ean 8hMr1n(lrish folk) Amigo's, 9 Dana
St., Portland. 772-0772.
K. Barry 8I1UnderaQu.rtet(jazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St., Portland. 772-8114.
Tr_ Hou. . (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 PICkett St , S. Portland . 767-4027.
Frankie V.III and the Four Se.lIOna
(pop) Club Casino, Hampton Beach,
N.H. Tickets are $t9.50. For more
infonnation, call 603-926-4300.

FRIDAY 8.3
Blm 8kal. Blm (reggae/ska) Zootz, 3 t
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
8 To The Bar (r&b1swing) RaOlJl's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 77~886 .

The Wild Healta and Johnny &. The
Jumper Cabl. . (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St , Portland. 772-7891.
floating BolIta (rock) Old Port Tavem ,
1 I Moulton St., Portland. 774-C444 .
The Blue Roota (blues) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle St., Portland. 773-3501.
Boom 8hanka (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial SI., Portland. 774-3550.
Tom PlrozzoH (acoustic) Amigo's, 9 Dana
St , Portland. 772-0772.
Stephen Blum Oroup (jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St., Portland. 772-8114.
Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) Litlle Willies,
36 Market SI., Portland. 773-4500.
Tree Hou. . (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St , S. Portland . 767-4027.
BoIIton Comedy Co. (comedy) Aqua
Lounge, 17 Ocean Ave ., York Beach .
363-7578.
Rest.... Heart (country) Club Casino,
Hampton Beach , N.H. TIckets are
$18.50. For more infonnation, call 603926-4300.

fUlL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES
'.
'.

Images

blown up
to size.
All photos returned.

$1695

• volume pricing available

SATURDAY 8.4
stephen Blum Oroup (jazz) Cafe No ,
20 Danforth St. , Portland. 772-8114.
Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) Litlle Willies,
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Ambas.. (reggae) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
The Ex-Qlrlrrlendsand Sarah L.ughs
(rock) Gena's , 13 Brown St. , Portland .
772-7891 .
Floating Boats (rock) Old Port Ta'Jern,
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-C444.
Power Glide (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St. , Portland. 774-3550.
Solstice (acoustic) Amigo's , 9 Dana 51.,
Portland. 772-0772.
Ed Lester Band (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St., S. Portland. 767-4627.
Three Dog Night (POP) Club Casino,
Hamplon Beach, N.H. Tickets are
$18 .50. For more information , call 603926-4300 .

-

100% Cotton T's

§g~~B!!I€Q .!M.f.::Q~#gQ~Qfi. . QQe!g.§
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port. Portland· 774-4455

BUSINESS CARDS ~J<:·'",/w,;.:,,,.
SERVICE DIRECTORY
RESIDENTIAL Aspha
lt & Fibe rglass
Shingles
.
ROOFING & Roof Resto ration .
Interior & Exterior
REMODLING Renovations

Computerized Accounting Systems
Consulting. Training, Supporl
MS DOS and Mac Systems

UNTERHALTER & CO.

SUNDAY 8.5

Macintosh

David Pope (dassical guitar) 10 am- 3
pm, cafe no, 20 Danforth 51. , Portland.
772-8114 .
Blu. . Kitchen (blues) 4 pm , Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore 51. , Portland. 7722739.
Acouatlc Blu. . Jam (blues) 7 pm ,
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St , S. Portland.
767-7t t9.
Andr_ Cloutier (acoustic) Amigo's, 9
Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.
Pap. Love. Mambo (Caribbean)
Raoul's, 865 ForestAve ., Portland. 7736886.
Croufng (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444 .
Max Dolcel" andSteva Faria (comedy)
T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 7738040.
Open Mike Night Geno's, 13 Brown St. ,
Portland. 772-7891.
38 Special (rock) Club Casino, Hampton
Beach, N.H. TIckets are $22.50. For
more infonnalion, call 603-926-4300.

CONSU LTING

Sys tems ... Peripherals T Software

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

/ .• · .. v.'·"i

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE
MUSIC COMPANY
14th ANNIVERSARY
BLOW-OUT SALE

Johnny Winter (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 77~886 .
Croaalng (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St , Portland. 774-0444.

.

a •
•

•

TUESDAY 8.7

..

Dan O_(blues) Griny McDufts, 396
Fore St. , PorUand. 772-2739.

Acouatlc CIaaIc Lisa Gallant, Jeremy
Lester anll Dan Tonini perform at
Horsefeathers, t93 Middle St., Portland.
773-3501.
The Sen. . (rock) T-Birds, t 26 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
K.T. oaHn (pop) Club Casino, Hampton
Beach, N.H. TlCkels are $23.50. For
more informatIOn, call 603-926-4300.

. 2tr~;;;t~:;<iZ't~~k;~y;r/!,~~j~!?;'D"·i.;;:/:~i
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MONDAY 8.0

WEDNESDAY 8.8

L~','

\

AUGUST 6 - 18
130% to 50% OFF STOREWIDE

.electric and acoustic guitars
by Martin, Guild. Gibson, Yamaha. Seagull, Rickenbacker, Alvarez

• amplifiers • banjos • mandolins • strings
..
• effects pedals • accessories
/'
• public address equipment / r ,.
by Crate. Audio Centron, Digitech and more,

ample free parking

e

air-conditioned

,fill

:.v..J

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Foresl, Portland. Fri : Post
Modem - all agas; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun : request nighl; Tue: Hip
House-all agas ; Wed : Worldbeat Nighl.
773-8t87.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. , Portland, Open
nighdy, 8 pm on ... Fri-$atuntil3 am. No
cover. 87t -0663.
Belut. ., 20 Milk 51., Portland. Open
nighdy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St. , Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.

continued on page 20

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE
MUSIC COMPANY
Union Station Plaza
270 St. John Street. Portland 774-2219
Open Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-5

ffi
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Continued from pIIgt 19

THURSDAY
IS
LADIES
NIGHT!
Tex-Mex
Happy Hour
5 -7 p.m.
~

Make your
own tortillas
Mexican
drink specials
~

Dance in
air-conditioned
comfort
DJ, 7 :30 - midnight

FROZEN DRINKS
$1.99 ALL NIGHT FOR LADIES

S\LUTffi

I E 6 ••

NO COVER CHARGE' APPROPRIATE DRESS ONLY

•

At the Comer of Milk & Market Streets

'" ao

,0. GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS, lNC.
~~-J
.

__

DAVID J. WERLIN IN ASSOCIATION

772~28.

PrIde of Maine Fiddling Festival (folk)

AT TIIE PORTLAND REGENCY

II"

Stadtpr.lfer Bra.. Qulntat f 2-1:30 pm,
Congress Square, Portland. Part of
Intown Portland Exchange's Noontime
Perlormance Series. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call

WJ1l{

PROUDlY PRESENTS

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 8.2
Lazy Merced. . (folk) 12- 1 :30 pm ,
Congress Square, Portland. Part of
Intown Portland Exchange'S Noontime
Perlormance Series. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
772~28.

Chaneller'. Band Concert (concert
band music) 7 pm at the Gazebo in Fort
Allen Park, Eastern Prom, Portland. Free
and open to the public. 874-8793.
Summer Organ Concert Serle.
(classical) Robert K. Love perlorms
_ works by Handel, Farnum , Elgar and
Widor at 8 pm, Portland City Hall
Aucitorium. Sponsored by The Friends
of the Ko\Zschmar Organ and the City of
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 767-3297 or
761 · 1915.
Bowdoin Summer Mu.lc Fe.tlYal
student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm,
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-3895.
Bellamy Jazz Band OazZ) 6 pm, terrace
of Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston . Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 786-6330.

FRIDAY 8.3
Qreater Portfand Youth Choral.
(showtuneslpop) 12-1 :30 pm, Canal
Plaza, Portland. Part of Intown Portland
Exchange' s Noontime Perlormance
Series. Free and open to the public. For
more information, caM 772~28 .
Accordion. That Shook The World
(folk) Marc Savoy (Louisiana Cajun
music), James Keane (Irish music) ;
Santiago Jimenez Jr. (Tex-Mex) ; Dickie
Morneau (Canadian) ; Wasyl Moros
(Ukranian). Showtime is 8 pm, Portland
Per1ormiogArts Cenler, 25A ForestAve.,
Portland. Tickets are $12, available at
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music in
Portland. For more information ,call 7740465.

Broken Men (Grateful Dead-style
originals) Casco Bay Lines Concert
Cruise 8-11 pm, departs from Casco
Bay Lines Ferry Terminal, Commercial
and FrankHn streets, Portland. Tickets
are $10 in advance , $12 on the day of
the cruise. For more information, call
774-7891 .
Bowdoin SUmmer Music Fe.tlYal
(classical) Program includes Maurice
Ravel's "La Valse: arranged for two
pianos ; J .S . Bach' s Brandenburg
Concerto Grosso No. 5 in D Major;
C.P.E. Bach's Concer1D lor Rule; Claude
Debussy's Sonata for VioHnce11o and
Piano. Concert is at 8 pm at the First
Parish Church, corner of Maine Street
and Bath Road, Brunswick. TICkets are
$12. For more information, call 725-

Ben Gilmetta, Doreen Conboy and J .
Waters nip appear with Soper's 00Timers at 7:30 pm at the Franciscan
Auditorium ,
Beach
Street,
Kennebunkport. Admission is $5 at the
door. For more information, call 9854343.

TUESDAY 8.7
camp Encore/Coda Jazz Band Oazz)
12-1 :30 pm, Canal Plaza, Portland. Part
of Intown Portland Exchange's
Noontime Per10rmance Series. Free and
open to the public. For more inlormation,
call 772~28 .
Organ Concert (classical) Barbara Owen
per10rms organ works from the Classic
period at 12:10 pm at the First Parish
Church, Maine Street and Bath Road,
Brunswick. Donations are accepted. For
more information, call 729-7331.
Too Much Truth (hip hop/rap) 7 pm,
Bandstand, Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
874-8793.
The Moody Blues (rock) 7 :30 pm ,
Veterans Memorial Park, Menchester,
N.H. Tickets are $19.50 reserved, $17
lawn available at TICketron, Strawbenies
and Teletron, 1-800-382-8080.
Summer Organ Concert a.rl••
(classical) John Weaver perlorms worIIs
by Bach, Vierne, Persichetti and Lisztat
8 pm, Portland City Han Auditorium.
Sponsored by The Friends of the
Kotzschmar Organ and the City of
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 767-3297 or
761 · 1915.

WEDNESDAY 8.8
Brenda Moore (folk) 12- 1 :30 pm,
Tommy'S Park, Portland. Part of Intown
Portland Exchange' s Noontime
Perlormance Series. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
m~28 .

aummer Noon Organ R.clt •• s
(classical) William Picher performs
12: 15-1 pm at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception , Franklin and
Cumberland, Portland . Free , but
donations will be accepted. For more
information, call 773-7746.
alald CI_ _ (folk) 7:30 pm, Western
Prom Gazebo, Portland. Free and open
to the public. 874-8793.
Bill Chief and the Continental. (r&b)
7 pm, Mill Creek Park, South Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information , call 799-7996.
Tonto'. Big Idea (folk/rock) Musicin The
Mall at 7 :30 pm on the mall in downtown
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-8797.

UPCOMING
Bill Bonyun and Arthur Schrader (folk)
Rural flok music of old New England
and history is combined in this concert
Aug 11 , 8 pm in the Waldo Theatre ,
Waldoboro. TICkets are $61$8, a benefit
for the Downeast Friends of Folks Arts.
For more information, call 236~29.

3895.

Mill VanliN and Seduction (rock) 7 :30
pm, Seashore Perlorming Arts Center
at Old Orchard Beach. Tickets are
$17.50, available at Ticketron , Civic
Center Box Office and SeaPAC box
office. For more information, call 9341731 .

SATURDAY 8.4
Accordion That Shook The World
See above. Showtime is 8 pm, Portland
Per10rming Arts Cenler, 25A ForestAve.,
Portland. Tickets are $12 , available at
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music in
Portland. Formoreinformation,caIl7740465.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
7:30 PM
CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER
ALL SEATS RESERVED
TiCKETS: $18.50 & $16.50
Available at Civic Center Box Offiu & all Tlcltetron location.
To charge bv phone call Teletron at 1·800.382-8080
A)I major credit carda accepted

SUNDAY 8.5
BIll Chief &

The ContIMntaI. (r&b)
Casco Bey Lines Mus~ Cruises, e\l8f'j
Sunday, 5-8 pm. Boat departs from
Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal,
Commercial and Franklin streets ,
Portland. TICkets are $10, $9 lor seniors,
$5 for kids. For more-information, call
774-7871.

The Hobbit Windham Center Stage
Theater presents a stage production of
J .R.R. Tolkien's fantasy Aug 2-4 at 7:30
pm at the WWldham Community Cenler.
Tickets are $8 for aduhs, $5 for students
and seniors. Preschoolers are admitted
free. For more information, call 7747926 after 3 pm or 892-3315.
Me And My GIrl performed by the Maine
State Music Theater Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin's College, Brunswick through
July 29. "The Merry WiOON" through
Aug 12 at Pickerd Theater, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Perlormances at
Tu&-Setat8pm, Wed, FriandSunat2
pm . TICkets are $10-$20. For more
information, call 725-8769.
The Theater at Monmouth Summer
schedule: "Brave New World,' stage
adaptation of Aldous Huxley's book Aug
7, 9 , 1215and 17at8 pm, Aug 11 at2
pm; "The Cherry Orchard,' Chekov's
play about the last years of the Russian
Aristocracy Aug 5, 10, 16 and 18 at 8
pm; oUght Up The Sky,' Moss Hart·s
comedy about opening night of a
Broadway musical Aug 2, 8, 14 and 18
at 8 pm; 'The Merchant of Venice"
Shakespeare's play of love and greed
Aug3, 11 and 18at8 pm,Aug8at2pm ;
•Just So Stories," Rudyan:l Kipling stories
for kids Aug 9, 12, 14, 16andl8at2pm.
Theater is located off Route 132 in
Monmouth. Tickets ar $15, $13 for
seniors, $10 for students. Children's
shows are $6 for adults, $5 for children.
For more information, can 933-9999.
atop The Wortd I Want to Qat ott
Musicat comedy perlormed by The
Theatre Collective Aug 2-5, 8 pm at
Alexander Economos Auditorium ,
Kennebunk High School. TICkets are
$101$12. For more inforrnation, call 9854343.
Qod.pell The Originals perfonn the
musical based on the gospel according
toSt Matthew Aug 2-4, 7:30pmatSaco
River Grange, Salmon FaNs Rd., Bar
Mills. TICkets are $5 lor adults, $3 for
students and senior citizens . For
reservations, call 9~472 .
I Doll Dol Musical presented Aug 1-18,
Wed-Satat8pm, Sunat7pm at Thomas
Playhouse. Route 302, South Casco.
Tickets are $101$12 . Dinnerltheater
tickets are also avaWable. For more
information, call 655-3281 .
Franklin AllYel Bill Meikle appears as
Ben FrankUn in a historical sketch Aug
3-Sep 1, Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30
pm in the Lord Gallery, The Brick Store
Museum, 117 Main SI.. Kennebunkport.
Tickets are $12/$10 . For more
information, call 985-6887.
apand. D.nce Company presents
several dance pieces, which center on
the theme of harmony, order and the
divine in nature Aug 3-12 Fr~Sat at 8
pm, Sun at 2 pm at the Schoolhouse
Center for The Arts, Sebago. Tickets
are $5 for adults , $2.50 for children. For
more information, call 642-3743.
Theater In the Park with the Vintage
Rapertory Company Aug 6, 7 :30 pm at
the Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874-8793.
Jucievlna Vermont poet David Bucl>iII's
play about a typical New England town
opens Aug 9 at the Theater Project, 14
School SI., Brunswick. Performances
are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at 8 pm and Sat at
4 and 8 pm. For ticket information , call
729-8584 .
Charlie Who Silent clown and juggler
per1ormsAug9, 12-1:30 pm, Wharland
Moulton streets, Portland. Partof Intown
Porttand Exchange ' s Noontime
Perlormance Series. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
772~28 .

The star Spangled QIrI by Neil Simon
performed by the Vintage Repertory
Aug 10-11 , 17-19 at the Saco Grange
Summer Theater in Bar Mills .
Perlormances are Fri-Sat at 7 :30 pm,
Sun at 6:15 pm. For more information ,
call Pat Packard at 929-&472.
L'II Abner Freeport Community Players
presentthe musical comedy Aug 10- 11 ,
17-18, 7 :30pm at Freeport High School.
Tickets are $6, $4 for seniors and
students. For more information, call 8656041.

The Ten Percent Revue Tom Wilson
Weinberg's highly acclaimed gay
cabaret, a celebration that tweaks
stereotypes while acknowledging
serious concems Aug 1" 8 pm at City
Thealerin Biddeford. TlCketsare$12.50
in advance, $15 at the door. For more
information, call 282-0849.
MOt"- Night at the Opera Cape
Theater Group presents a new musical
with book by Gloria Howell, music by
Ruth Welting Aug 16-18,8 pm atThaxter
You StIli can't Get There From Here
Mad Horse Theatre Company presents
Theater , 420 Cottage Rd., South
Portland. Tickets are$10,$4 lor seniors
a revival of the 1989 musical comedy
and students. For more information, call
revue about life in Maine through Aug
26. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
799-7337.
Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse Theatre, 955 A Tout to Broedway The Bayside
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $131
Players present a dinner theater
$15, For more information, caN 797production of a musical revue of songs
3338.
from 10 Broadway musicals through
Tlle8pollaofW. Micheal Wellec"&play . Aug 25 at The Portland Club, 156 State
about the at19mpts of the ~age son , . St, Portland. Per10rmances are Fridays
(happy hour at6;30, cinerat 7:30, cooain
of a divorced couple 10 bring them !lack
81 8 :30 ) and Sunday (brunch at 12
IDgeIher through Aug 4 at the Thea1llJ
Project, 14 School St. , Brunswiclt.
noon, curtain at 2 pm). TICkets are
$29.5OJ$~4.50. For more information,
Performances are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at8
pm and Sat at 4 and 8 pm, For 1icket
call~~18.
inlormation, cal 729-8584.

STAGE

The Spoils of War
This is the last week for 'The Spoils of War" by Michael WeUer at
the Theater Project in Brunswick. Directed by Nora Hussey, it's a
mishmash of fair to good performances, a crowded set, and a script
that doesn't quite work,
The play takes place in New York during the early-to-mid 50s,
sometime afte!' the Korean war, barely post-MlCarthy. Elise (played
by Martha Sanders) and Andrew (Chip Ratner) were once a couple,
committed to the Communist party, He was the leader; she was the
beauty. He entered the Korean War on the American side, abandoning
and disillusioning the couple's little band of followers. She gave birth
to their son and here it gets confusing. Andrew returned from the
Korean War a Capitalist, and deserted Elise and their child, Martin, Or
was Andrew forsaken by Elise? It isn' t quite clear, but it' s 10 years ago,
so the lines of blame have become blurred and distorted, Martin, a
sensitive 16-year-()ld boy who somehow believes that he can get his
parents back together again, lives part-time in Greenwich Village with
his mother, who has become a high-strung lush who dreams of finding
a home for herself and her son. Martin lives the other part of his life at
a boarding school, always a dead-giveaway setting for loneliness.
When the play opens, Martin has just arrived home, miffed because
his mother never showed up for parents day,
Don' t you hate reviews that synopsize the play and not much else?
Please, bear with me a bit longer. You'U be grateful when you see the
performance.
Andrew (remember him?), d id show up for parents day, and has
been in touch with Martin for some time, Andrew lives in New York
and is seeing a much younger woman, Penny (Suze Allen) who, for
some whim of the playwright, works in a zoo. (Whew! This does go
on, doesn't it?) Anyway, Martin manages a meeting between his father
and mother at a party Andrew throws for Martin, and this is where
the climax comes in. I won' t spoil it for you, okay?
As you can teU, the plot is complicated, with little twists and turns
that only serve to complicate it more. I didn't even mention Elise's best
friend, Emma (Lee Kennett Paige ), and Lew (Vincent D'Errico), a
homeless builder. This complexity is not necessarily a good thing.
Because the plot is so complex, it would have been nice to have some
Director's notes to explain a bit of the history behind the plot so J
wouldn't have to do it for you.
The Theater Project is a beautiful little theater. It's intimate, and it' s
a gem of a place for plays that need one, two, or even three, (although
that's pushing it), sets. However, 'The Spoils of War" is written in
such a fashion that it requires four sets to be crammed into a space the
size of a shrunken head, the result being a claustrophobic nightmare.
In spite of set and script problems, the cast manages to pull off
good-to-passable performances for the most part. Lee Kennett Paige is
very good, even when performing in an unfortunate piece of apparel
that could stymie and dis may a less-experienced actress. Suze Allen as
Penny is funny and sensible, and Vincent D'Errico as Lew is as sleazy
as he should be. The leads have their moments, in fact, many moments. But there are other moments ...
Louis Frederick is a subd ued Martin, and conveys a sort of
unanimated determination to reunite his folks. Chip Ratner is okay,
but we never get to know Andrew, Again, this is partially a set
problem, for Andrew's house is located way back from everything
else, so Andrew remains in the background, literally. Martha Sanders
should learn to listen to what others are saying. True, her character
Elise never listens to anybody, but the trick is to play Elise not
listening, while Sanders listens very carefully. However, as the play
progressed, so did Sanders's performance.
There's a great deaHo think about during this serious play that has
its humorous moments. Relationships, war, loyalty, and illusion/
disillusionment. Pipe dreams, reality, and the difference. It' s just that
the set, the space the set is in, and the script are at war with what the
actors are trying to accomplish, and that spoils it.
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The Emphasis is on Maine! ~
A wonderful selection of

Gifts

& G-afis,

Specialty Foods, and Tapes

r:1 Music & Storytelling

AlI try Maine Artists & Crafispec{J1e

'1?fuebwtitJ-t6JlQ1tite,

SENSE

Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean
Sclenc.. Summer
Program :
"Oceanography of the Gulfof Maine" by
David Townsend of Bigelow Laboratory
Aug 2, 7 :30 pm at Shawmut Inn ,
Kennebunkpor1; Open House at the
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences
Aug 3, 10 am-4 pm at McKown Point,
West Boothbay Harbor; "Red Tide - A
Scientific Perspective" by Clarice
Yentsch Aug 12, 4:30 pm at Newagen
Seaside Inn, Southport; 'Chaos Theory
and Fisheries Management" by
University 01 Maine professor J im Wilson
Aug 16, 8 pm at Spruce Point Inn,
Boothbay Harbor; Annual boat trip with
Maine Maritime Museum Sep 8 from
Boothbay Harbor, reservations required.
Lectures are free and open to the public.
For more information, call 633-2173.
Markatlng Your Bu.ln_ is the topic
of the monthly meeting of Women
Business Owners of Greater Portland
held Aug 2, 6 pm at the offices of Maine
Management Group, Royal River
Center, US Route 1, Yarmouth. Cost is
$6 .50 . For more information or
reservations, call Becky Erickson at 761 0041 .
Magazine EdJtlnglWrltlng Appalachian
Mountain Club is oHering a seminar for
people interested in magazine staH
editing positions as weil as freelance
contributing. The seminar is being held
at the AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in
New Hampshire Aug 8-10. For more
information , call 603-466-2727.

Continued on page 22

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?

422 Fore Street, Old Port'" 761-5690 ... 10-9 Mon.-Sat., 12-6 Sundays
None of them.

Come to our neighborhood.

Also serving Breakfas[,
Lunch and Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street 773 -8223

Community
Cable Network

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
Friday, Aug 3

Saturday, Aug 4

BOOMSHANKA • POWER GlIDE
UPCOMING IN AUGUST
Moxie Men • Broken Men
Sleepy LaBeef

week ofl!l3J!lll
LIving Tapestries:
Housing Support Services
(1/2 hr.)
Original Franca/American
Falk Music
(1/2 hr.)
Futures an Track:
SMTC Graduates
(1/2 hr.)
The Future and
Haw We Get There:
Land Use Planning (1/2 hr.)
Gaurmet Caaklng:
Bouillabaisse (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm ,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland , So . Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &
borough . Channel varies in Gorham .

Morgan Shepard

Oolng To The Movies: A8ocIa1 History
of Motion Picture. In Maine
Communities Recreation of an silent
film program including live musical
accompan iment , newsreel, serial ,
cartoon and ieature iiim made in Maine
"The Seventh Day" Aug 3, 8 pm at the
City Theater in Biddeford. As part of the
program, NHF is looking for people who
went to the movies in Maine before
1930. Robert Branham of Bates College
is leading an eHort to docume nt the
recollections of Maine movie going.
Individuals are invited to write to
Northeast Historic Films, Blue Hills Falls,
04615, for a free workbook. For more
information on tickets lor the picture
show, call 282-0849.
LlghthouaeKeepen' Taleaand Trlala
Lecture by Philmore Wass Aug 8, 7:30
pm in the Museum Lecture Hall, Maine
Maritime Museum, 243 Washington SI. ,
Bath . Admission is $4.50, $2.50 for
museum members. For more
information , call 443-1316.
Amne.t, Int.rnatlonal Monthly
Meeting Aug 9 , 6:45 pm in Room 118,
USM Law School, Deering SI. , Portland.
Anyone interested in Amnesty
International's letter writing campaign is
welcome to attend. For more information,
cal Jeff Spring at 871 -7437.
IsI_ of ahoal. Appladore Island in the
Isles of Shoals is the subject of a tou r
through this 19th century resort and
home of author and gardener Celia
Thaxter Aug 14, 7: 15 am-4 pm. Boat
leaves Portsmouth Harbor at 7:15 am.
Reservations must be made by Aug 8.
The Greater Portland Landmarks Tour
is $20 for members , $25 for non members. For more information on
Landmarks Summer Tour Program , call
774-5561 .
Southworth Planatartum Astronomy
Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm ; Laser Shows
Fri-Sun at 8 :30 pm . Admission is $3 for
adults, $2 for students and children (no
children under5). For more information ,
call 780-4249.
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THE
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

-presents-

The
Thistle & Shamrock
Concert Tour 1990
Hosted by
National Public Radio's
Fiona Ritchie &
featuring
Dunkeld Records Artists:
Dougie MacLe an
Scottish songs, guitar,
bouzouki, and fiddle
Sheena Wellington
Scottish ballads
Gordon Duncan Highland pipes, whistles
David Allison
Guitar
with Graeme Hughes & Margaret Kennedy

A portion of the proce eds to benefit MPBN Radio

--(~Time: Wednesday, September 5th at 8:00 pm
Place: First P a rish Church
425 Congress Street, Portland, ME

Tickets on sale at:
Amadeus Music, 332 Fore St. (in the Old P ort) • 772-8416
MPBN, 309 M a rginal Way, Portland. 874-6570
MPBN, 65 Texa s Ave ., Bangor· 941-1010

(Make checks pay able to MPBN)
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SHEEP MEADOWS NURSERY
Buy 2 Roses
or Shrubs
& get

I~~

I
I
\

August 2, 1990

Usa> BIlJI Weekly

ONE
FREE!

Lap dscapc a nd garde n
design services always
a v a ila bl e.

From Portland: Take 95 South to Biddeford Exit. Take Rte ............ :v
111 West to 202 North to Gore Rood and look for signs!

---------------------171 FEDERAL ST.

e

ALFRED

e

ME e 324.5211

Views of Rome
From th e T homas Ashby
Collection in the Vatican LibralY

July 17 - September 30
T he EtCnloll City comes alive in over
eig hty d r~\Vings and watercolors spanning
<>rg.ani/l'lt h~ 11ll' ... 'Wtl· ... 111I JIl I n~!i llniun Tr.\\!,;lifl,ll: r:l;hihlt iml
1\t.·,Yit:(~ ,111\1 Ih~' Vau..:.ll1 J .ihr..,,', [11\: ~':dllN(i()JI j .. mJ.d~ po.....ihlc III
!'unl"'lkl hI" lClIlt ri hl.ll ium fru lli fill: It.dian H cru.lf.l· (\'IIICI.
P,1l1 t'~m. Jnd Iht'

Mr . •1Ild M,... Hctdwr lJ.rm\U. Mr,. Jdt~r~un
ItAml.ln ( ~.uhClli\ I)j • ..,;\.,..; of 1'. ,ni.llld.
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Check out Our
August Specials

I

t

,

II

I

featuring
Fresh Grilled Yellowfin Tuna
Served with a Thyme-lemon Butter

•

·
·.
·
, '

$13.95

I

Just one of our many
delicious entrees!

'

774-4200
,, ,

31 MARKET STREET
PORTLAND

.'~-----------------------------,

GREENPEACE
.~

We're making waves
- ,,-

~
I
I
I
I

Continued from pilge 21

ART
OPENING
Deen Velentlle. aell.ry . 60
Hampshire SI. . Portland. Exhibit of
paintings and monotypes by Katherine
Bradford Aug 2-Sep 9. Opening
reception Aug 2. 5-7 pm. Hours : Thu 128 pm . Sat 12-5 pm . Sun 12-4 pm or by
appointment. 772-2042.
Element. Gallery. 56 Maine St . •
Brunswick. 'J. Fred WoeIl : Wall Reliefs
aod Sculpture" Aug 4-Sep 5. Opening
reception Aug 4. 5·7 pm. Hours: MonSat 10 am-5 pm. 729-1108.
Meine Coast ArtI .... Russell Avenue.
Rockport. ' DowntowniDowneasrgroup
show featuring works by Maine artists.
Opening reception Aug 8. 5 :30-7:30 pm.
Hours: Daily 10 am·5 pm . 236-2875.

AROUND TOWN

three centuries.

-

Me_ pon.,. Merket. 376 Fore St..
Portland. Stoneware in soft hues of red.
blue an!l green by Nancy Reed through
Aug 9; Judaic and decorative gold
lustered pottery by Toby Rosenberg
Aug 10-20. Hours: da~y 9 am-9 pm.
774-1633.
TheOpeft llteble. 273 PresumpscotSt. .
Portland. •A Midsummer's NightDream·.
an exhibit work by Maine photographers
and sculptors. 773-3961 or 871-8285.
Peyson Gellery of Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave .. Portland.
The Permanent Collection and Selected
Loans through Sap 9. Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu until 9). Sat-Sun 1·5 pm.

Portland Mu.eum of Art Seven
CongressSquare. Portland. Hours:TueSat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday
ewnings. 5-9. ' Urban Visions : Images
by Ashcan School Painters" (through
Aug 26); 'Frank Stella: The Circuits
Prints.' mixed-media prints (through Aug
5); "Winslow Homer Watercolors: an
exhibit of 13 watercolors painted
between 1873 and 1897 (through Sap
23) ; 'Views From Rome from the
ThomasAshby Collection in the Vatican
Ubrary: an exhibit of 81 drawings and
watercolors from the Renaissance
through the age ofromanoosm (through
Sap3O);'Perspedves: Marjorie Moore:
an exhibit of paintings. drawings and a
video installation (throughSep 23). 775·
6148.
AREA Oellery. Campus Center. Bedford
Street. USM Portland. 'Off Shore:
photographs by Maggie Foskett through
Aug 10. Hours : Moo-Sat 12·5 pm. Sun
·12-5 pm. 780-4090.
Alberte'. Cefe. 21 Pleasant St .•
Portland. 'Mackworth Abstracted,"
paintings from the landscape abstracted
by Carolyn Brown through Sep 15. 775- .
1514.
a.rrldoff Gellerle. . 26 Free St. .
Portland. Paintings by Joe Nicoletti and
Stuart Ross Ihrough Aug 4; Group show
by gallery artists Aug 9-Sep 1. Also a
selection of 19th and eany 20th century
American paintings. Hours : Moo-Fri 10
am-5 pm. 772-5011.
Bayview Oallery. 75 Market St. .
Portland. Intaglio prints aod works in
gouache by Matthew Smith and fish
prints by Suzanne Knecht through Aug
26. Both artists are former commercial
fishermen anda percen tage of proceeds
will benefit Friends of Casco Bay. a nonprofit organization that educated the
publicaboutlhe bay's ecosystem. Hours:
Moo-Sat 10 am.o pm . 773-3007.
Conllr... Squ.,e Oellery. 42
Exchange St . Portland. Groupexhibition
of wor1< by gailery artists including oils
and pastels by Henry Isaacs. oil pastels
by Meg Brown Payson. watercolors by
Alan Sanbom and Carlton Plummer.
and melal sculpture by Melila Brecker.
ExhibitconMuesthroughAug 15. Hours :
Moo-Sat 10 am.o pm . 774-3369.
Dlmere. 26 Exchange St. . Portland.
Photographs by Jamie Solomon through
Aug 30. Hours : Mon-Wed 10 am.o pm.
Thu-Sat 10 am-9 pm. Sun 12.0 pm.
775-7049.
F.O. Belley Antlquerlen • . 137-141
Middle St. . Pordand. ' Tomorrow 's
Antiques.' new works by Usa Dombek.
Heidi Gerquist. Lenny Hatch. Russell
Kahn. Oriando Olivera Najara. David
Pollack. Steven Priestty and J9}f Piscopo
through Aug 31 . Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5
pm. Sat 10 am-4 pm. 774-1479.
The Oood Eilil. 705 Congress SI. .
Portland. 'Women on the Verge of
Printmaking : pieces by Jen Cawley.
Cindy Davis and Lauri Twitchell through
Aug 3. 775-1514.
G ......hut Gellerlee. 146 Midde St.
Portland. Recent oils and gouache by
Jane Dachmeu and pottery from
Danniscolta Pottery through Aug 4.
Hours:Mon-Sat 10:3Oam-5:30pm. 772·
2693.
Meine Myatlque: A Contemporary
p.,.pective Group show at 5 Milk St..
Portland. GregO!)' Welch. ltaIoScanga.
Michael Moore. Duncan Hewitt. Michael
Shaughnessy. Juris Ubans. Wolcott
Dodge. David Puelle. Usa Slipkowsky.
Michael Watennan. Wes Freese. Marc
Pelletier. Frank Turek, Richard Wilson.
Samrith Chap. Tim Mack. Tom Maurais
and Pad Mayhew Bain. 773-3489.

many wonderful things"
for you, your home and patio
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47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11 -5

Farrington's on lake Kezar
92~3008.Pleasant

pt. Rd.eCenter

797-9546.
The Photo Gellery. Portland School of
Art. 619CongressSt.• Ponfand."Women
in Photography: a touring exhibit of 65
images by women photographers from
aroundthewor1dlhrough Aug 30. Hours :
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm. 775-3052.
Port lend Public Llbr.,y . Five
Monument Square. POI1Iand. 'Public
Ubraries- A Maine Portrai~ 'Cibachrome
photographs of Maine public libraries by
John K. Jones of Portland. The exhibit is
accompanied by historical and
architectural notes and continues
through Aug 17. Hours: Moo. Wed and
Fri 9 am.o pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm.
Sat 9 am·5 pm. 871-1700.
Portlend Wine end
8 Forest
Ave .• POI1Iand. Works by local painter
Thomas Connolly through Aug. 7724647.
Stein Oellery Contemporary 01_. 20
MilkSt.. Portland. Fabricated sculptures
based on architectural form s by Jon
Wolfe through Aug 31 . Hours: Moo-Sat
11 am-5:3O pm. Sun 1-4 pm. 772-9072 .
Tho•• Mo_ Cablnetmak..... 415
Cumberland Ave .• Portland. Woodcuts
by Pennsylvania printmaker Daniel D.
Miller through Aug 17. Hours: Moo-Sat
8 :30 arn-5 pm. 774·3791.
Weilin Genllner Fine Arts. 4 112 Milk
St. Portfand. Fine 17th. 18th and 19th
century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural. botanical.
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5:3O pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.

a.-.

Grehem Nesh'. "D.....d'. Oftem" (1969) ......h'. most populw
photograph . . . portraits of other celebrttles from the musk
Indu.try.

Graham Nash, the photographer
Joni Mitchell, Graham Nash's former love, had always encouraged Nash to show his photographs. On a recent trip to Nash's
home in Hawaii, Mitchell pushed him to contact gallery owner
Simon Lowinsky, who liked Nash's work and encouraged Nash to
do a portrait series. The resulting show is currently on view at the
Evans Gallery through Aug 11. The artist was in Portland July 20 to
speak about his work and perform a stop on Crosby, Stills and
Nash 1990 concert tour.
Nash's interest in photography dates back to his youth in
Salford, England . His father bought a camera when Nash was 11
years old. His father used to process the negatives in the kitchen
sink, then develop the prints in Nash's bedroom using his blanket
to cover the door. Nash remembers being fascinated the first time
he saw the image of a dark giraffe emerging out of a white sheet
paper. This moment, he said, affected the rest of his life.
In 1971, after much success with his music, Nash began collecting photographs after seeing Diane Arbus' photograph "Child with
Toy Hand Grenade in Central Park" taken in 1962. The image of a
young boy with a deformed left hand, clenching a toy hand
grenade in the other hand profoundly affected Nash.
Although Nash had been participating in and perfonning at
anti-Vietnam benefits and rallies, he realized he hadn't been seeing
the world clearly. "Arbus, with her great gift, was teaching me
how. It made me realize that I'd missed a lot, and I instantly
resolved to make a greater effort to react to what I saw ... "
Nash used this as a basis for collecting photographs, taking
photographs, and even writing music. The song 'Teach Your
Children" was influenced by Arbus' photograph. A good photograph "changes the way you feel, the level of compassion in your
soul," said Nash. "Seeing is the absorption of all the visual and
tactile information available at the moment. So much of seeing
involves feeling. and I believe the greatest photographers are those
who can translate that feeling into their images."
Nash attempts to do this in his own work. He looks at the
ridiculous and the bizarre through his work, which spans almost 40
years. The first print in the show at Evans Gallery is of Nash' s
mother, taken in 1953, when he was 11 years old; long before he
began thinking about guitars.
There are several head shots of David Crosby, as well as Neil
Young. Joni Mitchell, Johnny Cash, and Susan Nash. But, the most
appealing portraits are the whimsical shots "Amy" and "Jackson
Backwards."
"Amy" (1973) depicts a young girl submerged in a bath of soap
suds. All that appears of her is her small, wet head with eyes cast
off to one side and exceptional grin. '1ackson Backwards" (1989)
shows his son, back to the camera, wearing a pin-striped jacket
with the hood over his head and Mickey Mouse sunglasses on
backwards. It is humorous and a fun, light hearted depiction of life.
"Japanese Poster" (1976) captures a billboard Nash used to view
frequently in Japan. The 20-foot-hig h image is of a nude woman,
shoulders up, and head thrown back. A magnifying glass is held up
to her unshaven ann pit and Japanese characters appear at the
lower right. Nash found the image bizarrely appealing. and later
found out that the writing was a listing of Japanese porno stars,
which lent an even more ridiculous air to the piece.
''The Observer" (1981) is again of Jackson, gazing into a fish tank
with a look of wonder. It captures what it is like to see the world
through the eyes of-a child.
Nash is currently experimenting with a new electronic imaging
technique, rather than creating conventionally produced black-andwhite prints in the darkroom. By this process, negatives are
scanned by computer and then sprayed on to watercolor paper
using an ink-jet process. The result is a delicate, detailed image that
falls into a genre between drawing and photography, but the image
is not a very permanent one. If the works get wet, the ink will run .
Nash prefers black and white to color because he finds it more
mysterious.
Nash doesn' t question the creative process and thinks criticism
is for the birds. He freely admitted he doesn't know what the hell
he is doing. but is just glad it happens and that when it does he has
his camera.
He's a celebrity and his work is not about art so much as it
captures snippets of Nash's life. That's OK with him. Someone took
chance on his photographs and he's riding the wave of sucress.
.
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BODY
Skip Robinson
Penonal Trainer

Nutrition Conoultant

(207) 767-3047
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"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy!"

I

Taste and Tell
Maine Sund<lY Telegram. 2/25/90
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Black Tie.
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M-F IIA
870 Brmdway " S. Portland

799-7119
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I RaOtJl·s Dance Puty
i Saco, (livate
8 RaOtJl·sDance Puty
10 Sumniercruise '90 on Casco Bay
11 Boothbay, private
12 Eve-llrunswick, private
Ii jackloo N.H., (livate
IS RaOtJl~ Dance Party
18 Boothbay, private
19 Aft.-Kennebunk. private
22 RaOtJl~ Dance Party
2S Eve.-BiddefOld, private

Every Wednesday Nighl is lAdies Night .,
Raoul's wilh Ihc: Red Light Revue • ~dies
Admitted Free!
Now booklna ..eddlnp and
_nue parties for rail

CALL,883-2802

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

&9,2. .. 0119

or 1 .. 800 ..,2.87..WIRE

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

GREAT MOMENTS in
RAOUL'S HISTORY
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
AUG. 1990

RAOUL'S OPENS
RAOUL'S opens downstairs pool room
RAOUL'S opens outdoor patio
RAOUL'S books national entertainment
RAOUL'S voted #1 nightclub in Maine
RAOUL'S expands to 275 seats
RAOUL'S presents the BEST musical lineup of the year!

AUG. 2......BUDDY GUY Blues
AUG. 3......S·TO·THE·BAR Dance, Dance, Dance!
AUG. 4..... .AMBASSA Jamaican Reggae
AUG. 6 ......JOHNNY WINTER Blues
AUG, 11 ......RICHARD THOMPSON Awesome Soloist!
AUG. 17 ......JOHN GORKA &BILL MORRISSEY Folk
AUG, 18 ......TREAT HER RIGHT Blues
AUG. 26 ......ULULATORS World Beat
AUG. 31 ......TONY RICE UNIT Blue Grass

Hi1i::l:mmtmm:I; No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
informa tion? There's only one choice.
But you probably know that already.

1OI1"'[1~' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

CONtinued OIl pilge 24
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King Cadillac A:
The Eldorado Horns

OUT OF TOWN
Abecu. Gellery. 8 McKown St..
Boothbay Hatbor. Paintings by Daniel
Merriam through Sep 30. 633-2166.
aete. Colleoe. Olin Arts Center.
Lewiston. 'Dahlov lpear: The Seventies
& Eighties. " Recent Donations: works
by Matisse. Braque. Gaugin. Cezanne
and Picasso. aod 'Children's Book
illustrations : featuring the work of
seV9(al of Maine's best artists and
wrilers. Both exhibits continue through
Aug 26. Hours: Tue·Sat 10 am-4 pm .
Sun 1-5 pm. 786-6158.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
Brunswick. 'Islamic Miniatures from the
Permanent Collection: Arab and
Persian miniatures and paintings from
Mughal India (through Aug 19) ;
·SeIected Prints from the Vinalhaven
Press Collection.' 77 prints produced at
the press since its founding in 1984
(through Sap 23). Hours : Tue-Sat 10
arn-5 pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
The ChocoIete Church Art Oellery.
804 Washington St.• Bath . Invitational
Photography Show through Aug 4.
Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm. Sat 12-4
pm. 442-8455.
The Centot' for Netlve Art. Route 1.
Woolwich. Native American Indian arts
and crafts • pottery. baskets. Navajo
weavings. turquoise jewelry and Maine
tribal arts. Tour and lecture program is
available to school and small groups.
Hours: Daily. 10 am·5 pm. 442-8399.
Cry of the Loon Oellery. Route 302.
South Casco. Exhibit of Maine artists :
Chris Neilsen. Rebekah Ray . Serri
Beckman. Sherry Miller. DavidCed-one.
Grace Porta. Bevin Engman. Dahlov
lpear and Wendy Newcomb. Exhibit
continues through Aug 25. Hours : 9 :30
am-9 pm. 665· 5060.
Deering Family Rasteurent. Maine
Mall. South Portland. 'Altemative Maine
Art. " recent works in a variety of meQa
by P.A. TrishathroughAug. Hours: MonSat 8 arn-l0 pm.
Governor'. Oellery Spece . State
House. Augusta. ' Art Behind Bars:
works by inmates of the Maine
Correctional Center in South Windham .
Hours : Mon-Fri 8 am·5 pm. 289-2724.
HobeSoundGellerleeNorth. 58 Maine
St. Brunswick. Works on paper by
Bernard Langlais throughAug 25. Hours :
Tue-Sat 10 am-5pm. 725-4191 .
Meln 8treet AI1 Gellery. Ogunquit.
Selected works of 46 arti sts Ihrough
Aug. "Artist of the Week' reception
Wednesdays. 7-9 pm. Hours: daily 10
am-9:30 pm. 646-5246.
Meine Coeet ArtIsts. Russell Avenue.
Rockport. "State of !he Art '90: Art
Auction Preview.' more thM 150 pieces
of tine Mainecontemporary arton exhibit
through Aug 5 . Hours: Daily 10 arn-5
pm. 236-2875.

Get the MOST out
of your workoull
I have over 20
ye ...... of experience
training both teenage" and adults.
Let me create an
Intelligent fltneM
program designed
specifically for you,
your group, or
athletic team!

ue
Ticket Infa. 773·6886 • Entertainment HaUine 775·2494 "1111

The ideal place to stage your advertising.

CascoBav
~EKLY

Portland's best source for arts and entertainment listings.

-
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HUNDREDS OF CDs FOR UNDER $10
C01Itinued from pa~ 23

ART
MAOD
APPLE
CAfe
774.9698

Reservations Requested
23 Forest Avenue

Portland
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THRILLER THURSDAY
The Grassroots
richets $6 advance, $8 door
Doors open at 8
FRIDAY AUGUST 3

.
,

HAPPY HOUR 4-7
FREE BUFFET

:

.,

M.ln. Photogr.phlc Workshop.,
Rockport. Works by Craig Stevens,
Rodney Smith, Chris Callais, John L.
Booth through Aug 3 ; Tillman Crane.
Arnold Newman, Stephen Shore, Robert
Steinberg and Sean Kernan Aug 4-10;
Elma Garcia Aug 11-17. 236-8581 .
Round Top Center for The Arts,
Business Route 1 , Darmiscot1a. "Round
Top Show," featuring works Anne
Gresinger of Waldoboro, Brita Holmquist
of Cumberland, NinaJeromeofBangor,
Marguerite Robichaux of Stratton, Alice
Spencer of Portland, Susan Webster of
Deer Isle and Katarina Weslien of
Portland. Exhibitcontinues through Aug
12. 563-1507.
The I In the Art .nd Th. Art In The
Eye Second annual Orr's Bailey Art
Association exhibit is open to all artists .
Exhibit hangs Aug 4- 19, 12-4 pm. For
more information, call Guy Millerat8836159 or Peg Marrigan at 833-5266, or
John Olsen at 833~15 .
USM Art Gallery, Gorham. "Modem
Images: Early 20th Century Prints from
the Rothchild and Farnsworth
Collections " through Aug 16. Exhibit of
master works of printmaking from both
sides of the Mantic, including prints by
Picasso, Matisse, Henry Moore , Joan
Miro and well-known American artists.
Hours : Sun-Thu 12-4 pm . 780-5009.
WNtherend G.IIery, adjacent to the
Famsworth Museum, 374 Main St.,
Rockland. "Construction Work,- works
by Jim Young, Pam Smith, Hilary French,
Bemice Abbott, Monty Smith and others
through Sep 22. 596-6483.
York Institute MUMUm, 371 Main St. ,
Seco. 'Objectivity : Selections for the
Permanent CoI1ection" through mid-Sep;
"Pants for Paintings" through mid-Oct.
Hours: Tue-Sat 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8 pm.
282-3031.

M.lne Co.st Artl.t. Annual Art
Auction Aug 5: silent auction, 4-5 pm;
supperandpreview, 6-7 pm; live auction,
7 pm . Bidding cards are $15. Maine
Coast Artists, RusseliAvenue, Rockport.
For more information, call 236-2875.
Main. Co... Artist. curator Bruce
Brown gives a gallery talk Aug 9, 2 pm
at Maine Coasts Artist, Russell Avenue ,
Rockport. For more information, call
236-2875.
Hays..ck: A Way of Working Stuart
Kestenbaum, director of the Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts, speaks Aug
9,7:30 pm at the Round Top Center for
The Arts , Business Route 1,
Darmiscot1a. Free and open to the public.
For more information , call 563-1507.
Katherine Ik.dford Gallery talk on the
exhibit of her paintings and monographs
Aug 7, 7 pm at Dean Velentgas Gallery ,
60 Hampshire St., Portland. For more
information, call 772-2042.

Dancing to the 50's" 60's

1st 200 people
in for FREE after 7pm
SATURDAY AUGUST 4

DANCING TO THE

50'S, 60'S & 70's
Doors open at 7:00

1st 200 people
in for FREE!

SUNDAY AUGUST 5

HEADLINER
COMEDY

Headliner - MAX DOLCEW
AIsD AppBarlng - STEVE FARIA
Doors open at 1·Showtime 8:3D

.ilij~@tN"';\Ijdlfil:.

WILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY
THE SENSE

Drh* Specials all
Raglster to WIA a trip

cDmpliments Df Hewins

and Dekuyper.

FrenkStena: The Circuits Print. Final
gallery talk on the exhibit will be given
Aug 2 at 5 :15 pm atthe Portland Museum
of Art, Congress Square, Portland.
Gallery talks are free with museum
admission . For more information , call
775-6148.
Skowheg.n School of P.lntlng .nd
Sculptur. Summer Lecture Series
Guest artist Juan Sanchez speaks Aug
3, 8 pm in the Old Dominion Fresco
Bam at the Skowhegan SchoOl. Wole
Soyinka speaks Aug 10. For more
information , call 474-9345.
Fin. Art. Auction to be...m Th.
Cent... for Wildlife Exciting collection
of American and European art, including
drawings by Walt Kuhn and Charles
Woodbury, erotic bookplates by Picasso
and paintings by Eliot O'Hara and John
Laurent will be auctioned to benefit the
non-profit organization responsible for
providing medical treatment and
rehabilitation for native wildtife. Works
are on exhibit Aug 2, 10am-5 pm with a
free watercoiordemonstration by Valfred
Thelin at 7 pm. Preview continues Aug
3,10 am-7 pm . Auction is Aug 3, 7 pm
at the Dunaway Center, Ogunquit. For
more information, call 646-2616.
Downeast Wildlife Art Fe.tlval
sponsored by the Maine Wildlife
Woodcarvers, Maine Audubon and L.L.
Bean features carvings , paintings ,
sculptures, photographs and prints by
more than 70 artists Aug 3 -5 at Freeport
High School. Preview reception Aug 3 .
Open to the public Aug 4 , 9 am-5 pm
and Aug 5, 10 arn-4 pm. Admission is

$3.
SUmmer Art Auction til benefit City
Th . .ter Assocl.t. and the Altrusa
Club of Biddefo~aco Aug 4 , 8 pm at
City Theater in Biddeford. Works in all
media will be auctioned, indudingpieces
by Alaniz , Agam , Calder, Delacroix,
Rockwell, Moses, Boulanger, Lubeck,
Chagall and others. Patron tickets are
$25, general admission tickets are $5.
For more information , call 282-0849.
W.t....hed Cent... for the Ceramic
Arts is offering a series of slide lectures
by guest artists in residence . Winnie
Owens-Hart speaks Aug 5, 8 :30 pm at
Watershed Center for the CeramicArts,
Cochron Road (one mile off Route One),
North Edgecomb. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 882 6075.

Bates Dance
Festival
August 3, 8 pm
Mark Taylor & Friends pertorm a
world premiere commissioned
for the festival, "Romance
Pathologies,- in Schaeffer
Theatre. Admission is $101$7.
For advance reservations ,
call 786-6161 .

D.nforth Gall.ry is looking for
submission forthe second annual Senior
Citizens ArtExhibit"Route 1 from Kittery
to Brunswick: A Senior Perspective."
Works can focus on the past, present or
future and will be juried by Martin Dibner.
Six prizes w~1 be awarded. Deadline for
submissions of two- and threedimensional works is Oct 1. For more
information, send SASE to Danforth
Gallery , 34 Danforth St., Portland,
04101.
ArtIst In Residence Program Deadline
for applications to new grants for areas
considered underserved by the Maine
Arts Commission is Sep 28. To be
eligible, artists' residencies must take
place between Jan 1 and June 30 and
must occur in one of the following 12
counties : Aroostook, Hancock, Knox,
Franklin, Oxford, Penobscot, Pisataquis,
Sagadahoc, Somerset, Waldo ,
Washington and York. Information ,
applications and guidelines are available
by calling the Maine Arts Commission,
289-2724 . Applicants must talk to Artist
in Residence Program Associates ,
Nancy Salmon or Sharon Townshend,
before applying.
Bowdoin College Mu.... m of Art is
offering tours of its collections through
Aug 17. The docent-guided tours are
Tue and Thu at 2 pm , Wed and Fri at
12:30 pm . Reservations are not
necessary. Meet in the rotunda of the
Walker Art Building . For more
information, call 725-3275.

HELP

Divorce Perspectives meets every
Wednesday at 7:30 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church , 202 Woodfords
St., Portland. Divorce Perspectives
helps people who are in the process of
divorce , considering a d ivorce or
separation from a relationship cope with
August 0, 7:30 pm
the transition . Aug 8 meeting is on
relationships . For more information , call
"An Introduction to Contact
Improvisation," informal
774-HELP .
pertormance and participatory
Inc.t Survivors Anonymou. Portland
workshop with nationally-known
groups are as follows: Monday, 6 :30-8
improvisation artists Andrew
pm, Mercy Hospital, 6th floor, Board
Harwood and Alito Alessi in
Room (step meeting); Tuesday, 12-1
Chase Hall Lounge.
pm, Unity Church basement , 16
Columbia Rd (discussion meeting) ;
Admission is free .
Thursday, 7 :30-9 pm Marcy Hospital ,
August 7, 8 pm
6th floor, Board Room (discussion
Indian classical dancer Sukanya
meeting); Friday, 7-8 :30 pm , Mercy
is featured in a concert in the
Hospital , 6th floor , Board Room
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall.
(women ' s discussion). For more
Admission is $5.
information on a men's meetings, call
August 8, 7:30 pm
Ivan at 772-9632.
"An Introduction to Jazz Tap,"
H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
1ecture-{jemonstration by
facilitators meat weekly to help heal the
renowned rhythm lapper Brenda
emotional pain associated with serious
Bufalino in the Olin Arts Center
diseases. Meetings ara at Unity Church ,
Concert Hall. Admission is free.
16 Columbia Ad., Portland, Tuesdays
August 9, 7:30 pm
2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10
am-12 noon. There are also support
Dance films and commentary by
groups for the family and friends of the
dance writer and educator June
ill which meet Thursdays , 7-9 pm. For
Vail in the Olin Arts Center
more information, can 1-800-~HOPE.
Concert Hall. Admission is free .
Wing. Support Groupe Tuesdays, 7-9
August 10, 8 pm
pm at 139 Ocean St. South Portland
Festival Faculty Gala,
and Thursday , 7-9 pm at 11 Day St. ,
with Freedman/Coleman, Danny
Westbrook. For more information, call
Buraczeski, Brenda Bufalino,
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
Andrew Harwood, Barbara
Women Survivors Group meets
Mahler, Christine Philion and the
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Maine premiere of Bebe Miller &
Portland. Free. For more information,
Company's "Allies" and "Rain " in
call 773-8550.
Schaeffer Theatre. Admission is
outright Portland alliance of gay, lesbian,
$101$7. For edvance
bisexual and questioning youth offers
reservations, call 786-6161 .
support and information foryoung people
August 14, 8 pm
ages 22 and under ina safe env..onmen!.
Improvisational dance artist
Write : OUTRIGHT, P.O. Box 5028,
Deborah Hay is featured in a
Station A, Portland, 04101 or call 774concert in Olin Arts Center
HELP.
Concert Hall. Admission is $5.
Parents Anonymous is a self-help group
August 17, 8 pm
for parents who want to develop better
Festival Finale,
parenting skills and are seeking support
festival students perform a
and advice from other parents. Weekly
sampling of works
meetings are on Tuesdays at 6 pm or
choreographed by students and
Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland. Child
faculty at the festival in
care is provided. Meetings are free. For
Schaeffer Theatra.
more information, call 871 -7411.
Admission is $3.
The F.mlly Crlsi. Shelter provides
weekly women 's support groups in
Portland and Brunswick offering mutual
support and education for women who
are and have experienced violence in
their relatIOnships. For locations and
meeting times, call FCS at 874-1197.
M M . .tlng. Interpr.ted for the
United MeI... er.rtsnwn Cumberland
. .rlng Impell'ed First Monday of
er.tt Show Maine' s largest craft show Hmonth
at Remember When Group, 8
with more than 250 craftsmen Aug 10pm in the Mercy Hospital auditorium,
12, 10 am-5 pm. Admission is $2,
Portland; third Friday of month Cape
children under 12 free . For more
Elizabeth Group, 8 pm at St. Alban's
information, call 443-2787.
Church, 885ShoreAd., Cape Elizabeth ;
Jurled W.tercolor Show hosted by
third Monday of month Keep Coming
Congress Square Gallery Sep 12-Oct
Back Group, 8 pm at the Zion Church,
13. Dewitt Hardy will be the juror.
46 Sheridan St. , Por1land; fourth
Entrants are limited to two works apiece .
Wednesday of month Double Dozen
All work must be submitted Aug 22-23,
Group, 7 :30 pm at the Clark Math.
11 am-5 pm at the gallery , 42 Exchange
Church, Pleasant and Forest Ave .,
St. , Portland. For more information, call
Portland; second Tuesday of month
774-3369.
Falmouth Group, 8 pm at St. Mary's
Church, Rt. 88 Falmouth. Falmouth.
CaH 774-3034 for more information.

!)april• • •nd M.nlc DepressIv.
Anonyrnoue Support and information
group meets Mondays, 7pm in Room 2,
Dana Center, Maine Med, Portland. For
more information, caN 774-HELP.
Young F.ther. Progr.m at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a suppon group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. For more information,
calI874-1111 .
TheAlDS Project, 22 MonumentSquare
(fifth floor), Portland, lists many support
groups around Portland for PWAs and
the lovers, caregivers and friends of
PWAs. For more information, call 774-

6877.
Credit CoullMllng Cent..... Inc. is a
nan-profit family financial counseling
center. The counselors provide
professional counseling to families
needing
guidance
in
money
management, in family budgeting, and
in the wise useofcredit. For a confidential
interview, call 878-2874 or 1-800-8822227.

Stonecoast
Writers'
Conference
The two-week writers'
conference offers a series of
public readings and lectures.
All public events are free and
held at the USM Gorham
campus Dining Center. For
more information on the
conference or any of these
events, call 780-4076.
August 2
"Ruining A Story"
lecture by Michael Maritone
at 1 :15 pm,
Fiction reading by
Michael Maritone at 7 pm.

August 3

DIIII KIDS is telephone peer counseling
staffed by trained teenagers. The
program provides information, referrals
and counseling to area teens and to
give the peer counselors a meaningful
volunteer work experience. In\enlsled
teenegers can call 871-1 015 during the
day for an application, or call Dial KI DS
at 774-TALK 10 talk to a volunteer about
what they do. People who are accepted
to the program attend 27 hours of
classroom instruction before going on
the tefephone.
Beech 0IympIca Benefit for the Maine
special Olympics is looking for lots of
voIunleers to assists with planning and
staffing the games to be held in Old
Orchard Beach Aug 17-19. Volunteers
are needed to work one or two hours a
week before the event or two to four
hours the weekend of the event. For
more information, call Claire Sutton at
770-3745.
M.yb.
Someday
Non-profit
organization, a developing and
innovative program for caring for people
with multiple sderosis, is looking for
volunteers. People are needed to share
their interests with the dients of program,
taking them to movies or working on
projects etc. For more information, visit
Maybe Someday Bookstore , 195
Congress S!. , Portland or call 773-3275.

J
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All Aboard for a
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip
on Maine's Finest Fleet
Instead of Halftime have a Full Time on the

SEAL WATCHING

<!!.i!M\li'il
* 6 Trips Dally * $5 ofT any Adult fare

1FREE

,•

wiUi • valid Maille Drin_ LicenN

* PALAWAN

1 Adult Pass·

Reg. Price S15.DD
'Wilh lhis IXXlpon.

from the Custom House
Wharf In portland

(Nol 10 be combioo~)
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773-2163
For more information
about putting your ad here
call Maureen Magee at

WELL
NESS
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775-6601

"Genres" lecture by
Robley Wilson at 1 :15 pm ,
Fiction reading by
Denise Gess at 7 pm.

August

e

Poetry and fiction reading
by conference participants
at 1 :15 pm,
Fiction reading by
Gregory Blake Smith at 7 pm .

August 7
Poetry and fiction reading
by conference participants
at 1 :15 pm,
Fiction reading by
Carolyn Chute at 7 pm .

August 8
Poetry and fiction reading
by conference participants
at 1 :15 pm,
Fiction reading by
Peggy Fisher and
Barbara Hope-McGrath at 7 pm.

August 9
"Rainer Maria Rilke"
lecture by Stephen Dobyns at
1 :1 5 pm,
Poetry reading by
Stephen Dobyns at 7 pm .

August

~O

Fiction reading by Alyson Hagy
and
poetry reading by
Kenneth Rosen at 1 :15 pm.

OFFllIE
CLOCK

Refug.. R.a.ttl.ment Program
needs household goods and fumiture in
sound, usable condition to help new
arrivals set up first apartments. If you
can help with a donation , call the
Refugee Resett1ement Program at871 7437.
Ride To The Mount.ln New England
Haney Davidson Dealers Association is
organizing the first motorcycle ride to
benefit for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and Jerry ' s Kids .
Motorcydists from all over New England
will ride to Gunstock, N.H. to raise money
for MDA. Prizes will be awarded based
on the number of pledges turned in that
day. Grand prize is a bip for two to Bike
Week, Daytona Beach, Fla. Interested
motorcydistshould contact Maine MDA
office at 878-3749 for a participant
package.

Ash. M. presents. serl.s of free
m.d'.. t ..... workshops.
Medltattlon with Ash. M. Asha Ma, the
heir to the 113-year-{)id yoga master
Dhyanyogi Madhusudandas , leads
meditations and discusses Kundalini
Maha Yoga, a spiritual discipline which
improves daily living through better
physical well-being and mental peace.
Eight evening sessions of meditation
and conversation will be held Aug 2-5,
9-12 at Williston West Church , 32
Thomas St., Portland. TImes are ThuFri, 7-9 pm, Sat-Sun 6-8 pm . Admission
is free ; donations are accepted. For
more information, call the Yoga Center
at 799-4449.
Well-Child Clinic. sponsored by
Community Health Services, Inc. for
children up to six years old .
Comprehensive physical examinations ,
screenings, labworkand immunizations
are provided. Sliding fee scale. Dates,
times and locations are as follows : Aug
3, 9 am-2:3O pm, Gorham Methodist
Church , School St; Aug 8, 9-11 :30 am,
Gray Congregational Church, Brown St;
Aug 14, 9 am -2 :30 pm , Windham
Community Center, School St; Aug 17,
9 - 11 :30 am , Scarborough First
Congregational Church, Blackpoint Ad ;
Aug 29, 9 am-2 :3O pm, WestbrookWarren Congregational Church, Main
SI. For more Information or an
appointment, call 775-7231.
Ped ...rlcEmerg.nc/eaCOU .... Aug8,
15, 22 and Sep 5, 6-9 pm atthe Portland
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
524 Forest Ave., Portland. This course
consistsofinfanlandchildCPR, first aid
forchildren , illness and special problems
and child abuse. Cost is $60. To register,
call 874-1192.
Harvesting Herbs .nd Medlcln.
Med. By H.nd Identity and harvest
herbs to make yourown herbal tinctures,
salves , Oils and liniments Aug 11 , 10
am-3 pm at Crystal Spring Farm ,
Biddeford . Cost i s $50 . For more
information, call 499-7040.
Yoga Postures . . DI.gnoatlc .nd
Reh.blllt.t/ve Tool. Carefully
selected yoga postures will be used to
help participants discover nd leam how
to rectify the major Imbelances in their
bodies. Class size is limited. Workshop
is Aug 18, 8 :25 am- l0:25 am. Cost is
$10 prepaid, $12 at the door. For more
information, call 797-5684.

Continued on page 26
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The Maine Attraction
Stop by the Casco Bay Weekly
booth at the Maine Festival and
say "HL" We'll be located near the
center of the Maine Enterprise
area, and we'd love to meet you.
Like we did last year, Casco Bay
Weekly will be providing a free
Message Board for the festival.
You can leave notes for friends
you're trying to find, post a
description of
some "stuff"
you' re trying

to sell, or even try looking for
that someone special with a free
"person-to-person" message.
All messages will be posted free
of charge. And you can pick up
respon,ses to your message any
time during the Maine Festival.
So we'll see you at the Maine
Festival, August 3, 4 and 5, at the
Cumberland
County
Fairgrounds.
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PATIO OUTBACK

A
lllSIORY
LESSON!
Legendary football coach Bear
Bryant had one 9 -year span in his
tenure at Alabama that was truly
fantastic ... From
1971 through 1979,
Bryant's teams went
11-1,10-2, 11- 1, 111, 11-1, 9 -3, 11- 1,
11-1, and 12-0. Old
you
know
Budweiser, Bud
Light, Bud Dry,
Mlchelob,
Mlchelob Dry,
Mlchelob Light,
MJchelob Classic
Dark,
Natural

LIght, Busch, BuschLlght-Yes,
all Anheuser-Busch beers are
brewed naturally, with no artlflcla1 Ingredients, additives
or preservatives, and no other
breweries can makethatc1alml
Of the 28 franchises in the National Football League, 10 have
never played in the Su per Bowl. ..
Can you name those 10? .. They

are: Atlanta, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Detroit, Houston, New Orleans,
Phoenix, San Diego, Seattle and
Tampa Bay. Did you
know most of the
founders of our
country were either
brewers themselves
or strong advocates
of beer?
George
Washington, the
"Father
of our
Countrx," had his
own brew house on
the grounds of Mt.
Vernon and his
hand written recipe
for beer dated 1757, Is still
preserved. Who was the first
player in history to win the
Heisman Trophy as the best
college football player of the
year? . . The first Heisman winner was Jay Berwange r, in
1935 ... Berwanger was a running back for the Unive rsity of
Chicago. Beer - A good part
of the good lIfel

the
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Down WIth aravtty performs a show of
juggling and acrobatics for kids Aug 2,
12:30 pm at the Bandstand in Deering
Oaks Park, Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more infomnation, call
874-8793.
8choolhouM Art. c.nter offers two
one-act plays for kids: "The Other
Person's Shoes," a musical about rival
girlS basketball teams and "Sneakers,"
a play about a boy's magic sneakers.
Performances are Tuesday and
Wednesday at 7:30 pm through Aug 8.
Tickets are $4. For more information,
call 642-3743.
Art, Nature end Dance Connection
Sharing experiences through which
chW<i'en, 7-11 years old, create an fomns
oflheirown expression Aug 6-10, 9 am12 noon at Robie Gym in Gorham. For
more information , call Gorham
Community Services at 839-5034 .
Second session Aug 13-17, 9 am-l pm
at Yamnouth High School . For more
infomnation, call Yarmouth Community
Services at 846-9680.

aacc.appa Dog Obedlenc. Society
Demonatratlon Aug 8 , 10:30 am in the
Children's Room of the Portland Public
Library, Five Monument Square,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 871 - 1707.
The Chlldr.n'. R....urc. C.nt.r
au_Worbhop.forchildnenages
6-12 : "Tie Dye: bring a plain white tshirt Aug 8; "Wild & Crazy Shades" Aug
14; "Tie Dye" Aug 15. All workshops are
2-3:30 pm at The Children's Resource
Center, Thompson's Point, Building 1A,
Portland. Cost is $3. For reservations ,
call 773-3045.
Razbeary Janvn performs a show of
music for kids Aug 9 , 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874-8793.
Just So stories tales for kids by Rudyard
Kipling corne to the stage Aug 9, 12 and
14atThe Thealerat Monmouth, Cunsbl
Hall, Monmouth. Show begins at2 pm.
Tickets are $5forchildren, $6 for adults.
For more information, call 933-9999.
Mar.h Explorer. Club Children
discover the wonders of the marsh
through art, games and hands- on
investigation Aug 1' , 18and25, 10am12 pm at Maine Audubon's Scarborough
Marsh Nature Center in Scarborough .
Cost is $20 for Audubon members, $25
for non-members. For more information ,
call 883-5100.
Mummlcholl. and Mar.h Muck
Program offers a chance for kids to
explore the plants and animals of the
marsh using all five senses in discoveryoriented, fun-filled activities Tue and
Fri, 9 :30-11 am . Cost is $2 for Maine
Audubon Society members, $3 for nonmembers. Maine Audubon Society's
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center is
located on Route 9 in Scarborough. For
more infomnation on any 01 the albolle,
call 883-5100.
Return of the alan" AN-new dinosaur
show feature ten moving Dinamation
creations set in their natural habitat
through Sep 3 . Presented by the
Children's Museum of Maine, theexh,bit
can be seen at the former Lee Dodge
sales location, 191 RiversideSt. ,justoff
Ex~8 , Portland. Hours are Sun-Thu 10
am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm. Admission is
$3.50 per person ; children under 2 are
admitted free . Admission is $2.50 for
members of The Children's Museum.
For more information, call 797-KITE.

Some friends in Topsham thought I might be stumped for
another Maine sports topic, They gladly provided some background infonnation on their pride and joy - none other than the
new manager of the New York Yankees, Carl H. "Stump" Merrill.
While this may be old news to the rest of the sports world, Topsham is still humming with excitement.
Stump's high school yearbook referred to him as "relaxed as the
rain, a lover of all sports, fond of eating. cars, girls, parties and
good times. His pet peeve is a green Chevy when it doesn't start.
Stump's future plan is to attend the University of Maine and be a

Pizza Rid. 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape EWzabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at6 pm at Pars
Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Scarborough. For more infomnation, call
799-1085.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicyding,
hiking, camping, canoeing and other
trips sponsoned by the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.

coach."
Dreams do come true in Disney and in life. Stump was a star
quarterback and a catcher on the University of Maine team that
went to the College World Series in 1964. And now he's at the helm
in the Bronx, 330 miles from this tidy old milltown.
Baseball matter is everywhere in the Merrill home. The flag on
the mailbox is a miniature bat. So is the coat rack by the front door,
The playroom downstairs is crammed with memorabilia: photos of
Stump and Thurman Munson, Stump and Lou Pinella, Stump and
Catfish Hunter, the key to West Haven, Conn, (his first managing
stop), a wall-mounted catcher's glove, a glass of momentous game
balls and a sign made by Yankee fan that says " Merrill's Merry
Men - World Champions 1990-2000."
Best of luck to Stump, but let's hope that the sign doesn't
become another fairly tale come true. It would make a brutal
decade for New England Sox fans,
Thank you, Topsham folks! Keep those cards and letters coming.

Mike Quinn

YWCA Day care at HaU School, 23
Orono Rd. , Portland is now accepting
enrollment for Fall 1990. Programs
available indude: Preschool (3-5years),
7 :30 am-5 :30 pm, $80 per week;
Kinderganen, when children are not in
school, 7:3Oam-5:30pm, costdepends
on number of hours of care ; Before/
After School Care (grades 1-5) 7:30
am-8:45 pm, 3-5:30 pm, $45 per week.
For more information, call Joan Prouty
at 874-1130.
storlea for Klda Portland Public Ubrary
(871 - 1700) : Mon, Wed and Fri , 10:30
am ; Riverton Branch Ubrary(797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am ; Prince Memorial Ubrary,
Cumberland (829-2215) : Wed, to:30
am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5
yearolds).
File... for Kid. Portland Public Ubrary
(871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am ; Riverton
Branch (797-2915) : Thu, 1 pm.

OUTSIDE

M.ln. Outdoor Adv.ntur. Club
Upcoming trips: Summerfest gathering
in Cumberland Aug 4 (829-4124); day
hike on Pleasant Mountain Aug 5 (7743032); day hike on little Sugarloaf,
Bristol , N .H . Aug 12 (797-8214) ;
wildemesscanoe trip on Lake Umbagog
Aug 18-19 (846-3036); ovemighllrip to
Moxie Bald Mtin Kennebec Riverregion
Aug 17- 19 (7n-2311) .
Maine Audubon Society Field Trips
"lidal Waters Cruise and Clambake"
Aug 5, 1-7 pm from Boothbay Harbor;
"The Coasting Naturalis~ " four-day trip
for sailor/naturalists Aug 13-16 from
Tenant's Harbor; "Blues and Belugas of
The SI. Lawrence River," four-day
whaiewalChing trip in one of the prime
whale watching spots in North America
Aug 23-26 from Portland. Reservations
are required for aN trips. For more
information on these and other trips, call
781 -2330.
Full Moon Canoe Tour. Weather
permitting Aug 5-7, 8-9:30 pm at Maine
Audubon 's Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center in Scarborough . Cost is $8 for
Audubon members , $9 for nonmembers. For more infomnation, call
883-5100 .
Appalachian Mountain Club Upcoming
trips from the dub's Pinkham Notch
headquarters in New Hampshire :
Beginner Backpacking and Camping
Aug 10-12; Exploring the An<i'osooggin
Headwaler'sAug 16-19. Forreservations
orworkshop infomnation, call 466-2727.
BlkI", In Fr_port and Varmouth
Casco Bay Bicyde Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Freeport and Yarmouth at
6 pm. For location of rides, call Chartie
at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829-4402.
ael Vour Paddle Wet Bring your kayak
for evening paddles Thursday evenings
at6 pm through Labor Day at East End
Beach in Portland. Formore information ,
call Jeff Wescott at 772-5357.

ScarborOUllh M.rah Natur. Cent.r
Summer programs: Canoe Tours daily
10-11 :30 am , Tue and Thu 6-7:30 pm
($61$5 for members, $71$6 for nonmember); Sa~ Marsh Adventure, walk
explores unique ecology of the salt
marsh, Mon 9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30 pm
($2 for members, $3 for non-members);
Dawn Birding, look and isten for egrits,
glossy ibis, herons, ducks, willets and
swallows, Wed 7-8 :30 am ($2 for
members, $3 fornon-members). Maine
Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in
Scarborough. For more information on
any of the abolle programs, call 8835100.
Caaco Bay BIcycle Club Upcoming
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30
pm, meet at Sizzler Steak House, North
Windham (Gary Davis , 892-8257) ;
Grafton Notch Loop (106 miles)-Bethel,
Errol, Gorham - Aug 4-5, camping Sat
night, meet at Gray turnpike exit at 7:30
am (Debboe Marshall, 797-9137 by July
29) ; Club Picnic, Aug 12 at Sebago
Lake State Park (774-1085); Rise and
Shine Ride (30 miles), Aug 18, 9 am,
meet at Yamnouth Shop N Save (Chris
Kinney ,
688-4450);
Historic
Newburyport to Plum Island (30 miles),
Aug 19, 8 am, meet at Back Cove Shop
N Save (Marcia Feller, 879-9014);
Mountain Bike the Otter Ponds in
Standish , Aug 25 (Daile Dysinger, 8543(29); Buxton Boroughs (30 miles), Aug
26, 8:30 am, meet at Plummers Store,
routes 112 and 22 (Randa Thomas ,
727-3201) ; Third Annual Club Century Gorham, Kezar Falls, Sanford - Sep 8,
7 am, meet at Gorham Shop N Save

(JerryT!pton, ~2821); SecondAnnual
Cow Chip Comer Fling, Sap 8 (Jim
Thorne, 772- 2821); Bar Harbor
Weekend with MOAC , Sap 14-16, meet
at Back COile Shop N Save at5 pm (Sue
Raymond, 871 -0264); North/South
Berwick area Sep 23 (Uz Vezeau, 6465396); Second Annual Bear Notch Ride,
Sep 29, 8 am, meet at Gorham Shop N
Save to capooI (Mike Morrison , 7728465); Ossipee Mountain Ride and Fire
Tower Hike (37 miles), Oct 6, 9 am ,
meet at Gortl8tn Shop N Save (Evelyn
Cookson, 854-5029 . For more
infomnation on dub activities , call the
Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118.
Main. Wo"*, Outdoora Hiking and
bicycling day trips are open to all women
18 and older: Planning meeting and
evening hike Aug 2, Bradbury Mountain
State Park, Pownal; Deer Isle weekend
Aug 10-12, iodgingatabed & breakfast,
$60; bicydong on Chebeague Island Aug
5 ; bicycfing in Cape Elizabeth Aug 18;
camping, biking and hiking in Acadia
National ParkSep 7-9, $20; bicycling in
llseboro Sep 16; Baldplate Mountain
Day Hike, Sap 23; canoeing on the
HaraseeketRiver, Freeport Sap 30. For
more infomnation, wrote Maine Women
Outdoors, RR 13 Box 343, Augusta,
04330 or call 547-3919.
Wolf. NeckWooda State ParilSummer
Nature Program NabJre programs are
offened daily through Aug 16 and on
weekends through Labor Day. The
programs include a walk, short talks
and other activities. Each Wednesday a
program for children (and adults) "Fun
In Nature" is being offered. Other
program are given on a rotating basis ,
including "Osprey Watch," "The Shore
Tour" and "Wildflower Walk.' All tours
begin at 2 pm by the big sign in the
second parking 101. Wolfe Neck Woods
State Park is located in Freeport. For
more infomnationon program schedule ,
call 865-4465.

SPORT

Ultlmat. Frisbee Club organizing in
Portland area. Anyone interested in a
toss-around and pick-up game, call 7724344.
Ofbhor. Powerboat Rac. Maine
Power Boat Flacing Association and J's
Oyster Bar are hosting the third annual
raoe Aug 4, 12 noon. Registration is
open through the day of the race, which
begins with a boat parade at 11 :30 am
from DeMilio' s Restaurant on
Commercial Street, Portland. For more
infomnation, call 774-6207.

Sports quotes
of the week
... The inspiration from
one's spouse is often the
deciding factor between
success and failure. Case in
point: Greg Olsen, rookie
catcher for the Atlantic
Braves, on being named to
the National League All-Star
team: " A reporter told me
that I'd been selected. I
wanted to jump up and
down. I wanted to cry. I took
a minute to say a prayer and
then I called my wife Lisa,
She said, 'You stud.'"
... Chances are slim that
Brian Shaw will ever become
a happy camper in Boston.
Celtics fans, don' t despair,
Danny Ainge's name has
come u p recently as a miracle
cure. Sacramento Kings
General Manager Jerry
Reynolds quipped ''Yep,
Danny Boy has been traded
so many times, he' ll probably
be playing for three teams
this season, even for two in
the same game." Sure do
miss his long-range bombs
and in-your-face defense.

Mike Quinn
Th. Spirit of Maine Pro-Am Charity
aolfToumament Benefit forthe Maine
Special Olympics, Starlight Foundation
of Maine, Pine Tree Handicapped
Association of Maine and Portland
YMCA Capitol Campaign Aug 5 at
Samoset Resort Golf Club in Rockport.
Pros w~llead teams out of 108 amateur
players. Umited amount 01 space for
participating golfers is still available.
Donation is $1 00, which includes green
fees and cart. Play begins at 8 am. For
more information, call 871-0022.
Japan AmerIca SocletyofMalneOoIf
Cla..1e Invitational golf classic Aug 9,
1 pm (rain date Aug 16) at Seble Oaks
Go~Course in South Portland. Japanese
visitors from Shinagawa will participate .
Golf wiU be followed by ch icken
barbecue. Price for goH and dinner is
$100, prioe for dinner alone is $35. For
reservations, call 774-4014.
at. Pet_ 4th Annual 4-MIIe Road
Race held in conjunction with the Italian
Street Festival Aug 12,4 pm. Scenic,
wheel-measured course - water stops,
splits and awards. For applications and
more information, call 773~748.
Bowdoin and Back 1Cl-M11a Run to
the Coaat Annual roed race begins
and ends Aug 19 at Bowdoin College in
Brunswick. Pan of the $8 registration
fee will be donated to the Independence
Association for Retarded Citizens.
Awards will be gillen in 11 categories,
including mixed generation. Enby fomns
can be obtained from Sports East in the
Topsham Fair Mall, 729-1800.
K.I.C,K. World Super-F_th_lllht
Klckboxlnll TItle is up for grabs.
Portland's Danny Melendez wiH meet
Aldaberto Leal of Warwick, R.I. in a 12round bout for the vaeent title Aug 25 at
the Woonsocket Roller Kingdom ,
Woonsocket, R.I. If you're kicking around
the area, stop by and rootfor Portland's
champ.

ETC

SouthF,....ort Su_F..uvai Boat
rides, chicken barbecue, Iobslerdinner,
crafts, books Aug 3-5 at the South
Freeport Church on South Freeport
Road in South Freeport. Storyteller and
mime Jackson Gillman performs Fri at6
pm; One-mile fun run Sat at 9 am ;
Flandy Bean & Friends perfomn Sat at 7
pm; Krackerjack Children'S Theater
performs Sun at 3. Proceeds benefit the
South Freeport Church Buildi~g Fund.
areat Main. Duck Race Regatta of
rubber duckies is a fundraiser for the
Maine Center forlhe Blind and Visually
Impaired held Aug 5 at Riverbank Park
in Westbrook. Ducks may be adapted
for $5 at Shop N Save stores and from
participating Lions Club members .
Adoptive parents receive a lucky duck
number and the first ducks across the
finish line could win their perents a
Morong VW Fox, a 17-loot L.L. Bean
canoe, 500 gallons of Webber Energy
Fuel heating oil, one month's supply of
Shop N Save groceries or a trip from
Jacky Herbert Travel. For more
infomnation, call 828-0000.
Sunda,. In the Port Festival on Lower
Exchange Street Aug 5 , 12-5 pm .
Performanoes include Curt Bessette,
folk and oomic rei'iei, 12:30-2 pm; organ
grinder Hurdy Gurdy Monkey and Me 13 pm; Rockin ' Vibration plays reggae at
2:30pm. Performanoesw~1 be cancelled
in Ihe case of rain. For more infomnation ,
callintown Portland Exchange at 7726828.
Hlroahlma Day Family Peace Day
Japan America Society of Maine is
hosting a summer picnic Aug 5 , 1 pm in
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Ethnic
entertainment and interesting food .
JASM will demonstrate the art of paper
folding. Peaoe lantems will be floated in
the pond at dusk. For more infomnation ,
call 774-4 t04.
RIver Raft Race Come as your favorite
celebrity to the amual fundraising elIent
held on the Ogunquit River. The race
begins at high tide Aug 5, approximately
12 pm atthe footbridge in Moody Beach.
One-mile race ends at the Blue Water
Inn in Ogunquil. Ittakes about five people
to navigate a raft, two orthree people to
paddle or swim, and a few more to play
movie stars. Proceeds from entry fees
and t-shirt sales benefit the March of
Dimes. Entry fee is $25 per float. People
or groups interested in participating
should oontact the Blue Water Inn in
Ogunqu~ at 646-8404 or the March of
Dimes at 871 -0660.
CI.an and Sober Danc.Aug 1.1, 8 pm 1 am at Temple Beth-EI , 400 Deering
Ave., Portland. For more information,
call 775-2034.
KI.zm.r Danc. The Casco Bay
Tummlers will play at a Klezmer Danoe
Aug ", 7:30 pm at the Fifth Maine
Community Center, Seashore Ave.,
Peaks Island. Beginning dances will be
taught. Admission is $3.50 for adults,
$1 .50forseniorsand students. Forferry
information , call 774 -7871. For
infomnation on the dance, call Flay Spiro
at 854-5119 or Nancy Hoffman at 7664496.
Contrad.nce with Shenanigans All
dances taughl. Beginner and singles
welcome Aug II , 8:30 pm at Newbegin
Gym in Gray. Admission is$4 . Formore
infomnation, caH 428-3986.
VFW Community F.lr on Long Island
Reffles, games, food, great beach Aug
11 . Ferry leaves Casco Bay Une. Ferry
temninalat 10 am; last boatretums 7:15
am . For more infomnation, call 766-5064.
Italian Str_t FeatlYal SI. Peter's
Catholic Church presents the 64th
annual festival Aug 11-12, 4- 10 pm
outside the church at 72 Federal SI. ,
Portland. Festival and bazaar - music,
food, games, Italian favors and the
greasy pole. For more information , call
773-0748.
Enrtched aolden Ae. Club invited
people over60 to Wednesday luncheons
and programs . The schedule of
programs is as follows: Aug 15, Beau
and Dave; Aug 22, "Price is Righr by
Golden Age Players ; Aug 29, Casoo
Bay facts by Arthur Forestall. Cost is
$t .50. Luncheons are held at 297
Cumberland Ave ., Portland . For
reservations, call 774-6974.
Senior CItIzen. Tnp. South Portland
Recreation is sponsoring the following
trips for senior citizens : Anheuser Busch!
Shaker Village Aug 23, 7:30 am-7:30
pm; foliage trip to Lake Winnipesauke
Sep 27, 8am-5 pm ; and Spirit of Boston,
cruise of Boston Harbor and shopping
trip Oct 25, 9 am-7 pm. For more
information on any of these trips, call

799-7996.

The bag with all the
options. An outside folio
pocket big enough to
hold file folders, with
short leather clad handles
and a full length
adjustable strap, A
commodlus Interior big
enough to hold your
shoes, lunch and a purse
with a ZIppered top for
weather and securtty,
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Pates
Salad Bowls
Lemonade Pitchers
Chip & Dips
Trays

Colors: Deep olive, black,
navy, taupe, (t8'xtS'x6")

$42.S0

Old Port

The magical islands of the
Bahamas ,.,
now in the Old Port

OPEN NOW
57 Exchange Street
CoTTl.".

From Noon - 5 pm

of MaTket (I

Exchange

Old Port
879-2242

in

The Old Port
Sunday, July 29
Schedule of Activities
12:00 - 12:45

Jack Honan
Clarinet

12:30 - 2:00

Curt Bassette
.F olk and Comedy Relief

1:00 - 3:00

Mr. Ray The Clown
2:30

ROCKIN'

,VIBRATION
Reggae
4:00 - 5:00

Jack Honan
Clarinet
This event is made possible by the contributions
of Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by

Authentic
OneofaKind
Originals

fro1Il another
Era
Antiques,
Vintage Clothing,
Jewelry & A ccesso rie s
Rentals for
Special Occasi o ns
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Gisro Bay I'ktkly

auctIOnS

audttions
billboard
biz services
boats
bodv & soul
busfness opportuntties
catering

child cate
dating services

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
tnJsicai instruments
notices

person to person
recreation
ride board
roorrrnates

stu1rfor sale

employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775·6601
person to person
GWM 30'S West 01 Port, clean
CUI, good guy, thoughtful and
loving, Seeks MASC man to share
all of lile's many good things, Vices
okay- no drugs. drunks or phonies,
Need to share companionship a
must Yoo're out there somewhere.
Write I Thanks. caw Box 324

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal

YOUNG COUPLE SEEKS
attractive. clean. experienced
couple for safe intimacy. Photo if
possible. Discrete. PO Box 341.
MecI1anic Falls. ME 04256

LOOKING FOR A rich urban playboy?
Then skip this ad. SWM with
old-fashioned values finishing
education then hoping to return to
countryside_ I'm a spiritual person with
deep concerns for people (especially kjds)
and nature. Seeking sjmilar qualitjes jn a
slender female 20-30. Please send photo
and phone number. CBW Box 331

SM, STRAIGHT. 5'10'. blond.
blue eyad. 25. natural tan. neat.
into: volleyball. motorcycles.
fitness. dance and photography.
Have romantic ideas with no
strings. shy but willing. Lean. keen.
ravenoos carnivore CBW Box 325
HI! I'M AN attraclive, chemfree. SWM. 27 and somewhat shy.
who is looking for a SWF for
friendship/relationship. If you enjoy
picnics. hiking. movies Of theater
and are looking for someone to
share them wiIh. I may be that
person. Why don't you write me so I
can get to know you?1 CBW Box
326
SHAPELY. ATTRACTIVE biond
female. I like the arts and outdoor
activities. Enjoy men who like the
same. Men with a 6ense of humor
earn extra points. Prefer men
between 27 and 40. Photo
appreciatad. CBW Box 327
SWM 30 ESKIMO New to
Portland. seeks SWF or widow
ages 20-31. Looking for an average
person. medium weight. to 6hare
Interests with someone. like to try
dancing and other special hobbies.
In return. I teach you Eskimo
culture. Please send photo and
phone' CBW 328
SWM 25 simple. reserved
pentleman seeks ~milar female fOf
Intimate relationship. CBW Box
305

I
I

DIANE: FACTORY WORK is
good and honest; cocktail waitress
can be tool Woold have followad to
1h. lite;' such is business late at
nite. Want to know more about yoo.
Ed. caw Box 310
SUMMER SIULE! Looking for
Romance. Passion. and Roger
Rabbil? Enj'''Y humor. sunrises.
dancing. ta king. and kissing?
You're nice. enjoy Ide. cihem-free
and ready " sing Chrislmas Carols
on the beach. Slightly off-belance.
educatad. almost handsome. SWM
34 Teddy Bear awaits yoor reply.
caw Box3t3

SWF SEARCHING FOR my black
'soul mate' ( born between Dec.
21st and Jan. 19th). I'm an
intelligent. slim. aUractive 32 year
ofd together rad head with high
mOlBls. who wants a decant. caring.
fun loving. success-oriented 'real
man." One who prefers a
meaningful. monogamOU6.
commiUed relation6hip/permanent
union with a one-man-woman. If
connecting 'soul-tc>-sour exc~es
you as much as me. let'6 do
somelhing aboul il Send letter.
with phone' and pho" ,,: PO Box
4350, Portland. IAE 04038.
HAVING PROBLEMS passing
Singles 101? Maybe we can study
together. I'm a successful.
professional 25 year old SWM who
enjoys hiking. mountain and road
biking. romantic evenings and good
companionship. I have an eclectic
taste in music. a good personality.
but am too shr for the singles
scene. rm looking for an athletic.
SWF. 22-29. who enjoys an active.
healthy lifestyle. Sensahuma is a
mU6t " interested. write. send a
picture. and tell me your best joke.
CBW Box 321 TPL 22231
BORED? NEED companionship?
Romantic MWM. 53. well
experiencad and travelled, seeks
com plete fulfillment with
SIO/MWF who need6 that extra
someone for a change of pace or
variety in lif• . Age unimportant.
L.t·s be friends. Tov•• and enjoy
each other. Discretion assurlld ..
Po'-and. Gorham. Standish areas.
CBW Box 323 TPL 22232
DOCTOR, 45, BUSY but lonely
wishes to meet younger. attraclve
woman with kids lor Sunday
f
r d"
P rtl nd
00 Ings. saling. IOIOg. 0 a
area Pleasel Let's meet over coffee.
PO Box 8125. Portland. ME 04104

WONDERFUL YOUNG couple.
2O·s. seeks other matum couple.
We are both physically and
emotionally attractive and set on
finding good friends to enjoy
healthy, creative. sensual
relationship. Suite 1263. PO Box
9739. Portland. ME 04104
DWM, 5'.", 33. have 1 neal son. 13.
Christian seeking Christian. You
should be positive. enthusiastic,
health-conscious. goal-mindad.
physically fit and aUractive with a
good sense of humor. Yoo shoold
nave a passion for physically
exerting exercise. ie: running.
biking. canoeinQ. etc. Should like
reading. foreIgn films. art.
fireplaces and simple pleasures.
Allection and intimacy are v.ry
important to m•• and should be to
you also. Send photo. CBW Box
308
HAVE YOU SEEN the Junebug6
dancing the Watusi under the
moonlight? Do you like Clint
Ea6twood westerns, Depeche
Mode. and stir ty? Are yoo a SWF
(28-36). sensible. hardworking but
walking aimles61y tllrough tile beck
alleys of Id... .Iooking lor love? "
you are then thiS SWM with a
Bachelors Degree in FIornance from
Kissing U. would like to compare
notes. I am hopelessly fined with
CXlI1lmon sense. enjoy exertising and
cycling. all kinds of music and being
an individualist. Phone and plio"
appreciated. with descriptive
leIIer. CBW Box 314
SWM 31 PHOTOGENIC, looking
for female pholographer lor hiking.
beach walks, modahng, friendship.
and almasl anything. Hyoo think aU
the world is a studio. th"" I want to
get in,toJour shutter. Photo
appreaat . CBW Box 319
.
CALLING ALL REDHEADS I ThiS
35 y.ear old. tall. athle,tlc. and good
looking guy thinks roo re gorgeous.
We .could tear thiS tow~ apart d
you ve . got the bralOs and
jl9rsonallty. to match. So drop me a
line and lets see whal happens. PS
Airheads and dyeJ'obs need not
B
apply. CBW ox 330

TALKING
ERS@NAL

P

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,You can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to

find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-ta-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!

~

,

.

.

I. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each all costs 9S¢ per minute, billed to your phone.

2. When the madtine answers, dial access code 22.
3. The ma.chine will ask for a SpecifIC number.
Enter the 'TPl' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. IJsten to the recorded message·, and leave
your response if you wish.
All calli are screened. Obscene messases will be deleted.
·Per50n-lO-Person advertisers may choose not to

leave an outgoing message.

Compatibles

767-1366
Portland

783-1500

'9 1..900.. 226..2003

Always imitated but never equaled.

, ,
•

d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
'0 1..900.. 226..2007
d 1..900.. 988..3136 ·
t§J 1..900.. 226..2004
to 1..900..226..2006
rJ 1..900..988 ..3137
Q 1..900... 226..2005
d 1..900 ..988 ..3138

.

I

I

774-8149

lltI.......
L_""krg-l'"'-dy, M.A.

.

," -

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!

Leave Your Name & Message Call1 ..800..388...8274

$5 er min.

(3 min. program)

THE PAINTER· Freelance house
peinter, lOy... expo .xtensiv.
references. free estimates. You
get more for your money with The
\ Painter 77U086 Also will trade
I
house painting for sailboat with
i sleeping quarta ....

---------------------------,

t
t

addie/ions" dealh-dying " bealing • spiritual
success- personal and business

.t
:

counselor, bypno~'t, psycbtc
by appointment 871-0032

: Carole B, Curran, MS, CSW-IP

responsibility for and CHANGE
your role In a dysfunctional
relationship. Applications for newly
forming therapy grouP. besad on
Women Who Love Too Much. being
aoceptad. For mOfe information.
call Serah Bulley. LCSW, 8719256. Insurance reimbursable.

OUT OF THE WHIRLWIND:
Come Apart. Before You Com.
Apart Do yoo need time out? Tak.e
a soul Journey; a retlective
interlude. W.ekend r.treat at
Geneva Point on New Hampshire's
Lake Winnipesaukee: Augusl17. 18
& 19. 1990. For more infOfmation
call Dwinen & Hall: 207/799-1024.
MEN'S RECOVERY Group for
Co-dependency and Adult Child.
Discovering oor autltentic selves by
Iooki19 beyond oor social binds. For
more Information. can Dan Conley at
77HI36. 12 week groups begin
last week of July. fi ...t week of
Augu6t
EARLY RECOVERY Group for
drug and aloohof addiction. When
we frsl begin recovery. we nead to
leam how " assert oorsolves. The
group will facifitate buiding selfesteem. seI~worth and the IooIs to
take action. FOf mora information.
call Dan Conley at 773-4136.
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spiritual perspective offer
insight and prectical application
regarding your current energy
fiefd,life lessons. personal symbols.
and challenges. Call Regina at 7290241.
COUNSELING FOR EATING and
body image issues. Individual and
group
available.
Call Usa
Bussey.thelDPI'
MACEDT
775-7927

ANEW LOOK at Maybe Somedayl
Cozy seating; free tea and muffins;
hard-to-find magazine6 and
newspapers. Friday evening
readings (starting August 3rd);
and. of course. beautiful books and
unique toys end gifts. Come say
Hello. 1915 Co~ress S t. be tween
Levinsky's and he Whole Grocer
773-3275

:

cleaning, laundry. shopping,
organization. cooking. errands. et:.
Call 879-7049 for appointment.
References required.

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issucs, and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

477 Congress Street. Ponland, ME 04101

1···········****·**·····**·**···.

'7~ 1l$Jf!DI!J{fJS!Bf1 ~:
:..
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:

TUTOR. SERVICES availalbie in
writing and reading &kills. Help with
pape.... reports. applications. etc.
High School, College and up.
Excellent raferences. Reasonable
rates. 761-4784

:

:

....
..
..

..«

MAIN ELY MAIDS I We'. clean so
you don' have to. Dependable.
cfeaning at reasonable
PSYCHIC
ASTROLOGY: professional
rates. Many current reference6.
.. Free estimates. Call Laurie or
.. Are you _king help and advice on aU
..
p_roblana ouch as Love, Marriage, BWlinco.
.. Jeanine 892-2568
• No problem so great ,he cannot hdp you
..
• Come: in Today - Feel better Tomorrow
..

RENT A HUSBAND Lady's. I have
a limitad number of openings.
Services include: painting.
yardworX. general household
maintenance, ifting, tugging and
hauling. Call 879-1 49 for
appointment. References required.
COUEGE STUDENT with truck
available" do odd jobs and fTlO'oIing.
Very handy and can fix most
ev.rythinQ. Excellenl references.
call any' time. dey or night. n42159.le8vemessage.

:..,

871-7134

:

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

:

~ ..
.•• **** •• * •••• *** ••••••••• ******
..
••

.. ."It.'8 927 Brighton Avenue' Portland. MaIne

Whollstlc Health
Management Counseling
Dudley J. Davis, M.s,
Personal growth, change. and
developmental counseling to:
Individual, couples and groups.

PORTLAND: 2BR, near USM and
MMe. Rehabbed, secure building
with inlercom. Heat and all uWs
incll $5501mo.nth + security. Call
856-0016 anytime.

anxiety/stress" eating disorders
weight management
body (seIO image " substance abuse" man.lage

496 Congress St
Portland, ME 04101

SPACIOUS, SUNNY 2BR. first
floor. sprawfing. 3BR. $600 and
$650 + utils. Large yard. parXing.
ocean views very quiet Eastern
Prom neighborhood near schools.
beach. tenni6 court6. Avail.
September t st. For information
and showing 879-0432 or 7724334

DEERING AREA large, sunny,
clean 2BR $575 and no pets. 8749727 or 774-4440.

6

7 1-0058

r------------------...,
Groups starli"g soon:
Womeft Survivors of lna.st <UUl.taM issues

Barbara L Wilson BSR
Rehabilitation COnsultant
48 Deering Street
Portlarul, ME
775-1771

psychotherapy Center of Maine

NORTH ST Great views. Spaciious.
recently-renovated 2Bf!, 1 112
bath ground floor apl. teatures
include tin ceilings. wlw carpeting.
hardwood lIoors. deck, laundry arid
off-6treet perking. $705/monlh
inc heat and hw. 773-9893
PORTLAND 2·3BR hardwood
fioors. decks, fully applianced.
working fireplace. 10 mi nules walk
to MMC and USM. $6501month +
utils. Security deposit. Call 8742448

S~J.Bulley.LCSW

Psychotherapist

,

, LI{.. 1'rallSlt_ • R_,mublp AtUlcI_.
seif1!stNfHI1!rII/J_ ' GMUkd ReplIrmdmg

871-9256

-

APT RENTAL
SPECIALISTS
LANDLORDS:
Leave lhe worries 01 renting
your apartment to us.

TENANTS:
Don' wasle time Iool<ing at
Ihe wrong apt. We'. find the
apI. that su~s your needs.

OPEN 7 DAYS
775,2D66

ollel$

HAVEA

Car Wash
With 011
&Vacuum
change
only $5_50
$24,95
Most models
uPlck-up & Delivery"·
available

PERSONAIJ1lD

CROSSWORD
PUZlU
CREATED FOR.
YOUR FAVORITE
CR.OSSWORD
EN1HUS1ASf

located on the comer
01 Washington" Veranda
772·8558

* BIRTHDAYS
* ANNIVERSARIES
* WEDDINGS
CAlL 772-4344
GREAT FOR BUSINESS
PROMOSAND
NEWSLETIERS

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occasions, too!

LE1TER BY LE1TER
1-800-827-8010
773-4772

FREE FREE FREE

l)t\CK l)t\Y t\6S0Clt\TEcI)
Reasonable Rates • Fast-Turnaround

Junk car and truck removal
Any condilion
car carrier available

Word Processing" Spreadsheets" Resumes
Bookkeeping" Typing
WordPerfect. Lotus 1-2-3 • Laser Printer
Patti WhIte

Portlltrtd, ME

CALL 774-0268

773-0669

YOUR JUNK
COUWBE
SOUTH PORTLAND: Avail.
August 1st. New house for ranl
2BR, Wall-to-wall carpeting. deck,
yard. garage. 5 minutes from MUI
Creek. 15 minute~ to beaches.
$895lmonth, + utlls. Sorry. no
pets. 799-9265
DEERING CENTER 2-3 BR.
sunroom. stone fireplace. custom
kitchen. garage. Quiet. pleasant
neighborhood. $8251month + utils.
Lease with option possible. 8790241

SOMEONE ELSE'S

PEAKS ISLAND
SUMMER RENTALS

TREASURE
advertise it
in the

• Waterfront Victorian
• Whitehead views
• Secluded &Woodsy
• Island Interior
All weeks 'III September
and beyond.
Priced $35D-1DOO/Week.

~
Classifieds

call 775-6601 for

more itiformatlon

ASHMORE REALTY

FALMOUTH-CHARMING 2BR
house for renl. quiet area near
ocean. Remodelad kitchen. all
appliances including Wid. 1 car
garage. 5 min to downtown
Portland or Turn:rle. Avail. Aug.
15th. Furni6he $1000Imonth.
unfurnishad $800/month. Call PLEASE! HELP A classroom fight
budget cuts. We'd like to set up
784-3289.
activity cent..... Donations of tape
recordars. record players. easels.
children's books. craft sueplies.
cassalle cases and ganes Wli make
this possible. II it doesn't sell at
your yardsale- call 761-2470. Ask
JOf Sheila

766,2981

lti!ilttWilllbwl music lessons

m-------III
• CarlDimow

flutist/guitarist

for rent

WEST END· spa:ious, soony rooms
in Victorian housa. 106 Pine st.
$225-$325 includes all utils. 7751892 Also seeking resident
manager

for rent

instructor at

Colby College
& Waynflete

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet for no more than
$160 with AfRHITCH® 212-8642000

761-4569

learning

.,: ','C,;

1'"

"c'/I,,;

POTTERY USSONS start again (jUllAl\ LESSONS
August 7th. Come join the fun as
l!!!!!!
!f!ll!/
WEEKEND ONLY
studio beginning and advanced students
throw. slab. pinch and roll. Studio
:c, =o.II't'IOI):;
space,\iving space availalbie in West 132,
Portland. For information call
. ...',
End apt. Private sunny room and 772-4334
'
t:t><o'¥-I
soloinc;
use of kitchen. bath etc.
sJ...:ht"~t\'bIl~<;
HAVE YOU ALWAYS wanted to
$9OImonth. Call 761-9500
SC1X':~CI~ ':'1 rx;
place a Person-to-Person ad bul
WANT TO REACH 40.000 of neVer quile got around to it? Well.
TIrF ';"!:IOBEF\GEr\
Greater Portland's most the time is nowl When you buy 2
inleresting readers? Advertise weeks in the Person-to-Person
'17? _ ?OA
your business Of service in Casco column. you get a third
{I-..
U
Bay Weekly's growing Classifleds weelt .....FREE!I Call 77!Hl601 for '--_ _ _ _ _ _ _......
seeton.
more info

r

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

0

RATES & FINE PRINT
RATES

M~age:

________________________________________________________________________

Name __________________________ Category ___________
Address

Total Number of Weeks ___________________

City, Zip

Basic Rate ___________________

Phone (days) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (eves)______ + Extra Words at _ ¢ Each ____________
CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Complete payment must accompany all advertising,
NO REFUNDS, There is a $10 charge for all
returned checks,
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Ptlrtland, ME 04102
Monday,Friday 9 to 5
or call 775·6601

Talking Personal Line _ _ _N_o_C_h_a....:rg::....e_ __
Check One ,..0 100
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Multiply cost by number
01 weeks ad will run _____________

TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

-

LOCKE'S AUTO
SALES

.

:

Ask about the introductory special
for new advertisers!!

24 Hour Service

Auburn

,

certlOed therapl8t
personal growth " grill!
depresston • addl<:lWns

Call 775-6601 for more details

D1r.~:e!lY.:s~!!2~E

FAST, RELIABLE writing and
word processing. 'Business
documents. letters 'Bull.tins
'Resumes. Free pick-up and
deliveryl Call 871-9252. Ask fOf
Janicel

RF.AI1I'Y THERAPY

RENT THIS SPACE

"The Daling Service That Car.,"

consultation.

BODY MASSAGE Enrich YOIXlife
throu~h the benefits of massape.
Nounsh you ... elf by imprOVing
circulation, detoxification.
increasing body awareness and
relaxing rour body/mind. Call
Pamela RIChards MsT. at 8830315

STORAGE FACILITY. Near
I
t
personal developmelOl classes
\ RENT A WIFE Auention busy Dunstan Comer. Sefe. dry. secure
executives.
1m
the
person
who
can
6torage. Lowest rat.s. Call
,._,.,.
____ ,. _______
A\
WOMEN: IMPROVE YOUR love >
t ___________
relaxation, healing,
metlit.ulon,
psychic
take care of all your dom.stic between 9IIn and 12noon. Call Dan
tife. Being in love does not mean
needs.
I
can
take
•
few
more
cients:
883-6635
being in pain. Learn how to take

IS MS AN ISSUE IN~ur life?
Maybe Someday would h to hear
from yoo. FOf more information. can
Maybe Someday at 773-3275 or
SlOp in at our bookslore.

MW~d

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
;
dating service_
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free

ItIRLlAN PHOTOGRAPHY
reveal6 the less visible bodie6 of
the total human expression
(AURA). As the divine. spiritual
energy emanates from the creative
source. it is my focus to interpret
the positivelnegativ. flow of this
energy and its relationship to the
health of the physical. Intuitive.
emotional and mental bodies. I us.
Ki~ian Photography ONLY as a
tool for spiritual evolution. for true
heeling is but a manifestation of
the expressed wiliidesire of the
sool who opens " receive the light.
Interpretation6 by Kevin John
Higgln6. n2-8332

To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:

;

..

,

r

. .

I

.

1

TALL, TRIM, handsome male
seeks smart. slender. aUractive.
non-smoking lady. 38-43 with a
sense 01 humor. SUl Camera. IOsp.
bike and sea legs for fun.
adventure. and romance. Write
Romance. PO Box 109, Cape
Porpoise. ME 04014

dating services

t

I

SPORTSMINDED SWM. are you
ready to accept 'the challenge'
ihowev.r belated) from an
impressionable' other. Let me
spell it our for you in clear
investigative lerms. 'Careful
invesligation6 always make positive
identiUes. In1entional masks are
guises. undiscovered yet. Among
recent events, you've overlookecf
(or) unwanted gentle and
meaningful encounte.... ~terested.
After Midnight? Which intensity
lasts longer? Yea... o~en unravel
preferences. lusts and youth. Sad
Song ..." CBW Box 957

MWM. 47. 5'11",170 Ills. Mate
cold and unresponsive. seeking $1M
WF over 30 with girlfriend for fun
and friendship and fantasy. Must
be healthy and discrete. Will
answer all. Pholo would be nice. PO
Box 1109. Westbrook, ME 04092

SWF, 31. PROFESSIONAL.
physically aUractive. blond hair.
blue eyes. Enjoy working out.
dancing. music. Io"!! walks on the
beach. camping. biking. movies.
dining. good conversation. Looking
for attractive. intelligent man. 3543. who's affectionate. sensitive.
hones~ stalbie and sincere. Write
with phone number. caw Box 320

biz services

bod & soul

Index
animals
antkjues

loo '0
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o VISA

Exp_ date

0 MasterCard

AII.harves are per week.
Individual

Business

Up to 30 words
$7,00
31-45 words
9.00
46-60 words
11.00
Each additional word
alter 60
.15

$ 9,00
11.00
13,00
,20

DEADLINES

MoAday Il001 for TIII~a,'s MWlJIaper.

POLICY

"y

CBW will II1II print ads thai seek 10
or sell semi sem=
lor mOIef or goods, or Idsw~h purely sexual coltent
will
lOt prill1lull Ames, street ld4resses, or pho'" numben in lite
PERSON TO PERSON seeliaR_ PERSON TO PERSON lihertisslS
lIust ,illler provide I Post OCIiClt Bill • .-ber In lheir Id or use lhe
CBW Bill Senrice. All informaliOl COllCltming PERSON TO PERSON
ldY,rti1e1S is kept stricJjy confidential. CBW resenes the right Ia
Cl1agoriZl, "luse on.if Ids", to lnappropriltl COllent, 111:_

caw

WHAT IS A WORD?

Awon! is coaidetld I won! Whel HIIIIIIJIICII 0I1Iot. sides_
Apllone .mlter is OIl wonI. I'IInctualiol is Int.

ERRORS
CBW nalillOt belilw, IDr IllY IypofrIJI_1 emtn, omiaions,
or chal," ill tlte w~ 40 IllIIIect lie nIDI or DOItIlIt 01

n

the .. onua1altillly CUIJII tIII_.....

REFUNDS
Classiled ..Sl................ CnttIH willk laIN .... 1
tfabte ,nor lias ..... lIetenai __

...-

30
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0.500 &y Wukly

roommates

stuff for sale

3RD ROOMMAlI needed for 3BR
apt for August 18th. $t88/month
+ 1/3 utils. Security required. N/s
Pfeferred. Call 775-0158 .
M WANTS M roommate. I have
28R apt. 15 min. from Portland.
$300/month inc. heat and
everyth,ng. 892-7122
HOUSEMATE HEEDED Sept tsl.
Looking for N/s MIF to share quiet
house near ocean. W/O. nice yard.
$400/month + utils. Call Don H:
767-4581 W: 883-3936

MOVING MUST SELL 12 speed
Fuji bike in great condilion. asking
$175. m-0718. leavemessage.

GM SEEKS SAME to share apl.
3BR hardwood floors. flp.diw•
g/d. Wid. cable. off street parking
$325/month + 1/2 utils . Call
afternoon. 772·1927.
PITT ST. Professional F 10 share
spacious. sunny. 38R apt with 1 F
Parking. great porch. great
neighborhood. minutes to USM.
NIS. no eets. $250/month + 112
utils. Avail. 911 874-0737
GM NIS SEEKS SAME to share
sunny. quiet. 2BR clean apt in
Scarborough. Oil-street parking.
laundry. cable. sundeck, excellent
location. $270 + 112 utils. Avail.
now. please write caw Box 207

by Ly/lda Han.'!

DEAR. BRENDA, WI-IAT IT IS . 00 You KNOW
JES\,\S? TrlAT'S H\E QVESTION PEOPLE KEEP
AS\<ING. ME. I WENT ,0 tlov.G1S C.liRIST1AN
ONE WA'-i ':jouT\-\ GROUP MEeTING TO 61:1

JESIA S IN M'j \-lEArn BIH \ M\6\H HAVE GoT
T1-I~ \NSTjtUCTION$

IT WAS EMBARRASSING BECAUSE n-Il;:;
PI D A SPEC.I A\.. PRAI:!1:R DEA l Jll5T FOR
M.E T\1~N T\-\\5 GIRL n\fRESA SAID
P?OSAB\.'j I WASN'T ~tAOY YET 13HAU5f
\ WAS STI\.\. !-\OL\)ING ON TO 5;IN . ALSO
T\-IAT \ $ElR.tT\..1j DIDNIT WAN T J1S\.AS IN
M~ \1'CP\P..T .. 1j0~ CAN'T BHltVE HoW S'Vti1ARRA$S INC; IT WAS T\--\A1 S}-\"E. SAID mAT.

WRONG .

,, .

......,.

STROUDWATER PROF. sellemployed M seeks NtS prof F to
share home. Great neighborhood. 2
private rooms upstairs. Separate
phone and cable. wid. parking.
Barbecue heaven and ski to
Audobon Sanctuary from large
Pfivate yard. $350 + 1/2 utils
773·8618
DISCREET GM
seeking
responsible MIF. GIS to share
spacious East End 28R apl.
$242.50 inc heat + 112 incidentals.
Sorry f smoke if that offends.
Interested please call 761-4091
HIS RESPONSIBLE female to
share large. sunny 2 story duplex.
Cape Etizabeth. 28R. large private
yard near Ft. Williams .
$375/month plus 1/2 utils. Call
767-3615. No pels. Avail Sept.
WANTED CHEM-FREE MIF NtS
for large. sunny room n my home OIl
Rt 88 in Yarmouth. Kitchen.
bathroom. laundry ava~. Room has
separate entrance. woodstove.
storage. large closet. $3901month
inc aiL 846·9036
2 WOMEN AND CAT seek 3rd F.
to share spacious "HigherPowered" apt near Back Cove.
Peaceful atmosphere. yard. huge
kitchen. Responsible p!"Ofessional
preferred. $255 + uti Is. Avail. 911 .
774·4103. 772-055Z

ADVENTURE EQUIPMENT yard
salel Biking. kayaking. climbing.
backpaclung. scuba. and other
outdoor sporting equ ipment.
doth'ng and books. One mile south
of Crescent Beach State Park, Rt
77. Cape Elizabeth. Look for signs.
Saturday August 4th. Rain date
8'-;. 9 am to 3pm

\AL\<.' WHAT A 11'1 PO C.R.I TE TO ACT
L\\'~E Sr1~$ So INTO JtSlAS \tJI-IEN TJ-IE

P-E,b-,\"Iil:l 15 Sf-\ES MORf. INTO Dour:, .
Oou(, SA1:H DON'T l-.H HER F/<.EAK ME
OlAT SECAllSE I'M ABOl,{1 TV 60 ON Arv
Af'(\""OOOOW>l G TDVRN E':t. wm.~~~~~~

DOES THIS SHM VJE"IRD jo ':joVj TI-\OU GH?
\-loW otR.\STIANS SAY n-1t~ LOVE fVE~j 
Bo00 B>I),T A\..L.- I (OVL.D HEAR \.VAS 1l1[;f\ti
purrING DOWN AL.l Tt-IE peop!..£: NOT IN
ON6 I;,ff'l::i- ALSO \l1EI6 -mINK nit DEVIL
IS A F-Et\\... .GV\1 NoT A (ONCEpr, {:Nt
GOING1'V[i'E fP GOING mot,( 6H BECAUSE
If \ Go TO TEN MfE"TINGS I CAN 60 ON
\l1i: CAMr OVT P-ETREAT Wrl-Iet-! fV~Of-.f
S~ S \5 ~ BLASi. Wt<-I\E /'AE,

La r; E, ~

~

2 HOUSEMATES needed to share
sunnv. renovated apt with nonsmok,ng. outdoor oriented women.
3BR. 2 floors. with wid. West End.
$235 includes heal. Call
773·4314
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN with
impeccably mannered cat seeks
spacious. clean home with 2 to 3 ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'
d,verse. relaxed responsible
roommates. Nighls 761 ·5990
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PEAKS ISLAND- Respons,ble.

WHOLISTICALLY-ORIENTED
PERSO N with strong back and
good sense of humor wanted to
help care for delightful person
wilh lAS.
Can 773-3275
YARMOUTH, ROOMMATE Volunteers welcome
wanted MlF to share 2BR
townhouse. Wid. very quiet
$305/month + 112 utils. avail. BOOKSHOP ASSISTANT- poT
immediately. Call 846-3832. leave position available in downtown
antiquarian book shop. Some
~.
knowledge of books required. Ask
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share for Scott 761 -2150
3BR apt in large Falmouth house
with meditating. vegetarian. non- POT TELEMARKETER. No oold
smoking group. $300 plus utlls. calls. no hard selling. Relaxed
professional office. Must be
Call Lisa 878-8673
Iriendly and upbeat. 12-15
EASY -GOING FEMALE wanted hoursiweek. 6pm- 9p<". Call 854to share my apt. 2 minulBs from the 0411
E. Prom. f am good natured and
comfortable to be around. $325 GOV'T JOBS Now hiring in your
inc. aiL Call me after 5 weekdays. area Call 24 hrs. 1·800-388774-1398
3454. $24 lee.
lovely selling. Own room with
Pfivate bath. Many amenities.
$250/month + 1/2 utils. 7662025. Leave message.

HIS, RESPONSIBLE to share
new 2BR apt in Portland. $275
heated + ubls and seeurily deposit
761-4261. Please feeve message.

;, :
\ .

employment

rls. MIF. to shlo'e spacious house in

THE KIDS ARE away an my dog
and I are looking for a MIF 10 share
our large comfortable home in Cape
Elizabeth. $400/monlh. 7673773.

SINGLE PROF. MOM with 7 yr
ofd boy looking to share a house in
Soulh Portland area. N/S
responsible. friendly. alternative
minded. Needed bv 8/18. Call 5838617 eves.

GOLF CLUBS & CD player. Used
golf clubs in great shape. mixed
brands but a lull set. Wilh new bag
$50. CD player. originally bought
for $400. selling for $100. Call
865-6722. Leave message

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601

call today!

7ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

""

~EEKLY

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Holly Lynn, Advertising sales manager

I \~

FREEl=
but never

Blockbuster
We'd like you to count the cubes at
the right, in your head, without a pencil. Then enter your total in the box
provided. Itisa task roughly halfofyou
will find impossible.
Assume the worst: all the hidden
cubes that might be present are present. The back walls and bottom of the
pile are flat.
We're counting on you.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Drawings are done at random. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wed., Aug.8. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the Aug. 16 issue of Casco
Bay Weeki y. Send your best guess to:

EASY
Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cas h,
Check or Money Order) ,and the address label below to:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL. and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket.

-~---------------------

Real Puzzle #31
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Mailing Address:_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
City:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _State & ZlP:_ _ _ __ _ __
Daytime phone #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

VISA/MC , _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ .Ex(1. date _ _ __

1982 GMC TRUCK- 7000 series.

l

Must sell. 20 ft box with loading
ramp and hardwood floor.
GVW24K. New clutch. Runs great.
Asking well balow the book value at
$4900. Call anytime 642-3328 or
775-5103

Specify Color:
0 Black
CJ Pink
o Aqua
0 R0yal Blue
Alternate color if first choice not available:

5MB gOO TURBO. 19824 door
sedan. AIC. v9I'f good oond . • new
tires. bane'Y. ele. Well maintained.
well equipped. 2 good snows. 7746677
AMC HORNET Hetchback. 77
very good reliable engine. powe,
steering. 3-speod stiel< shift. body
needs work. bucket seals. $250.
call Peter 761-4638.780-4974

THIS SPACE

.

86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
All pow9f. AMIFM cassette. Great
carl $6900 773-U3O

wanted

CAN BE
YOURS

FREE BUT NEVER easy. Casco
Bay Weeldy would like to buy your
used office furniture. Our
dedicated staff has vocalized their
desire for more desks. chairs. and
file cabinets. Call Robyn at 7756601
APT USTINGS WANTED for
referral to Po~land School of Art
students. Please call lhe
Adm issions Office at 775-3052
before lAonday August 6 w,th
September ojlenlngs.

Answer

EMPLOYERS
Advertise your available
positions in the

CoscoBov
VVEEICL'Y
CI~..ssitieds
Only $7 per week
Call 775-6601 for more information

o 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

When you advertise
for 4 weeks in

Solution to Real Puzzle #29
The plane used for the stunts was
the 1932 Thompson Award-winning
Gee-Bee Su perSportster, powered by a
Pratt & Whitney Hometengine. Your
pilot was James H Doolittle.

CoscoBov
~EEKLY
That's right, when you run
a display ad in Classifieds for
4 weeks, you get the 5th week
••••••••••• FREE!!! That means
5 weeks of advertising
for as little as $68!!!!

Flying away to good eats are Erika
Poulin of Brunswick with first prize
and Joseph SukakasofYarmouth with
second.

For more information,
call 775-6601

I

Portland)s Powerful Alternative C osco Bov

• • • • • • • • • 775·6601 ""EEKLY

-

FOR FREE

I

team.

CascoBav

-v-:

wheels

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
energetic account executive to join our sales
We are loolOng for an experienced and
dynamic sales representative to pioneer and
maintain new accounts as well as service
existing ones. You must be organized,
creative, and possess excellent interpersonal
slOlls. You will work as an integral part of the
sales team while aggressively deve[opins and
independently managing your own temtory.
Familiarity with the Greater Portland market
will be a pi us.
This position pays a base salary plus commission. An ambitious salesperson will earn
$21k-$28k plus health coverage and benefits.
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales
send a resume and cover letter outlining
why you'd like to work for Casco Bay Weekly
to:

--

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

FOR SALE, WATERBED Queen
size. full motion. 3 sels included.
Bookshelf/mirror head board. Call
773-1908. $150 or blo

IW16 I!(4f1tifl

SHE LI KES DoUG AN D IS J~ALoUS OF M e
So NOW SHE IS GOIN6 A/<.OI)ND TEL!..ING
PEOPLE TKIN6S l.IKE TH~ DEVIL IS HDL.IJING A ?ART OF M'j f1EART. ~ SHO(!t.D

~EKLV

BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For oomplete
listing send SASE to : Box 201
Cape Cottage ME 04107
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultraligh~ enclosed cockpit, push
button start. full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels. with floats.
$6500 or hlo. Catamaran willi new
trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
$900. 799-4305

SPECIALIZED
3000
Windtrainer. $80 Fine condition.
Transform your ordinary bicycle
into a stationary. indoor workout
machine. Cafl 775-6601 during
tusiness hours. l.eaw message

SCARBOROUGH M/F NIS to
share spacious. quiet 4BR house.
Parking. laundry. storage. yard. no
pets. $295/month + 1/4 utils
883-5918 leave message.

CoscoBov

31

., 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

• All ads must be pre-paid to qualify for this special offer
.. lOis offer good until August 20, 1990

-

YourFeet'"
Never Felt
This Good

SUPER • SUMMER • SPECIAL
Cat for de!ails

In today's hectic, high-stress society. noating
has emerged as a most effective way to relax.
Enter your private oasis and noat in a buoyant
solution of heated, skin temperature water
Break free from the distractions and slresses of
everyday life. Soak in a restfulness and
relaxation unlike any you have ever
experienced I

Some people cali them a walking
miracle. Whatever you cali them, if
you knew what they felt like, you'd
be wearing them now,

Gift certiFICates available.

BidtendO«k'

Picture Yourself:

::wall". ""It

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365
Call for a free brochure
I 2 Westbrook COlllTlon, Westbrook, ME 04092

337 Forest Ave.· Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge inventory. expert fitting, maUorder nationwkie. complete repair service.

ffi~

seO

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

BAY T~.l?

C~ .. Things Worth Having... ~
'i'
JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES. PORCElAINS. OIL PAINTINGS
Exclusive dealer in Maine for
LEHMAN & LEE of SANTA FE Hand-made jewelry with
hand-cut stones
'i'

r-----------------------After 4 P.M.
$1.00 off
any sandwich
or salad
Not good on deliveries
1 coupon per person per day
Expires August 31

SEIJJNG .•• BUYING .•• TRADING

...

Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment and more
'i'
486 CONGRESS STREET, PORTlAND

774-8983
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WHER
.,
.L

TO
EAT?

.'
0'

J.

~

The answer Is here:

AVAILABLE AT •••

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

IOInIIIiRN MAlNI

DINING
,G UIDE

PORTLAND JETPORT,
Portland. 10 EXCHANGE
STREET, Portland • CASCO BAY LINES FERRY
TERMINAL, Portland • MAINE TOURISM CENTER 1·95,
Kittery, US Route 1, Yarmouth • FREEPORT OUTLET
MALL, Freeport • GREEN MOUNTAIN COFFEE
ROASTERS, Portland • PORTLAND REGENCY, Old Port.
BEN & GERRY'S, Freeport • CAP'N NEWICK'S, So.
Portland • SHOP N SAVE, Forest Ave., Portland

••• AND SEVERAL OTHER AREA LOCATIONS

